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Abstract
Stochastic thermodynamics extends thermodynamics to mesoscopic scales. Build-
ing on the mathematical framework of stochastic processes, one can consider the
prevailing role of thermal fluctuations in small systems and assign heat and work
to single stochastic trajectories. By carefully defining probabilities for the occur-
rence of a specific trajectory and its time-reversed version, one can present the
second law as an equality, the so-called fluctuation theorem. By including an
information-theoretic notion of entropy a` la Shannon, one can show that infor-
mation is a thermodynamic resource just like heat, work, and energy. This solves
the long-standing mystery around Maxwell’s demon once and for all.
This thesis investigates an important generalization by considering the interac-
tions of different degrees of freedom of one joint system. First, a comprehensive
introduction to the subjects of stochastic processes, information theory and the
theory of stochastic thermodynamics is given, thereby highlighting the key results.
In the second part, systems with interacting degrees of freedom are considered.
This allows one to investigate the thermalization properties of collisional baths,
i.e. particles at equilibrium interacting with a localized system via collisions.
It is shown that the interactions between system and bath must be reversible to
ensure thermalization of the system. Moreover, the role of information in thermo-
dynamics is presented and interpreted in the context of interacting subsystems.
Using the concept of causal conditioning, a framework is developed for finding
entropy productions that capture the mutual influence of coupled subsystems.
This framework is applied to diverse setups which are usually studied separately
in information thermodynamics.
The third part covers the special case of important system variables being hid-
den from observation. The problem is motivated by presenting a model of a
microswimmer and showing that its movement can be approximated by active
Brownian motion. However, its energy dissipation is massively underestimated
by this procedure. It is shown that this is a consequence of the fact that the
swimming mechanism is a hidden variable. Subsequently, different methods of ef-
fective description are discussed and applied to a simple model system with which
the impact of hidden slow degrees of freedom on fluctuation theorems is studied.
Finally, a setting is investigated in which it is possible to give bounds for the
hidden entropy production from only partial observation of the system dynamics
by fitting an underlying hidden Markov process to the observable data.
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Zusammenfassung
Die stochastische Thermodynamik ist eine Erweiterung der Thermodynamik hin
zu mikroskopischen Skalen. Die auf diesen Skalen dominierenden thermischen
Fluktuationen werden aufbauend auf dem mathematischen Grundgeru¨st der stoch-
astischen Prozesse mit in die Beschreibung einbezogen. Damit kann einzelnen
stochastischen Trajektorien Wa¨rme und Arbeit zugeordnet werden. Indem Wahr-
scheinlichkeiten fu¨r bestimmte Trajektorien und ihre zeitumgekehrten Versionen
definiert werden, kann der zweite Hauptsatz als Gleichung formuliert werden, das
sogenannte Fluktuationstheorem. Mithilfe der Informationstheorie kann Infor-
mation auf gleiche Weise wie Wa¨rme, Arbeit und Energie als thermodynamis-
che Ressource aufgefasst werden. Damit wird das Ra¨tsel um den Maxwellschen
Da¨mon endgu¨ltig gelo¨st.
Diese Dissertation behandelt eine wichtige Verallgemeinerung, da die Wechsel-
wirkung zwischen verschiedenen Freiheitsgraden eines gro¨ßeren Verbundsystems
betrachtet wird. Zuna¨chst wird in die Gebiete der stochastischen Prozesse, der
Informationstheorie und der stochastischen Thermodynamik eingefu¨hrt. Dabei
werden die wichtigsten Resultate herausgestellt.
Im zweiten Teil werden Systeme mit wechselwirkenden Freiheitsgraden betra-
chtet. Dies erlaubt die Untersuchung der Thermalisierungseigenschaften von
sogenannten Kollisionsba¨dern, bestehend aus Teilchen im Gleichgewicht, welche
durch Sto¨ße mit einem lokalisierten System interagieren. Es wird gezeigt, dass die
Wechselwirkung zwischen System und Bad reversibel sein muss, um die Thermal-
isierung des Systems sicherzustellen. Zudem wird die thermodynamische Rolle
von Information behandelt und im Kontext miteinander wechselwirkender Sys-
teme interpretiert. Mithilfe des Konzepts des “causal conditioning” wird ein
System zur Definition von Entropieproduktionsmaßen entwickelt. Diese bilden
den wechselseitigen Einfluss gekoppelter Subsysteme aufeinander ab. Das System
wird auf verschiedenartige Anordnungen angewandt, welche bisher in der Liter-
atur getrennt voneinander untersucht wurden.
Der dritte Teil behandelt den Spezialfall, in dem wichtige Systemvariablen verbor-
gen sind. Das Problem wird veranschaulicht, indem ein Modell eines Mikroschwim-
mers vorgestellt wird, dessen Dynamik durch aktive Brownsche Bewegung abge-
bildet werden kann. Seine Energiedissipation wird durch dieses Vorgehen jedoch
grob unterscha¨tzt. Man kann zeigen, dass dies daran liegt, dass der Schwimm-
mechanismus eine verborgene Variable ist. Anschließen werden verschiedene effek-
tive Beschreibungen des sichtbaren Teils des Systems besprochen und auf ein ein-
faches Modell angewandt. Dieses Modell erlaubt die Untersuchung des Einflusses
verborgener langsamer Freiheitsgrade auf Fluktuationstheoreme. Schließlich wird
eine Situation untersucht, in der es mo¨glich ist, durch nur teilweise Beobachtung
Schranken fu¨r die vollsta¨ndige, jedoch verborgene, Entropieproduktion zu bestim-
men, indem ein zugrundeliegender Markov-Prozess an die beobachtbaren Daten
angepasst wird.
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1 | Introduction
Thermodynamics is the theory of the exchange of heat, work, and matter between
systems and environments. Its great power lies in its generality: The second law,
for instance, states that in any process a quantity called entropy must be growing,
which leads, e.g., to fundamental limits on the efficiency of heat engines.
Statistical physics provides the rigorous derivation of the laws of thermodynamics
from an underlying microscopic reality. The microscopic world is composed of
countless individual particles, extremely tiny and way too numerous to ever be
perceived without sophisticated instruments. Importantly, it is exactly this key
fact about the microscopic world that is exploited by statistical mechanics: It
is possible to very accurately describe the average behavior of many particles
without having to know the exact state of any one of them.
The last two decades have seen tremendous experimental progress in the manip-
ulation of small-scale systems; mainly in the study of biological machinery like
molecular motors. In essence, many of these systems are microscopic engines. It
is thus natural to ask whether thermodynamics can be applied to these objects.
Crucially, the main tenets of statistical mechanics do not apply to these systems:
Firstly, they are not composed of near infinitely many constituent parts. Secondly,
the magnitude of energy exchanges becomes comparable to thermal fluctuations
which makes the naive application of thermodynamics in the field of biophysics
impossible, e.g., when considering efficiencies of molecular motors or the energetics
of the folding and unfolding of biopolymers such as DNA and RNA.
Instead, thermal fluctuations must be explicitly built into the description of these
systems, e.g., by utilizing stochastic processes to capture their dynamics. Fueled
by experimental advances over the last 20 years, this approach has led to a signif-
icant honing of theoretical tools applicable to the thermodynamics of small-scale
systems. Thus has emerged the theory of stochastic thermodynamics which allows
the study of small machines in much the same terms as thermodynamics enabled
the analysis of their large counterparts.
Although rigorously verified by experiments, two consequences of the theory stick
out and seem strange to the novice in this field. These are: (1) The fact that
the second law does not hold always for microscopic processes. Instead, it holds
only when averaging over many realizations of the process. This, at first sight
astonishing, fact is perfectly captured by the so-called fluctuation theorems. (2)
The fact that information enters as a thermodynamic resource like heat and work,
which was already anticipated by Maxwell, Szila´rd, Bennett, and others and led
1
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to the apparent paradox of Maxwell’s demon. Importantly, within the framework
of stochastic thermodynamics this difficult point can finally be discussed in the
necessary detail.
This thesis addresses, among others, both of the mentioned aspects. It extends our
understanding of small-scale (information) thermodynamics towards systems in
which multiple constituent parts interact with each other. Moreover it addresses
situations in which some of the degrees of freedom making up a system might be
hidden from observation, as it is the case in many experimental situations.
1.1 Outline of the thesis
This thesis is based on the four included peer-reviewed publications (Refs. [1–
4]). It is written in such a way as to provide a cohesive flow of the presented
material. Therefore, the publications are included into the appropriate chapters
of the thesis irrespective of their chronological order. Some results which are not
yet published are included as well.
The thesis is grouped into three parts. Part I deals with the fundamental math-
ematical and physical concepts pertaining to stochastic processes (chaper 2),
information theory (chapter 3), and the theory of stochastic thermodynamics
(chapter 4). While the second and third chapters contain material that can
readily be found in textbooks on the respective subjects, the fourth chapter on
stochastic thermodynamics represents a selection of key results that are mostly
re-derived with regard to the stochastic methods presented before. This chapter
is aimed at keeping the thesis as self-contained as possible.
Part II presents original research on the role of interacting degrees of freedom in
stochastic thermodynamics. Particularly, it discusses a viewpoint which treats the
thermal reservoir as one subsystem of a larger joint system. Special emphasis is
put on collisional baths (chapter 5). Further, it contains a detailed discussion of
the role of information in thermodynamics (chapter 6) and shows how it results
from the interplay of several interacting subsystems. It presents new results on
how this interaction can be disentangled in such a way as to preserve their causal
influence on each other.
Part III covers important results on the role of unobserved slow degrees of free-
dom in stochastic thermodynamics. It discusses the energy requirements of mi-
croswimmers (chapter 7) and shows that they serve as a testbed to study how
the presence of hidden degrees of freedom leads to an underestimation of energy
dissipation. Moreover, it discusses different effective descriptions for the observed
dynamics and analyzes the impact of hidden slow degrees of freedom on fluc-
tuation theorems (chapter 8). Finally, it presents a method with which one
can construct tight bounds for the real hidden entropy production from partial
information about the system dynamics (chapter 9).
2
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1.2 Notation
The notation in this thesis follows the usual standards established in the field of
stochastic thermodynamics. However, some remarks on the peculiarities are in
order:
• We usually do not differentiate between probabilities and probability densi-
ties where it is clear from context. When the identification is ambiguous,
we use the Greek letter ρ for probability densities.
• Moreover, we do not differentiate between a random variable X and the
value x that it takes, i.e., we write p(x) for the probability of outcome x
where other authors might use the notation p(X = x).
• Similarly, whenever it is clear from context, we denote by p(x) and p(y)
different functions, distinguished by their argument. Other authors might
use px(x) and py(y).
• We denote averages using angled brackets, which translate as follows:
〈f(x)〉 =
∫
dx p(x) f(x).
Whenever it is not clear from context which variables are included in the
average, a subscript is added, i.e.,
〈g(x, y)〉p(x|y) =
∫
dx p(x|y) g(x, y).
3
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Part I
The basics
The topics in this part establish the mathematical and physical basis for the
research presented in later chapters. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with
the basics of probability theory and statistics, as it is presented, e.g., in the book
by Feller [5]. In particular, this part aims at
• Presenting the topic of stochastic processes (especially Markov processes)
in a pedagogical way.
• Establishing the basics of information theory.
• Reviewing the key progress in the field of stochastic thermodynamics (ex-
cluding information thermodynamics).
5

2 | Stochastic processes
This first chapter is a collection of fundamental concepts relevant to the topic of
the thesis. It is based on the books by Risken [6], Gardiner [7], and van Kam-
pen [8], which have proven very useful while conducting research.
In this thesis we will consider systems which evolve probabilistically in time,
meaning they are described by some time-dependent random variable X(t). This
is called a stochastic process. It is clear that any stochastic process can only be
defined with regard to its statistic properties, e.g., the probability of a certain
outcome X(t). Assume that we measure the states x1, x2, ..., xN of the process at
different times t1 < t2 < ... < tN . Then, a characterization of the statistics is the
joint probability
p(x1, t1; x2, t2; ...; xN , tN ) (2.1)
of the different measurement outcomes. This joint probability describes the prob-
ability of measuring x1 at time t1, x2 at time t2 and so on.
In the simplest case, e.g. a repeated coin toss, all measurements are independent,
thus implying
p(x1, t1; x2, t2; ...; xN , tN ) =
N∏
i=1
p(xi, ti). (2.2)
This means that no predictions of future values based on past or current values
of the process are possible.
In a common setting, the immediate future of the process is dependent on the
past, while it is independent of the future, as demanded by causality:
p(xi, ti|x1, t1; ...;xi−1, ti−1; xi+1, ti+1; ...;xN , tN ) = p(xi, ti|x1, t1; ...;xi−1, ti−1).
(2.3)
2.1 Markov processes
An important special case are Markov processes for which the future only depends
on the most recent value of the process, i.e., the conditional probability in Eq. (2.3)
reads:
p(xi, ti|x1, t1; ...;xi−1, ti−1) = p(xi, ti|xi−1, ti−1). (2.4)
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It is often called transition probability since it describes a transition from state xi
at time ti given the process was in state xi−1 at time ti−1.
The joint probability in Eq. (2.1) can then be expanded into
p(x1, t1; x2, t2; ...; xN , tN ) = p(x1, t1)
N∏
i=2
p(xi, ti|xi−1, ti−1). (2.5)
Two comments on different aspects of continuity in stochastic processes are in
order. The first concerns the question about the state space of the stochastic
process: We can deal with continuous state spaces, e.g. the price of some share
on the stock market, and discrete state spaces, e.g. the number of people in an
elevator at a given time. Most calculations are similar in both versions: Often,
one only has to switch integrals to sums or vice versa. Additionally, whenever it is
clear from context, we use the word probability to mean either probability density
or probability in the proper meaning of the word.
The second aspect concerns how the state of a process can change in time: contin-
uously or at discrete times. It would, e.g., be economical not to include the time
evolution between floors of a stochastic process describing the occupancy of an
elevator. A discrete-time Markov process is usually called a Markov chain. Both
kinds of time evolution are used in this thesis. As a general rule throughout, a
discrete-time process is marked by a lower-index as in xt, while a continuous-time
process is represented by a bracketed notation as in x(t). However, sometimes a
continuous trajectory can be discretized, thereby switching from one notation to
the other.
2.2 Master equation
The transition probabilities p(xi; ti|xj , tj) [Eq. (2.4)] of a Markov process fulfill
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation: For t3 > t2 > t1
p(x3, t3|x1, t1) =
∫
dx2 p(x2, t2;x3, t3|x1, t1) (2.6)
=
∫
dx2 p(x3, t3|x1, t1;x2, t2) p(x2, t2|x1, t1) (2.7)
=
∫
dx2 p(x3, t3|x2, t2) p(x2, t2|x1, t1), (2.8)
where we used the marginalization property in the first line and the Markov
property [Eq. (2.4)] in the third line.
The interpretation is straightforward: Since in a Markov process the future only
depends on the current state, the transition probability from one state x1 at time
t1 to another state x3 at time t3 can be unraveled via the sum of all probabilities
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to go to all possible intermediate states x2 at time t2 multiplied by the probability
to go from there to the final state.
Because both sides of the equation can be calculated from sampled transition prob-
abilities, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation can be used to check for the Markov
property of a given stochastic process. However, we have to point out a common
problem: The Markov property in Eq. (2.4) has to hold true for all conditional
probabilities. Therefore, one cannot really infer that a process is Markovian from
a few (possibly sampled) conditional probabilities. Nevertheless, a violation of the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is enough to rule out the Markovian nature of a
certain process. Similarly, knowing that a process is Markovian, one can charac-
terize the entire process from the transition probabilities. See Sec. IV.1 of Ref. [8]
for more details.
The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation has a more intuitive version which concerns
changes in probabilities:
p(x, t3|x′′, t1)− p(x, t2|x′′, t1) =
∫
dx′
[
p(x, t3|x′, t2) p(x′, t2|x′′, t1)
− p(x′, t3|x, t2) p(x, t2|x′′, t1)
]
, (2.9)
where we used the fact that the transition probability is normalized:∫
dx′ p(x′, t3|x, t2) = 1. (2.10)
Equation (2.9) has a straightforward interpretation in terms of conservation of
probability : The change in probability at x from one time to another is given by
the influx of probability from all other states x′ minus the outflux out of state x
into all other states x′.
The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation concerns finite time intervals t3 − t2. Next,
let us instead derive a differential equation. To this end, we expand the transition
probability for small time differences dt:
p(x′, t+ dt|x, t) = δ(x− x′) + W˜ (x′|x; t) dt+O(dt2). (2.11)
Due to normalization, one finds∫
dx′ W˜ (x′|x; t) = 0. (2.12)
It is thus convenient to define:
W˜ (x′|x; t) := W (x′|x; t)− r(x, t) δ(x− x′). (2.13)
Here, W (x′|x; t) denotes the transition rate, i.e., the transition probability per
unit time from state x to x′, and
r(x, t) :=
∫
dx′W (x′|x; t) (2.14)
9
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is the total exit rate out of state x.
Inserting this expression into Eq. (2.9) for t1 = t
′′, t3 − t2 = dt and t2 = t yields:
p(x,t+ dt|x′′, t′′)− p(x, t|x′′, t′′)
=
∫
dx′
[(
(1− dt r(x′)) δ(x− x′) + dtW (x|x′; t)) p(x′, t|x′′, t′′)
− ((1− dt r(x)) δ(x− x′)) + dtW (x′|x; t)) p(x, t|x′′, t′′)]
= dt
∫
dx′
[
W (x|x′; t) p(x′, t|x′′, t′′)−W (x′|x; t) p(x, t|x′′, t′′)
]
. (2.15)
In the limit dt→ 0 we thus find the (differential) master equation
∂
∂t
p(x, t|x′′, t′′) =
∫
dx′
[
W (x|x′; t) p(x′, t|x′′, t′′)−W (x′|x; t) p(x, t|x′′, t′′)
]
.
(2.16)
Multiplying Eq. (2.16) by p(x′′, t′′) and integrating over x′′, one gets
∂
∂t
p(x, t) =
∫
dx′
[
W (x|x′; t) p(x′, t)−W (x′|x; t) p(x, t)
]
, (2.17)
which is the most commonly used version of the master equation. It describes how
the probability function p(x, t) changes with time. It hides, however, important
information about the underlying process: It is possible to find a master equation
of the form of Eq. (2.17) for non-Markovian processes, as we did, e.g., in Ref. [2],
which might seem confusing at first sight.
If one is willing to use W˜ (x|x′; t) instead of W (x|x′; t), the master equation can
even be written in the following form:
∂
∂t
p(x, t) =
∫
dx′ W˜ (x|x′; t) p(x′, t), (2.18)
which is especially appealing for discrete state spaces, for which one has a transi-
tion rate matrix W˜(t) and a vector p(t) of probabilities:
p˙(t) = W˜(t) p(t). (2.19)
The diagonal elements W˜ii of the transition matrix must then be chosen negative
such that the column sums vanish:
∑
i W˜ij = 0. In this case they are the negative
of the total exit rate from state i.
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2.2.1 Example Markov jump process
Let us consider a Markovian jump process with three states 1, 2, and 3 and the
following transition rate matrix depicted in the left half of Fig. 2.1:
W˜ =
−3 3 22 −3 0
1 0 −2
 (2.20)
2
3
2
1
2 3
1
Figure 2.1: Example Markov jump process. Left: Transition rates between the
three states. Right: Solution of the Master equation for the initial condition
pi(0) = δi,2. The dashed lines indicate the stationary solution.
Given an initial probability density p0, the solution of the Master equation is
given by:
p(t) = exp
(
W˜ t
)
p0. (2.21)
The solution for p0 = (0, 1, 0)
T is displayed in the right half of Fig. 2.1. We see
that starting from state 2, on average, the time evolution first populates state
1 and then state 3. The probability distribution eventually relaxes towards the
stationary state
pst =
(
6
13
,
4
13
,
3
13
)T
(2.22)
set by
0 = W˜ pst. (2.23)
2.3 Kramers-Moyal expansion
Consider a continuous-time stochastic process with a continuous state space. As-
suming that its trajectory x(t) is a continuous function of t, we expect that its
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transition rate W (x|x′; t) does not allow jumps, i.e., in a certain sense it has a
sharp peak around x = x′ with a rapid decay. Then, a Taylor expansion around
small jump lengths δ := x − x′ is useful. We first rewrite the transition rate:
W (x|x′; t) =: W (x′, δ; t). Inserting in the master equation (2.16) yields:
∂
∂t
p(x, t|x′′, t′′) =
∫
dδ
[
W (x− δ, δ; t) p(x− δ, t|x′′, t′′)
−W (x,−δ; t) p(x, t|x′′, t′′)
]
. (2.24)
Next, we expand the first line for small jumps,
W (x− δ, δ; t) p(x− δ, t|x′′, t′′) = W (x, δ; t) p(x, t|x′′, t′′)
− ∂
∂x
W (x, δ; t) p(x, t|x′′) δ + 1
2
∂2
∂x2
W (x, δ; t) p(x, t|x′′) δ2 − ..., (2.25)
thus obtaining
∂
∂t
p(x, t|x′′, t′′) =
∫
dδ
[
W (x, δ; t)
∞∑
n=1
δn
n!
(
− ∂
∂x
)n
W (x, δ; t)
]
p(x, t|x′′, t′′)+
−
∫
dδW (x, δ; t) p(x, t|x′′, t′′)
=
∞∑
n=1
(
− ∂
∂x
)n
D(n)(x, t) p(x, t|x′′, t′′), (2.26)
where we substituted −δ in the second line, changed the integration limits, and
introduced the coefficient functions
D(n)(x, t) :=
∫
dδ
δn
n!
W (x, δ; t). (2.27)
The above procedure is known as Kramers-Moyal expansion [9, 10].
Equation (2.26) is useful because the expansion can be truncated to obtain esti-
mates for the evolution equation. Furthermore, a theorem by Pawula [11] states
that the expansion either stops after the first or second term, or otherwise, never.
2.3.1 Fokker-Planck equation
The expansion with two terms yields the Fokker-Planck equation:
∂
∂t
p(x, t|x′′, t′′) =
[
− ∂
∂x
D(1)(x, t) +
∂2
∂x2
D(2)(x, t)
]
p(x, t|x′′, t′′), (2.28)
which is an extremely useful version of the master equation in the context of
diffusive processes as we will see in the following section.
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Equation (2.28) can also be written as a continuity equation with the probability
current
j(x, t|x′′, t′′) =
[
D(1)(x, t)− ∂
∂x
D(2)(x, t)
]
p(x, t|x′′, t′′), (2.29)
yielding
∂
∂t
p(x, t|x′′, t′′) = − ∂
∂x
j(x, t|x′′, t′′). (2.30)
2.4 Brownian motion
In this subsection we shall briefly depart from our mathematical treatment of
stochastic processes and turn to their origin. In fact the whole subject of stochas-
tic thermodynamics, and with it the contents of this thesis, can be regarded as
a continuation (albeit with slightly different goals) of the analysis of Brownian
motion spearheaded by Einstein, Smoluchowski, and Langevin. For this reason
we will give a somewhat historical treatment of Brownian motion.
In 1827 the botanist Robert Brown observed under his microscope that small
grains of pollen suspended in water perform an irregular, jittery motion, which is
illustrated in Fig. 2.2. He ruled out that this movement was life-related but was
unable to explain its origin. An explanation arrived much later, in 1905, with
the theoretical treatments by Einstein [12] and Smoluchowski [13]. Following
Einstein’s derivation, one encounters many of the concepts introduced previously.
Figure 2.2: Trajectory of the simulation of a point-particle undergoing Brownian
motion.
The observed motion is due to very frequent collisions between the molecules of
the suspension and the pollen grain. Because one cannot accurately describe the
13
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motion of this many molecules, the collisions can only be treated statistically. Let
us restrict the discussion to a one-dimensional setup. The density of particles per
unit volume is given by n(x, t). In some time interval dt, sufficiently small with
respect to the observation times, each particle will experience a shift ∆ due to the
collisions. The probability p(∆) of a certain shift shall be independent for every
particle, independent from the past, symmetric, p(−∆) = p(∆), and have a sharp
peak around ∆ = 0. The density for the time t+ dt then reads:
n(x, t+ dt) =
∫
d∆n(x−∆, t) p(∆). (2.31)
This is similar to the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (2.8) derived from assuming
that collisions have no memory.
Next, one expands the LHS of Eq. (2.31) for small dt:
n(x, t+ dt) = n(x, t) + dt
∂n
∂t
, (2.32)
which is a crucial step in deriving the master equation. From assuming a sharp
peak in p(∆), Einstein continues with his version of the Kramers-Moyal-expansion:
n(x−∆, t) = n(x, t)−∆ ∂n
∂x
+
∆2
2
∂2n
∂x2
− ... (2.33)
Inserting into Eq. (2.31), using the symmetry and the normalization of p(∆), he
obtains the equivalent of the Fokker-Planck equation (2.28):
∂n
∂t
= D
∂2n
∂x2
, (2.34)
thereby recovering Fick’s law of diffusion [14] with the diffusion coefficient
D :=
1
dt
∫
d∆
∆2
2
p(∆). (2.35)
In essence, Einstein envisions a random walk of the pollen grain with infinitely
small steps and shows how this relates to diffusion (see, e.g., Sec. 3.8.2 of Ref. [7]).
The most important contribution, however, is Einstein’s and Smoluchowski’s link-
ing of the diffusion coefficient D with the temperature T and the coefficient of
Stokes’s friction γ that a spherical particle in solution experiences:
D =
kBT
γ
, (2.36)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. We will prove this relation at a later point
using a different method. This identification allows estimates of microscopic
information like Boltzmann’s constant or, equivalently, the Avogadro number
NA = R/kB, (where R is the gas constant) from the experimentally accessible
mean squared displacement of small particles in solution.
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2.4.1 Langevin equation
The approach to explaining Brownian motion that is most used today is due to
Langevin [15]. He set up an equation of motion for the position x of a colloidal
particle, i.e., a particle suspended in a medium and subject to collisions from its
surroundings:
mx¨ = −γ x˙+
√
2Dγ ξ(t). (2.37)
The first term on the RHS describes the effect of Stokes’s friction on the particle,
while the second term represents some other fluctuating force that is due to the
incessant collisions with the molecules of the suspension. The proportionality
factor
√
2Dγ is included for convenience, in fact, D will later turn out to be the
diffusion constant.
Langevin was able to recover Einstein’s result with very little assumptions about
the fluctuating force ξ(t): It needs to be zero on average,
〈ξ(t)〉 = 0 (2.38)
and must be completely uncorrelated with itself:
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′) (2.39)
(although the second assumption is only implicit in his original work). In the
following, we use the approach by Uhlenbeck and Ornstein [16] to derive the
Einstein-Smoluchowsky relation [Eq. (2.36)].
With the initial condition x˙(t = 0) = v0, we can solve Eq. (2.37) for the velocity:
v(t) = v0 e
−γt/m +
√
2Dγ
m
e−γt/m
t∫
0
dt′ eγt
′/mξ(t′). (2.40)
With this, we calculate the second moment
〈
v2(t)
〉
= v20 e
−2γt/m +
2Dγ2
m2
t∫
0
dt′
t∫
0
dt′′ eγ(t
′+t′′)/m 〈ξ(t′)ξ(t′′)〉 (2.41)
= v20 e
−2γt/m +
Dγ
m
(
1− e−2γt/m
)
, (2.42)
where we used the fact that ξ(t) is delta-correlated. This means that for small
particles the mean-squared velocity is quickly decaying towards
〈
v2∞
〉
= Dγ/m.
Now, D can be identified from the fact that the mean kinetic energy must obey
the equipartition theorem:
1
2
kBT
!
=
1
2
m〈v2∞〉 =
1
2
Dγ ⇒ D = kBT
γ
, (2.43)
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which recovers Eq. (2.36). This, however, does not yet prove the equivalence
of Einstein’s and Langevin’s approaches, which can be achieved by integrating
Eq. (2.40) and computing the mean squared displacement
〈
(x(t)− x0)2
〉
.
The Einstein-Smoluchowski relation has important conceptual implications: It
states that the energy dissipation due to the friction and the energy intake due
to the fluctuations are related. This is because they both result from collisions
with the surrounding molecules. It is a manifestation of the far more versatile
fluctuation-dissipation theorem which yields similar relations in other settings,
e.g., current fluctuations in resistors and thermal radiation. For a review see
Ref. [17].
Einstein’s treatment of Brownian motion does not refer to velocities at all. In-
stead, only shifts in position are considered. This works because of the over-
damped limit in which Brownian motion usually takes place. As can be seen from
Eq. (2.40), velocity correlations decay extremely quickly for small particles: The
characteristic timescale for a spherical colloid is m/γ = m/(6piµR), where m is
the particle’s mass, µ the dynamic viscosity of the medium, and R the radius. For
small pollen, Langevin estimated a correlation time of about 10−8 s. This means
that one will almost never see the particle’s velocity fluctuations. Instead, we see
the integrated effect of small collisions as a shift in the particle’s position.
With this in mind, one can simplify Langevin’s approach by neglecting the inertia
term mx¨ in Eq. (2.37), thus obtaining the overdamped Langevin equation:
x˙ =
√
2D ξ(t). (2.44)
This equation describes a Markov process whereas the underdamped equation (2.37)
does not. Instead, the underdamped diffusion is a bi-variate Markov process,
namely in position x and velocity v = x˙.
In many interesting scenarios there is also a deterministic force f(x, t) acting
on the particle which, when included in the equation of motion, leads to the
overdamped Langevin equation, which we will use throughout this thesis:
x˙ = νf(x, t) +
√
2D ξ(t), (2.45)
where ν := γ−1 is the mobility of the particle.
Finally, we need to fully specify the stochastic force ξ(t) by supplementing one
final condition: ξ(t) shall be Gaussian, i.e., all cumulants higher than two vanish.
Then, it is completely defined by Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39). However, the force ξ(t)
does not exist as a function, i.e., we could not plot one specific realization of
it. Rather, it needs to be understood as the limiting case of a stochastic force
with a correlation time tending towards zero. In any case this is more realistic
from a physics standpoint since collisions between particle and medium are not
completely uncorrelated, but, due to the vast number of degrees of freedom, their
correlation time is very short.
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The peculiar properties of ξ(t) cause an issue when stochastic integrals, i.e., inte-
grals of the form
∫
dt g(x)ξ(t), arise. This happens when one studies trajectories
generated by Eq. (2.45) in which D is not constant. Then, the equation needs to
be supplemented with a discretization rule, i.e., a prescription of how to interpret
the RHS. We will always use the Stratonovich interpretation, which means that
a Langevin equation of the form
x˙ = νf(x, t) + g(x) ξ(t) (2.46)
needs to be discretized into:
x(t+ dt)− x(t) = dt · νf
(
x(t) + x(t+ dt)
2
, t+
dt
2
)
+ g
(
x(t) + x(t+ dt)
2
) t+dt∫
t
dt′ξ(t′). (2.47)
We choose this interpretation because, as alluded to above, in physical settings
there exists a non-vanishing correlation time of the stochastic noise, making it
colored rather than white. It was shown by Wong and Zakai [18] that in the
white-noise limit, solutions of the Langevin equation with colored noise obey the
Stratonovich form. Section 4.3 of Ref. [7] gives a good overview on the different
interpretations and their consequences.
Next, we show that there is a relation between the Langevin equation for individual
trajectories x(t) and the diffusion (or Fokker-Planck) equation for the evolution of
an ensemble of systems. This is to be expected as both the Langevin and Einstein
treatments concern the same physical process.
Starting from the discretized Langevin equation (2.47), we obtain the shift ∆ :=
x(t+ dt)− x(t):
∆ = dt · ν f
(
x+
∆
2
, t+
dt
2
)
+ g
(
x+
∆
2
) t+dt∫
t
dt′ξ(t′). (2.48)
This is not a closed-form equation for ∆. Therefore, we only keep terms up to
first order in dt. The integral gives us the Wiener process, which is the random
quantity
dW :=
t+dt∫
t
dt′ξ(t′). (2.49)
Due to the properties of ξ(t) [Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39)], it is a Gaussian with mean
and variance given by
〈dW 〉 = 0 and 〈dW 2〉 = dt. (2.50)
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Therefore, the dW is O(√dt). We thus need to take f to zeroth order and expand
g to order of
√
dt:
g
(
x+
∆
2
)
= g(x) + g′(x)
∆
2
+O(∆2) (2.51)
= g(x) +
1
2
g′(x)g(x) dW +O(dt), (2.52)
where g′(x) denotes the derivative of g(x) and we inserted Eq. (2.48) recursively.
We thus obtain
∆ = dt ν f(x, t) + g(x) dW +
1
2
g′(x)g(x) dW 2 +O
(
dt
3
2
)
(2.53)
which defines the probability distribution p(∆|x, t) of the shift with the moments
〈∆〉 = dt ν f(x, t) + 1
2
g′(x)g(x) dt and (2.54)
〈∆2〉 = g2(x) dt, (2.55)
which, since the process described by the overdamped Langevin equation is Marko-
vian, can be used in the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (2.8) [cf. also eq. (2.31)]:
p(x, t+ dt) =
∫
d∆ p(x−∆, t) p(∆|x−∆; t) (2.56)
= p(x, t)− ∂
∂x
p(x, t)
(∫
d∆ ∆ p(∆|x; t)
)
+
∂2
∂x2
p(x, t)
(∫
d∆
∆2
2
p(∆|x; t)
)
− ... (2.57)
= p(x, t)− dt ∂
∂x
p(x, t)
(
νf(x, t) +
1
2
g′(x)g(x)
)
+ dt
∂2
∂x2
p(x, t)
g2(x)
2
− ... . (2.58)
Therefore, the overdamped Langevin equation (2.46) corresponds to the Fokker-
Planck equation
∂
∂t
p(x, t) = − ∂
∂x
(
νf(x, t) +
1
2
g′(x)g(x)
)
p(x, t) +
1
2
∂2
∂x2
g2(x) p(x, t). (2.59)
For f ≡ 0 and g(x) ≡ √2D this proves the equivalence of the overdamped
Langevin equation (2.44) and the diffusion equation (2.34). Thus, D is indeed the
diffusion constant. Therefore, Einstein’s and Langevin’s treatments of Brownian
motion are indeed equivalent.
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2.5 Path probabilities
In stochastic thermodynamics the concept of path probabilities plays an important
role. Simply put, it is the probability of a certain trajectory of the stochastic
process. We already encountered a (coarse-grained) path probability in Eq. (2.1):
The joint probability
p(x1, t1; x2, t2; ...; xN , tN ) (2.60)
gives the probability of an entire sequence of measurements, which is a path
through the state space of the process.
The concept is fairly clear for discrete-time processes. For continuous-time pro-
cesses the interpretation as a joint probability distribution becomes less intuitive,
since it necessitates a infinitely fine-grained sampling of the process. Nonetheless,
this limit exists in a rigorous mathematical sense. Dispensing with the measure-
theoretic details, one gets a probability density in function space. Thus, the
probability density of a certain trajectory x(·) is a functional p[x(·)] with an ap-
propriate normalization given by:
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)] = 1. (2.61)
The notation x(·) indicates that we mean the entire function instead of a distinct
value x(t). The integral
∫ Dx(·) is a path integral indicating integration over the
whole function space.
We proceed to derive the path probability for a stochastic trajectory generated
by the overdamped Langevin equation (2.45). As before, we need to agree on a
discretization rule, in this case both for the stochastic differential equation and
for the interpretation of the resulting path integral representation. We opt for
the mid-point dicretization, i.e., for a constant diffusion coefficient we get:
xi − xi−1 = νdt f
(
xi + xi−1
2
, ti +
dt
2
)
+
√
2DdW. (2.62)
This generates a discretized version {x0, x1, ..., xN} of the trajectory x(·) of length
T starting at x(0) = x0 and ending at x(T ) = xT . Thus, T = N ·dt and xN = xT .
Since the diffusion process described by the Langevin equation is Markovian, we
find the joint probability for the discretized trajectory in terms of the transition
probability p(xi+1|xi), which is most easily calculated from the Wiener process
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by a transformation of variables:
px(xi|xi−1) = pW (dW (xi))
∣∣∣∣ddWdxi
∣∣∣∣ (2.63)
=
1√
2pidt
exp
(
−dW
2(xi)
2dt
)
1√
2D
(
1− 1
2
νdtf ′i +O
(
dt2
))
(2.64)
=
1√
4piDdt
exp
[
− dt
4D
(
xi − xi−1
dt
− νfi
)2
− 1
2
νdtf ′i
]
+O
(
dt3/2
)
,
(2.65)
where f
(n)
i :=
∂n
∂xni
f
(
xi+xi−1
2 , t+
dt
2
)
.
Stringing these probabilities together, we get the joint trajectory probability:
p(x1, ..., xN |x0)dx1...dxN =
N∏
i=1
p(xi|xi−1)dxi (2.66)
≈ dx1...dxN
(4piDdt)N/2
exp
[
− dt
4D
N∑
i=1
(
xi − xi−1
dt
− νfi
)2]
× exp
(
−dt
2
N∑
i=1
νf ′i
)
. (2.67)
In the limit dt→ 0 and N →∞, we finally obtain the path probability
p(x1, ..., xN |x0)dx1...dxN −→ p[x(·)|x0]Dx(·). (2.68)
Here, dx1...dxN
(4piDdt)N/2
→ Dx(·) is the differential trajectory element. The trajectory
probability reads
p[x(·)|x0] = exp {−S[x(·)]}, (2.69)
and is defined in terms of the action
S[x(·)] :=
T∫
0
dt
(
1
4D
[x˙(t)− νf(x, t)]2 + ν
2
f ′(x, t)
)
(2.70)
associated to the trajectory.
Normalization follows from the path integral representation of the transition prob-
ability
p(xT , T |x0, 0) =
(xT ,T )∫
(x0,0)
Dx(·) p[x(·)|x0], (2.71)
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which gives rise to an intuitive interpretation: To get the probability of a transition
from x0 at time 0 to xT at time T , one has to sum over the probabilities of all
possible paths connecting the two states. More information on path integrals can
be found in the book by Chaichian and Demichev [19].
To keep the notation light, we will in the following denote the probability of a
complete path including the starting point simply by p[x(·)]:
p[x(·)] := p[x(·)|x0] p(x0, 0). (2.72)
The normalization given in Eq. (2.61) then needs to be resolved as
1 =
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)] =
∫∫
dxT dx0
(xT ,T )∫
(x0,0)
Dx(·) p[x(·)|x0] p(x0, 0). (2.73)
2.6 Stationarity
A stationary stochastic process has a joint probability distribution that is invariant
under arbitrary time-shifts ∆t:
p(x1, t1 + ∆t; x2, t2 + ∆t; ...;xN , tN + ∆t) = p(x1, t1; x2, t2; ...; xN , tN ). (2.74)
One-point measures like the simple probability p(xi) then become independent
of time and multi-point statistics only depend on time differences. Stationary
Markov processes are generated by a time-independent transition probability
(rate): W (x|x′). The stationary solution pst(x) must then obey the stationary
master equation:
0 =
∫
dx′
[
W (x|x′) pst(x′)−W (x′|x) pst(x)
]
. (2.75)
Stationary diffusion-type processes described by a Langevin equation (2.45) or
Fokker-Planck equation (2.59) have time-independent drifts f(x) and diffusion
coefficients D and their stationary probability current obeys:
0 =
∂
∂x
jst(x), (2.76)
where jst(x) =
[−νf(x) +D ∂∂x] pst(x). Without periodic boundary conditions,
a stationary solution pst(x) can only be achieved when the probability current
vanishes, thus:
D
∂
∂x
ln pst(x) = νf(x). (2.77)
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Therefore, the stationary solution reads:
pst(x) =
1
Z
exp [−ϕ(x)], (2.78)
where
ϕ(x) := − ν
D
∫
dx f(x) and Z :=
∫
dx exp [−ϕ(x)]. (2.79)
For an overdamped Langevin equation of the form of Eq. (2.45) where the force
results from a potential f(x) = − ∂∂xV (x), we consequently find:
pst(x) = exp
(
−V (x)− F
kBT
)
, (2.80)
where F := −kBT ln
[∫
dx exp (−V (x)/kBT )
]
is the free energy, thus recover-
ing the Boltzmann distribution indicating that the stationary distribution is the
equilibrium distribution, as it should be.
We recover the equilibrium distribution because the above diffusion process obeys
detailed balance, i.e., the frequency of transitions x′ → x is statistically balanced
by the frequency of the opposite transitions x→ x′. For a general Markov process
detailed balance necessitates the integrand in Eq. (2.75) to vanish:
W (x|x′) pst(x′) = W (x′|x) pst(x). (2.81)
Refer to Secs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 for more details. In anticipation of the thermody-
namic interpretation in chapter 4, we refer to stationary processes with detailed
balance as equilibrium processes and to those without as nonequilibrium stationary
(or steady) states.
2.7 Higher dimensions
Most concepts from the above sections can straightforwardly be generalized to
higher dimensions. The overdamped Langevin equation (2.45), for example, be-
comes a vector equation. Usually, the noise terms {ξi(t)} affecting individual
degrees of freedom are independent, so that we obtain
x˙ = F(x, t) + G(x, t) ξ(t), (2.82)
where G(x, t) is the diffusion matrix and ξ(t) is the vector collecting the indi-
vidual noise terms obeying 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = δij δ(t− t′). For this process the equiv-
alent Fokker-Planck equation in Stratonovich interpretation reads (cf. Sec. 4.3.6
of Ref. [7]):
∂
∂t
p(x, t) =
−∑
i
∂
∂xi
Fi(x, t) +
1
2
∑
ijk
∂
∂xi
Gik(x, t)
∂
∂xj
Gjk(x, t)
 p(x, t).
(2.83)
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Since every force f(x, t) depending on one spatial coordinate can be integrated to
a potential, nonequilibrium steady states in diffusion-type processes necessitate
higher dimensions. They are then characterized by constant cyclical (divergence-
free) probability currents through the state space:
0 =
∂
∂t
p(x, t) = −∇ · jst(x). (2.84)
2.8 Numerics: generating stochastic trajectories
We close this chapter by presenting some algorithms which allow numerical sim-
ulation of a Markov process. First, for discrete-time processes, the transition
probability pi(x|x′) already prescribes an algorithm:
1. Draw a random initial state from the initial probability distribution p1(x1).
2. Repeatedly draw a next state from the transition probability pi(xi+1|xi).
Continous-time jump processes can be simulated using the Gillespie algorithm [20]:
Once the process reached a state i at time t it will stay in this state for a random
waiting time τ . This waiting time needs to be drawn from a probability distribu-
tion pi(τ, t) which can be inferred from the matrix-form master equation (2.19).
Setting pj(0) = δij , we obtain:
d
dτ
pi(τ, t) = W˜ii(t+ τ) pi(τ, t) =⇒ pi(τ, t) ∝ exp
 τ∫
0
dτ ′ W˜ii(t+ τ ′)
. (2.85)
Notice that W˜ii(t) = −
∑
j 6=i
W˜ji(t) < 0.
After drawing a random waiting time, adding it to the simulation time and check-
ing whether it exceeds the allotted total simulation time, the next state is chosen
by drawing a random number from the normalized transition rate vector excluding
the current state:
p
(
x(t+ τ) = j
∣∣x(t) = i) = Wji(t+ τ)∑
k 6=i
Wki(t+ τ)
. (2.86)
The algorithm then proceeds with drawing the next waiting time.
Finally, diffusion-type processes governed by a Langevin equation (2.46) can be
straightforwardly simulated using the Euler integration scheme with time step dt.
Care needs to be taken when the diffusion coefficient g(x) is not constant, since
then the choice of discretization becomes important. We use Eqs. (2.54) and (2.55)
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derived previously to obtain:
x(t+ dt) = x(t) + dt νf
(
x(t), t
)
+
dt
2
g′
(
x(t)
)
g
(
x(t)
)
+
√
dt g
(
x(t)
)
ξˆ, (2.87)
where ξˆ is a zero-mean Gaussian random number with unit variance:
ξˆ ∼ N (0, 1). (2.88)
This concludes the introductory chapter on stochastic processes. We will now
expand from this basis towards key results of information theory and eventually
towards physics by presenting the basics of stochastic thermodynamics.
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In 1948 Claude Shannon published a groundbreaking paper: A Mathematical
Theory of Communication [21]. Having worked on cryptography during World
War II, he considered the question of how best to encode a message transmitted
through a noisy communication channel and thereby prone to signal corruption.
He found that the ultimate data compression of any message, and therefore its
information content, is given by its entropy.
The field he established was later called information theory and plays an impor-
tant role in many areas of science. We will focus on its relevance in thermodynam-
ics. There, the links are deeper than just the similarity in names: In stochastic
thermodynamics, information enters as a proper thermodynamic resource like
heat and work, as we will see in Chap. 6. A good introduction to the field of
information theory is given in the book by Cover and Thomas [22] on which the
first four sections of this chapter are based.
3.1 Entropy
Consider the outcome x of a random event with a discrete probability distribu-
tion p(x). We seek to quantify the information content or surprisal (or news-
worthiness) of this outcome in such a way that an expected result has a low
surprisal value while an unexpected result has a high surprisal. A handy measure
is the entropy
s(x) := − ln p(x), (3.1)
since it is a monotonically decreasing positive function of the probability of the
event. A sure event occurs with probability one and thus has zero entropy. Ad-
ditionally, for two unrelated events x1 and x2 the entropy is additive, since
s(x1, x2) = − ln [p(x1) p(x2)] = − ln p(x1)− ln p(x2) = s(x1) + s(x2). (3.2)
Beyond the information content of a single random event, one often wants to
quantify the average information content or average entropy :
S[x] := −
∑
x
p(x) ln p(x). (3.3)
Notice the slight inconsistency in notation as the average entropy is actually a
functional of the entire probability distribution p(·). However, it is useful to think
of it as the average entropy associated to the variable x.
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Consider, e.g., a lottery with n tickets. Learning that a given lottery ticket is not
the winning one is unsurprising (if there are many tickets) and consequently it
has a very low entropy: s = ln [n/(n− 1)] ≈ 0. In contrast, learning that a given
ticket is the winning one is a high-entropy event: s = lnn  0. The average
entropy of the lottery ticket outcome is:
S =
n− 1
n
ln
n
n− 1 +
1
n
lnn, (3.4)
which vanishes for n = 1 (Where is the surprise then?). It has its maximum
at n = 2 and then decays towards ln (n)/n: The vast probability of losing sim-
ply outweighs the contribution to the average entropy from the winning ticket.
Therefore, winning the lottery is surprising but playing it must be expected to be
unsurprising.
In the literature one can often find different logarithm bases for the entropy defi-
nition. We choose the natural logarithm due to its relevance in physics.
3.2 Kullback-Leibler distance
The Kullback-Leibler distance or relative entropy is a distance measure in the
space of probability distributions. It is defined for two probability distributions
p(x) and q(x) with the same support:
DKL[p||q] :=
∑
x
p(x) ln
p(x)
q(x)
. (3.5)
From its definition it is evident that the Kullback-Leibler distance is not a true
distance since it is not symmetric and does not fulfill the triangle inequality.
However, DKL is nonnegative as can be proven by applying Jensen’s inequality
(cf. Sec. 2.6 of Ref. [22]) or one of its derivatives, the log sum inequality: For
nonnegative numbers {ai} and {bi} with a =
∑
i ai and b =
∑
i bi one has (cf.
Sec. 2.7 of Ref. [22]): ∑
i
ai ln
ai
bi
≥ a ln a
b
, (3.6)
with equality holding for ai/bi = const.
Since both p(x) and q(x) are normalized probability distributions, this proves
DKL[p||q] ≥ 0 with equality holding when p(x) ≡ q(x).
3.3 Joint and conditional entropy and mutual in-
formation
The situation becomes slightly more involved when there are several correlated
random variables. For two random variables x and y we define the joint entropy
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as the entropy of the combined outcome
s(x, y) := − ln p(x, y) (3.7)
and thus
S[x, y] := −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) ln p(x, y). (3.8)
Additionally, we define the conditional entropy as the entropy of one variable (say,
x) that is left upon learning the value of the other (say, y):
s(x|y) := − ln p(x|y). (3.9)
For the average conditional entropy we have to take the average with respect to
the joint probability distribution:
S[x|y] := −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) ln p(x|y). (3.10)
This gives rise to the chain rule of entropy :
s(x, y) = s(x|y) + s(y) and S[x, y] = S[x|y] + S[y]. (3.11)
Finally, we require a measure of the information that is shared between two ran-
dom variables, i.e., their correlation. This is given by the mutual information:
i(x, y) := − ln p(x)− ln p(y) + ln p(x, y). (3.12)
This definition is symmetric and leads to the following relations between it and
the joint and conditional entropies:
i(x, y) = s(x) + s(y)− s(x, y) (3.13a)
= s(x)− s(x|y) (3.13b)
= s(y)− s(y|x). (3.13c)
Obviously, it is zero for uncorrelated random variables. The average mutual in-
formation is consequently given by:
I[x, y] := −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) ln
p(x) p(y)
p(x, y)
(3.14)
with similar relations to the average entropies as in Eqs. (3.15a) to (3.15c):
I(x, y) = S[x] + S[y]− S[x, y] (3.15a)
= S[x]− S[x|y] (3.15b)
= S[y]− S[y|x]. (3.15c)
Comparing Eqs. (3.5) and (3.14), we see that the average mutual information
is the Kullback-Leibler distance between the joint distribution p(x, y) and the
product of the marginal distributions p(x) p(y), which makes its interpretation as
a correlation measure apparent.
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3.4 Differential entropy
The concept of entropy can be extended to continuous random variables with a
probability density ρ(x)1:
s(x) := − ln ρ(x). (3.16)
It is then called differential entropy. Correspondingly, the average differential
entropy is defined as:
S[x] := −
∫
dx ρ(x) ln ρ(x). (3.17)
Importantly, the differential entropy can become negative, since the probability
density ρ(x) is not bounded by one. Nonetheless, all the previously discussed
quantities straightforwardly generalize to continuous variables by changing sums
to integrals.
Some comments on the more nasty peculiarities of the definition in Eq. (3.16)
are in order. Firstly, the differential entropy is not the result of an infinitely
fine-grained discrete entropy. Let’s say we sample the continuous variable x in
discrete bins xi of width ∆. Then, ρ(xi) ∆ = p(xi), where ρ(xi) on the LHS is a
probability density and p(xi) on the RHS is a probability. The discrete average
entropy S∆ is then given by:
S∆[xi] = −
∑
i
p(xi) ln p(xi) = −
∑
i
ρ(xi)∆ ln ρ(xi)−
∑
i
ρ(xi)∆ ln ∆ (3.18)
→ −
∫
dx ρ(x) ln ρ(x)− ln ∆, (3.19)
as ∆→ 0. It thus differs from the differential entropy by an infinite offset.
Secondly, a related issue concerns a change of variables, in the easiest case this is
a simple scaling: y := ax. One would expect the entropy not to change, however,
since ρy(y) = ρx(x/a)/|a|,
S[y] = −
∫
dy ρy(y) ln ρy(y) = −
∫
dx ρx(x) ln (ρx(x)/|a|) (3.20)
= S[x] + ln |a|. (3.21)
For a physicist, these problems are immediately apparent from asking what units
enter the logarithm. Since the probability density ρ(x) has the inverse units of x,
it is clear that differential entropy needs to be defined relative to a unit volume.
Then, in Shannon’s words, “the scale of measurements sets an arbitrary zero
corresponding to a uniform distribution over [this] unit volume” [21].
1Here, we use the greek letter ρ to avoid confusion.
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In contrast, the Kullback-Leibler distance defined analogous to Eq. (3.5) does not
suffer from the same shortcomings. Consequently, the mutual information is also
invariant under coordinate transformations. Luckily, we will not be concerned by
the aforementioned problems even when considering differential entropies proper,
as we will only study entropy differences in which the potential offsets cancel.
3.5 Stochastic entropy production
In this section we will combine the content of this and the previous chapter and
assign entropies to stochastic processes. The purpose is to show the general new
quantities and relations resulting from such a procedure. We will mostly follow
the strategy employed by Seifert in Ref. [23]. In the next chapter we will give
the thermodynamic interpretation in the context in which most of these relations
have originally been discovered.
In the following we require a dual or conjugated process for every stochastic pro-
cess. We will denote the conjugated process with an overbar: x¯. The conjugation
shall fulfill x¯ = x. The most prominent choice is time reversal, i.e., the time is
mirrored in all distribution functions: t¯ := T − t, where T is the final time.
Consider a given trajectory x(·) of a stochastic process. The following derivations
hold mostly unmodified for discrete and continuous-time processes. While the
original process results in a certain path probability p[x(·)], the conjugated process
has a different path probability p¯[x(·)].
In the spirit of the definition of entropy in Eq. (3.1), we define the trajectory
entropy production:
σ[x(·)] := ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)] , (3.22)
where x¯(·) denotes the conjugated trajectory. It is required that if a given trajec-
tory occurs in the original process, it must also occur with non-zero probability
in the conjugated process, which somewhat restricts the choice of dual dynamics.
It can pose problems even for time-reversed dynamics, e.g, for reset-processes [24]
in which a stochastic process is randomly reset, the reverse of which never oc-
curs [25, 26].
Equation (3.22) reveals what entropy production means in this context: It is a
measure of how typical a given trajectory x(·) is for the original process compared
to the conjugated one. The bigger the entropy production, the more certain one
can be that a trajectory was generated by the original process. A negative entropy
production indicates that the given trajectory is more likely to have been gener-
ated by the conjugated process, which is also reflected in the fact that entropy
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production has odd parity under conjugation:
σ¯[x¯(·)] = ln p¯[x¯(·)]
p[x(·)] = −σ[x(·)]. (3.23)
3.5.1 Fluctuation theorems
The entropy production fulfills some interesting symmetry relations which are
called fluctuation theorems. The first fluctuation theorem was discovered by
Evans et al. [27, 28] for shear-driven fluids and later proven by Gallavotti and
Cohen [29, 30], Kurchan [31] and Lebowitz and Spohn [32] for different kinds of
driven dynamics. Related theorems, called nonequilibrium work relations, were
found by Jarzynski [33, 34] and Crooks [35, 36]. We will now derive prototype fluc-
tuation theorems from our general definition of entropy production in Eq. (3.22).
With x(·) also σ[x(·)] is a random variable. Consider therefore the probability p(σ)
of observing a given entropy production σ which follows from a transformation of
probabilities:
p(σ) =
∫
Dx(·) p [x(·)] δ
(
σ − ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)]
)
. (3.24)
Let us denote by p¯(σ) the probability to find an entropy production σ in the
conjugated process. Then, we obtain
p¯(−σ) =
∫
Dx¯(·) p¯[x¯(·)] δ
(
σ + ln
p¯[x¯(·)]
p[x(·)]
)
(3.25)
=
∫
Dx¯(·) exp
{
− ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)]
}
p[x(·)] δ
(
σ − ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)]
)
(3.26)
= e−σ
∫
Dx(·) p [x(·)] δ
(
σ − ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)]
)
(3.27)
= e−σ p(σ), (3.28)
where we used the properties of the delta function and changed the integration
variable from x¯(·) to x(·) in the third line. Equation (3.28) is the Crooks-type
fluctuation theorem2:
ln
p(σ)
p¯(−σ) = σ, (3.29)
so named because of its similarity to the theorem found by Crooks [35].
It immediately implies the weaker integral fluctuation theorem:〈
e−σ
〉
= 1, (3.30)
2Some authors use the term detailed fluctuation theorem which we reserve for a special variant
of the Crooks-type fluctuation theorem (see Sec. 4.5.3).
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since ∫
dσ p(σ) e−σ =
∫
dσ p¯(−σ) = 1. (3.31)
The integral fluctuation theorem has the property that it can be evaluated without
having to know the statistics of the conjugated process. This makes it a useful
tool for situations in which one does not have access to the conjugated dynamics.
As mentioned previously, the fluctuation theorems are interesting symmetry re-
lations constraining the statistics of the entropy production σ. One example is a
lower bound on the frequency of negative-entropy-production trajectories [37]:
p(σ ≤ −α) ≤ e−α, (3.32)
where α > 0. It can be proven as follows:
p(σ ≤ −α) =
−α∫
−∞
dσ p(σ) ≤
−α∫
−∞
dσ p(σ) e−α−σ ≤ e−α
∞∫
−∞
dσ p(σ) e−σ = e−α.
(3.33)
This means that negative-entropy trajectories are exponentially unlikely. This
effectively prohibits large violations of the second law.
Even though fluctuation theorems originate from the statistical physics of nonequi-
librium processes for small-scale systems, from this very general derivation it is
clear that the concept of entropy production and fluctuation theorems is ap-
plicable beyond small-scale thermodynamics. Examples are found in Bayesian
statistics [38, 39], in gambling [40, 41], and in the Markov analysis of turbulent
flows [42, 43] and rogue ocean waves [44], where the identification of extreme rogue
waves with negative entropies promises a new way to estimate the frequency of
their occurrence [45].
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4 | Stochastic thermodynamics
We will deviate slightly from the presentation style of the previous sections and use
the following section to first show how small-scale thermodynamics differs from its
classical, macroscopic counterpart. In the following, we will use the insight into
stochastic processes and information theory from the previous chapters to derive
the key results of stochastic thermodynamics. Most of the material presented can
be found in the pedagocial reviews by Jarzynski [46] and Van den Broeck [47] and
the comprehensive one by Seifert [23]. Our presentation’s emphasis on stochastic
dynamics is most in line with the latter one. More recent reviews include Refs. [48,
49] by the same author.
One very appealing aspect of the theory is the area of information thermodynam-
ics. It has been postponed until Chap. 6, since it fits nicely within the framework
of interacting subsystems which simplifies the discussion.
4.1 Macroscopic and microscopic
Classical thermodynamics deals with exchanges of energy and matter between
macroscopic systems. Due to the large system size, fluctuations of interesting
quantities around their averages are comparatively small and can therefore safely
be neglected. A classic thought experiment is the compression of a macroscopic
amount of ideal gas (about 1023 particles) in a cylinder with adiabatic walls
as depicted in Fig. 4.1. During the compression we need to perform work on
the gas molecules. The second law tells us that this work is at least as big
as the free energy difference between the uncompressed and compressed state,
and performing the process so slow that the gas inside the cylinder remains in
equilibrium throughout will saturate the bound.
Repeating the experiment a few times, we would find that we need the same
amount of work (at least within the tolerance of our measurement) in every rep-
etition. If we, however, go to very small system sizes, say seven particles, the
situation changes dramatically. The work needed to compress the gas will be of
the order of a few kBT and (ignoring the difficulty to measure such small ener-
gies) we would see significant fluctuations from one realization to the next. This
is because, for such few particles, their individual velocities become important:
Sometimes we get lucky and a large proportion of the molecules will move away
from the piston, which means almost no work is needed, and at other times most
of the particles will move towards the piston, which necessitates a large amount
of work. Once in a while we might even measure a work value that is less than
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∆F
w
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0 ∆F 〈w〉
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0
Figure 4.1: Top: Irreversible isothermal compression of an ideal gas of a large
number (say 1023) of particles (left) and a small number (7) of particles (right):
Bottom: Exemplary distribution of work values w compared with the free energy
difference ∆F . The dark blue region indicates seeming violations of the second
law.
the free energy difference, thereby seemingly violating the second law of thermo-
dynamics!
The fact that it is in principle possible to violate the second law is not terribly
surprising, since there exist sound microscopic trajectories of the particles that
lead to such small work values. However, for large system sizes they are so rare
that we can never observe them while they are more frequent for small system
sizes. We should thus reformulate the second law from a statement holding for
every trajectory to one that addresses averages: We cannot beat the second law
on average. For our isothermal compression example it would therefore read:
〈w〉 ≥ ∆F, (4.1)
where w is the work done on the system, the angled brackets indicate an average
over many realizations, and ∆F is the free energy difference.
Stochastic thermodynamics is the extension of thermodynamics to small scales. It
has become necessary due to advances in experimental equipment for measuring
small amounts of energy and manipulating small-scale objects, which allows the
study of microscopic (e.g., biological) machinery. It therefore became possible to
study microscopic machines like molecular motors in the same way as macroscopic
machines were studied in the nineteenth century.
The systems considered in the framework of stochastic thermodynamics are col-
loids, molecular motors, and biopolymers which are heavily influenced by thermal
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fluctuations. Stochastic processes thus provide a good model for their dynamics.
The embedding aqueous solution in biological systems provides a thermal reser-
voir with a well defined temperature. The distinction between the environment
degrees of freedom and the system degrees of freedom is achieved by a time-scale
separation between the two: The environment degrees of freedom evolve on much
faster time-scales than the system degrees of freedom. This provides Markovian
dynamics for the system as it ensures that the environment is in a conditional
stationary state with respect to the system state.
All biological machinery must be in a nonequilibrium state. For small systems
this fact becomes very obvious. The energy currency of biological systems is
the chemical compound ATP (Adenosine Triposphate). Upon hydrolysis at body
temperature to ADP it very quickly releases energy of the order of 10 kBT . If
thermal fluctuations are visible for a given system, an energy input this large over
a short time span will surely drive it out of equilibrium.
Three distinct nonequilibrium situations can be differentiated. Firstly, the dy-
namics can be driven by an explicit dependence on time like in the example of a
compression of gas above. Secondly, an ensemble of systems can be prepared in
an initial nonequilibrium state which results in a subsequent relaxation towards
equilibrium. Thirdly, a system may be in a nonequilibrium steady state where
the dynamics are time-independent but there exist constant cyclical probability
currents in the state space.
Apart from external time-dependent control parameters or external flows, nonequi-
librium can also be reached by coupling to several thermal and/or chemical reser-
voirs. In those cases care has to be taken to correctly identify the energy flows
and attribute them to the correct reservoir. We will mostly restrict ourselves to
isothermal situations such that the thermodynamic potential appearing in the
relations we derive is the (Helmholtz) free energy F .
In the following we will explore the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of these
stochastic systems by using the frameworks of stochastic processes and infor-
mation theory laid out in the first chapters. To make the discussion simpler, let
us assign a potential energy V (x) to each state. That way we may keep track of
changes in internal energy as the system progresses through its state space. Sec-
ondly, instead of an explicit time dependence, we use a work parameter λ (think
of the position of the piston in the example above) which is time-dependent. In
so doing we can identify a potential function V (x, λ).
4.2 Stochastic energetics for Langevin equation
The key to a thermodynamic interpretation of stochastic processes is to iden-
tify the usual thermodynamic quantities like heat and work. The whole field of
stochastic thermodynamics would be very different if we were able to measure tiny
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amounts of energy directly (of the order of a few kBT ). Since we cannot, we are
forced to deduce energy exchanges from the stochastic dynamics of the systems
under study. This enables one, e.g., to use one small system as a calorimeter
for another. In short: we need a thermodynamic interpretation of the stochastic
processes that govern small-scale systems.
Before considering a general Markov process, we will first turn to the simpler
thermodynamic interpretation for diffusive dynamics described by an overdamped
Langevin equation. This was accomplished by Sekimoto [50] (see also the book
by the same author [51] with many thermodynamic applications of the Langevin
equation).
Consider the position x of a colloidal particle diffusing in a potential V (x, λ). Its
dynamics shall be described by an overdamped Langevin equation of the form in
Eq. (2.45):
x˙ = −ν ∂
∂x
V (x, λ(t)) +
√
2D ξ(t). (4.2)
The principal insight is that the internal energy of a diffusing colloid is given by
its position in the potential landscape. Changes in internal energy can have two
causes: Firstly, the position of the particle can change by an amount dx through
thermal fluctuations. Since this displacement is induced by the thermal reservoir,
these changes are identified as heat :
dq :=
∂
∂x
V (x, λ) dx. (4.3)
Secondly, the internal energy can change by modifying the potential landscape
through the explicit dependence on λ in V (x, λ). This must be accomplished from
the outside (e.g., by an experimenter) and the energy must be externally supplied
or extracted. Therefore, these changes represent work done on the system:
dw :=
∂
∂λ
V (x, λ) dλ. (4.4)
In some situations there is also an external ‘non-conservative’ force f(x, t) acting
on the system. Usually it is clear from the context that this force does not result
from a potential or the thermal environment. An example is an active colloid (see
Sec. 7.2) that has a constant self-propulsion force pushing it along. In this case
the work done by this force must be added to the total work:
dw =
∂
∂λ
V (x, λ) dλ+ f(x, t) dx. (4.5)
However, if the work done by this force exceeds the corresponding change in
potential energy, the excess energy must be dissipated as heat. From the point
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of view of the system this is an energy loss to the environment. Thus, the total
dissipated heat then reads:
dq =
[
∂
∂x
V (x, λ(t))− f(x, t)
]
dx (4.6)
= −F (x, t) dx, (4.7)
where we identified the total force F (x, t) := − ∂∂xV (x, λ(t)) + f(x, t) acting on
the system. Figure 4.2 illustrates the three contributions to the energy balance.
(a)
x
V (x, λ)
heat dq = ∂V
∂x
dx
(b)
x
V (x, λ)
work dw = ∂V
∂λ
dλ
(c)
x
V (x, λ)
f
work dw = f dx
heat dq =
[
∂V
∂x
− f
]
dx
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the three contributions to the energy balance of a
colloidal particle: (a) Fluctuations in position change the potential energy. They
are driven by the thermal environment and thus contribute to the heat. (b)
Changing the potential energy function directly requires one to do work on the
system. (c) A non-conservative force also performs work on the system but if the
injected energy surpasses the changes in potential energy, the excess energy must
be dissipated as heat.
Obviously, these relations can also be integrated to obtain the heat q[x(·)] ex-
changed and work w[x(·)] done for individual trajectories of length T :
q[x(·)] =
T∫
0
dt x˙ ◦
[
∂
∂x
V (x, λ(t))− f(x, t)
]
(4.8a)
= −
T∫
0
dt x˙ ◦ F (x, t) (4.8b)
w[x(·)] =
T∫
0
dt
[
λ˙
∂
∂λ
V (x, λ(t)) + x˙ ◦ f(x, t)
]
, (4.8c)
where the stochastic integral is to be interpreted in the Stratonovich sense, ac-
cording to our convention, and λ˙ is the time-derivative of the work parameter.
We thus get the first law for individual trajectories which expresses the energy
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balance for the stochastic system:
q[x(·)] + w[x(·)] =
T∫
0
dt
[
x˙ ◦ ∂
∂x
V (x, λ(t)) + λ˙
∂
∂λ
V (x, λ(t))
]
(4.9)
= V (x(T ), λ(T ))− V (x(0), λ(0)). (4.10)
Turning to systems coupled to multiple reservoirs, the identification of heat and
work is more intricate. One difficulty lies in the fact that state transitions x → x′
can be caused by different mechanisms pertaining to the different reservoirs.
One particularly hopeless situation is given by a diffusive process described by
a Langevin equation with several noise sources, e.g., a simultaneous coupling to
two heat baths. Based on the model we can make predictions about the average
heat that is exchanged between the two reservoirs and the system. However, it is
impossible to assign heat flows to an individual trajectory. To which bath should
we attribute a change in internal energy?
4.3 Thermodynamics of master equation systems
We discuss the setting in the context of a generic master equation encountered
before in Sec. 2.2. We assume that we can assign a reservoir to each individual
transition. Note that the following formalism applies to all Markov processes, not
only jump processes, although it is mostly used in that context.
4.3.1 Detailed balance
Equilibrium and nonequilibrium are defined by means of the probability fluxes:
j(x→ x′; t) := W (x′|x;λ(t)) p(x, t)−W (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t). (4.11)
In the same way as macroscopic nonequilibrium is characterized by an energy or a
matter flux, we use a nonvanishing probability flux as a definition of microscopic
nonequilibrium. This is also used in experiments to infer whether some process is
an equilibrium process or not (see, e.g., Ref. [52]). Given a set of transition rates
W (x′|x;λ), equilibrium is thus characterized by detailed balance:
W (x′|x;λ) peq(x;λ) = W (x|x′;λ) peq(x′;λ). (4.12)
For systems coupled to a heat bath at temperature T , the equilibrium distribution
is the Boltzmann distribution,
peq(x;λ) = exp
(
−V (x;λ)− F (λ)
kBT
)
, (4.13)
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where F (λ) is the free energy. Detailed balance implies the following relation for
the transition rates:
ln
W (x|x′;λ)
W (x′|x;λ) = ln
peq(x;λ)
peq(x′;λ)
=
V (x′, λ)− V (x, λ)
kBT
. (4.14)
Thus, just like in the previous section, if a transition x→ x′ changes the internal
energy and is mediated by the heat bath, it should be identified as heat. If detailed
balance holds, this change is given by
∆q(x→ x′;λ) := kBT ln W (x|x
′;λ)
W (x′|x;λ) . (4.15)
The identification of work is simpler. By changing the work parameter λ, one
changes the potential energy and thus does work on the system:
∆w(λ→ λ′;x) := V (x, λ′)− V (x, λ). (4.16)
4.3.2 Broken detailed balance and multiple reservoirs
We will now turn to situations in which detailed balance does not hold, i.e., there
are probability currents in the system, even in the stationary state:
W (x′|x;λ) pst(x;λ) 6= W (x|x′;λ) pst(x′;λ). (4.17)
The key insight is that this is only possible if the system is coupled to several
reservoirs that are not in equilibrium with each other. Otherwise, if it were only
interacting with one reservoir, the system would reach equilibrium. Note that
the term reservoir also includes work reservoirs and chemical reservoirs, etc. We
already encountered one example: the non-conservative force f(x, t) in Sec. (4.2).
It represents a work reservoir that is breaking detailed balance and constantly
delivering energy to the system, which it must dissipate to the heat bath.
Let us assume that transitions between states x′ and x can have several mech-
anisms indexed by ν related to the different reservoirs. The transition rate
W (x|x′;λ) is therefore the sum of all individual transition rates W (ν)(x|x′;λ):
W (x|x′;λ) =
∑
ν
W (ν)(x|x′;λ). (4.18)
The different reservoirs try to impose different equilibria p
(ν)
eq (x;λ) on the system
which is encoded in the local detailed balance relation:
W (ν)(x′|x;λ) p(ν)eq (x;λ) = W (ν)(x|x′;λ) p(ν)eq (x′;λ). (4.19)
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This means that if the system were only coupled to one of the reservoirs, it would
relax towards equilibrium with that reservoir. Since it is not, it can only relax to
a nonequilibrium stationary state.
The local detailed balance relation can also be justified by assuming that the sys-
tem is repeatedly interacting with a memoryless reservoir and that this interaction
is micro-reversible (see Sec. 5.1.1).
Using Eq. (4.19), we can identify the heat that is exchanged between the system
and the reservoirs. Let us assume that there are heat and particle reservoirs; we
thus also allow particle transport. The equilibrium distribution is then dictated
by the grand canonical ensemble:
peq(x;λ) = exp
(
−V (x, λ)− µn(x)−G(λ, µ)
kBT
)
, (4.20)
where
G(λ, µ) := −kBT ln
[∫
dx exp
(
−V (x, λ)− µn(x)
kBT
)]
(4.21)
is the associated thermodynamic potential, µ is the chemical potential, and n(x)
is the particle number associated to system state x.
Each transition x→ x′ via the pathway ν is now accompanied by an exchange of
chemical work done on the system by the particle reservoir,
∆w(ν)(x→ x′) := µ(ν) [n(x′)− n(x)] , (4.22)
and by an exchanged heat flowing from the heat reservoir into the system,
∆q(ν)(x→ x′) := V (x′, λ)− V (x, λ)−∆w(ν)(x→ x′). (4.23)
Notice the similarity to Eq. (4.6): The heat entering the system is given by the
change in potential energy minus the chemical work. The energy done by the
‘non-conservative’ chemical work in excess of the potential energy difference is
dissipated as heat.
With Eq. (4.19) we thus find:
∆q(ν)(x→ x′) = V (x′, λ)− V (x, λ)− µ(ν) [n(x′)− n(x)] (4.24)
= ln
p
(ν)
eq (x;λ)
p
(ν)
eq (x′;λ)
(4.25)
= kBT ln
W (ν)(x|x′;λ)
W (ν)(x′|x;λ) , (4.26)
which is the same as Eq. (4.15) for only one reservoir.
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Figure 4.3: Left column: Example jump process from Sec. 2.2.1 now interpreted
in the thermodynamic sense with kBT = 1. It is augmented with the heat ex-
changes for all transitions (top), a possible potential landscape (middle), and
the corresponding equilibrium distribution (bottom). Center column: Secondary
process mediated by coupling to a particle reservoir resulting in a grand canoni-
cal potential landscape (middle) that favors state 3 over state 2 (bottom) against
the potential gradient. Right column: Resulting combined process that constantly
takes up chemical work and dissipates heat (top) in a nonequilibrium steady state
(bottom).
Let us consider a simple example of a system displaying broken detailed balance.
Take the jump process from Sec. 2.2.1. It is easy to check that the transition rate
matrix
W˜
(1)
ij =
−3 3 22 −3 0
1 0 −2
 , (4.27)
already given in Eq. (2.20) together with the steady-state probabilities in Eq. (2.22),
fulfills detailed balance. Imagine the transitions result from coupling to a heat
bath at temperature kBT := 1. One can then find a potential Vi which gen-
erates these dynamics. One possibility is given by V1 = ln 2, V2 = ln 3, and
V3 = ln 4. Equation (4.13) then fixes the equilibrium probabilities p
(1)
eq . Using
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Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) we can calculate the exchanged heat for every transition
i→ j and check consistency with the transition rates w˜(1)ij . The result is displayed
in the left column of Fig. 4.3.
Now imagine that the system is also coupled to a particle reservoir such that
it exchanges a particle during a transition between states 2 and 3. The particle
number is such that n2 = 0 and n3 = 1 (see the center column of Fig. 4.3). Setting
µ := ln (8/3), we obtain: V3 − µ = ln (3/2) from which we find the equilibrium
distribution p
(2)
eq with Eq. (4.20). We may calculate the transition rate matrix
W˜(2) using Eq. (4.19):
W˜(2) = r
0 0 00 −2 1
0 2 −1
 , (4.28)
where r is a free constant that is determined by the timescale of the process. We
conveniently set it to r := 1. We can calculate the chemical work during the
transitions with Eq. (4.22) and the heat with Eq. (4.23) and check consistency
with Eq. (4.26). See the center column of Fig. 4.3 for the results.
Finally, we can consider the total system with all transition rates given by:
W˜ := W˜(1) + W˜(2) =
−3 3 22 −5 1
1 2 −3
 . (4.29)
We can solve for the stationary state pst,
0 = W˜ pst, (4.30)
yielding pst = (13/29, 7/29, 9/29)
T (see the right column of Fig. 4.3), which is
not an equilibrium state as it does not fulfill global detailed balance [Eq. (4.12)].
The secondary process breaks detailed balance as it pumps the system from state
2 to 3 against the potential gradient. Consequently, there is a constant cyclical
probability current
jst = W˜21 pst,1 − W˜12 pst,2 = W˜32 pst,2 − W˜23 pst,3 = W˜13 pst,3 − W˜31 pst,1 (4.31)
=
5
29
. (4.32)
4.4 Entropy production
We proceed to apply the definition of stochastic entropy production from Sec. 3.5
to stochastic thermodynamics. Recall that different choices for the conjugated
dynamics are possible. For now we stick to a simple time-reversal, i.e., in the
conjugated process all driving is reversed and in the conjugated trajectory odd
variables under time-reversal (e.g., velocity) are negated. Like in the previous
section, we start with overdamped Langevin dynamics, i.e., the system trajectory
is the position x(·) which is even under time reversal.
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4.4.1 Entropy production for Langevin equation
Consider a single trajectory x(·) starting at t = 0 and ending at t = T of a
colloidal system described by the overdamped Langevin equation
x˙ = νF (x, t) +
√
2D ξ(t). (4.33)
Inserting Eq. (2.72) into the definition (3.22) of trajectory entropy production,
we obtain:
σ[x(·)] = ln p(x0, 0)
p(xT , T )
+ ln
p[x(·)|x0]
p¯[x¯(·)|xT ] . (4.34)
The first term is immediately identified as the system entropy change since, with
Eq. (3.1),
∆s := s[xT ]− s[x0] = ln p(x0, 0)
p(xT , T )
. (4.35)
We will address this definition later.
For the second term, we use Eqs. (2.69) and (2.70) for the two trajectory proba-
bilities
p[x(·)|x0] = exp
[
−
T∫
0
dt
(
1
4D
[x˙(t)− νF (x, t)]2 + ν
2
F ′(x, t)
)]
and (4.36a)
p¯[x¯(·)|xT ] = exp
[
−
T∫
0
dt
( 1
4D
[−x˙(T − t)− νF (x(T − t), T − t)]2
+
ν
2
F ′(x(T − t), T − t)
)]
. (4.36b)
Notice that there is a minus sign in front of the velocity x˙ in Eq. (4.36b) due to
time reversal.
Inserting these into the second term of Eq. (4.34), we obtain
ln
p[x(·)|x0]
p¯[x¯(·)|xT ] = −
T∫
0
dt
(
1
4D
[−4ν x˙(t) ◦ F (x, t)]
)
, (4.37)
and with Eq. (4.8b) and the Einstein-Smoluchowski relation in Eq. (2.36) we see
that this term is the heat exchanged with the reservoir up to a prefactor:
q[x(·)] = −
∫
dt x˙ ◦ F (x, t) = −kBT ln p[x(·)|x0]
p¯[x¯(·)|xT ] . (4.38)
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We thus get the following decomposition of the trajectory entropy production:
σ[x(·)] = ∆s− q[x(·)]/kBT, (4.39)
which already hints at the second law of thermodynamics, as σ[x(·)] looks like the
difference between both sides of the Clausius inequality.
Even though identifying the heat is formally more involved, the arguably bigger
leap is defining the system entropy as s(t) := − ln p(x(t), t). Firstly, we can
observe that its ensemble average recovers the usual Gibbs entropy known from
macroscopic thermodynamics up to rescaling with kB:
S(t) := 〈s(t)〉 = −
∑
x
p(x, t) ln p(x, t), (4.40)
which we simply postulate to be a valid entropy measure even in nonequilibrium
situations and refer the skeptics to the multitude of successful applications of this
definition.
The novel aspect is assigning a state-dependent entropy that changes along the
system trajectory1. The differentiated version of Eq. (4.39) is thus the evolution
equation of the system entropy [53]:
s˙ = q˙/kBT + σ˙. (4.41)
4.4.2 Entropy production for jump processes
We proceed by briefly laying out the corresponding identification for Markovian
jump processes (such as the example discussed in Secs. 2.2.1 and 4.3.2). Let us
assume for simplicity that the states x of the process are even under time reversal.
The trajectories are not continuous but a series of jumps among a discrete set of
states with intermediate holding times inside of the current state. Such a process
is often employed to model enzyme dynamics like the progress of molecular motors
(see, e.g., Sec. 9.4 of Ref. [23]).
A trajectory of length T with N jumps is thus specified by the sequence of states
xi visited and the corresponding jump times ti, i.e., the time at which the process
jumped from state xi−1 to the next state xi:
x(·) = {x0 → (x1, t1)→ (x2, t2)→ ...→ (xN , tN )} . (4.42)
Figure 4.4 shows an example trajectory.
From the time-dependent transition ratesW (x|x′; t) appearing in the master equa-
tion (2.16), we find the path probability as follows: The probability of the initial
1Note that this quantity still contains information about the whole ensemble through p(x, t),
which follows from solving the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the Langevin equation.
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Figure 4.4: Example trajectory of a Markovian jump process containing three
jumps.
state follows from the initial condition p(x0, 0) = p0(x0). Next, we require the
probability that a jump occurs at time t1, which we already calculated when
deriving the Gillespie algorithm in Sec. 2.8:
p(t1|x0) = N˜ exp
− t1∫
0
dt r(x0, t)
, (4.43)
where N˜ is a normalization constant and r(x0, t) is the exit rate out of state x0
defined in Eq. (2.14). The probability of the subsequent jump to state x1 is then
proportional to the rate W (x1|x0; t1). Continuing this procedure, one arrives at:
p[x(·)] = N p(x0, 0)
N−1∏
i=0
exp
− ti+1∫
ti
dt r(xi, t)
W (xi+1|xi; ti+1)

× exp
− T∫
tN
dt r(xN , t)
, (4.44)
where we set t0 := 0 and N follows from normalization.
Next, we consider the probability of the time-reversed trajectory x¯(·) in the time-
reversed process. Its probability is given by:
p¯[x¯(·)] = N p(xN , T )
N−1∏
i=0
exp
− T−ti∫
T−ti+1
dt r(xi, T − t)
W (xi|xi+1; ti+1)

× exp
− T∫
T−t1
dt r(x0, T − t)
, (4.45)
where p(xN , T ) follows from solving the master equation and inserting the final
state xN .
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Inserting both path probabilities into Eq. (3.22), the contributions from the hold-
ing times cancel after substitution, and we obtain:
σ[x(·)] = ln p(x0, 0)
p(xN , T )
+
N−1∑
i=0
ln
W (xi+1|xi; ti+1)
W (xi|xi+1; ti+1) , (4.46)
which, with Eq. (4.35), allows us to again identify the system entropy change ∆s
and with Eq. (4.26) we again find the heat absorbed by the system as the sum of
the individual heat contributions from all jumps:
σ[x(·)] = ∆s− q[x(·)]/kBT, (4.47)
which is the same as Eq. (4.39).
4.4.3 Adiabatic and nonadiabatic entropy production
One very useful dissection of the entropy production splits it into two contribu-
tions each responsible for different nonequilibrium aspects of the dynamics. It
was put forward by Esposito and Van den Broeck in a series of papers [54–56]
after having been proposed in Ref. [57].
From Eq. (4.46) we see that the entropy production can be split in the following
way:
σ[x(·)] = σna[x(·)] + σa[x(·)], (4.48)
where
σna[x(·)] := ln p(x0, 0)
p(xN , T )
+
N−1∑
i=0
ln
pst(xi+1;λ(ti+1))
pst(xi;λ(ti+1))
(4.49)
is the so-called nonadiabatic entropy production and
σa[x(·)] :=
N−1∑
i=0
ln
W (xi+1|xi; ti+1) pst(xi;λ(ti+1))
W (xi|xi+1; ti+1) pst(xi+1;λ(ti+1)) (4.50)
is called adiabatic entropy production. Here, pst(xi;λ(ti)) denotes the instanta-
neous stationary probability distribution that would be reached by letting the
system relax at the current values of the transition rates W (x|x′; ti+1).
The naming of the two contributions can be justified as follows: Assume that the
system obeys detailed balance at all times. Then, pst(xi;λ(ti)) = peq(xi;λ(ti))
and with Eq. (4.12) we find: σa[x(·)] ≡ 0. Contributions to the entropy produc-
tion can thus only come for the driving through λ(t): The only way to obtain
nonequilibrium is by explicitly driving the system out of equilibrium, i.e., non-
adiabatically.
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Conversely, assume that the driving happens quasi-statically (infinitely slow, or
adiabatically). Then, the system can always stay in equilibrium:
p(x, t) = pst(x;λ(t)). (4.51)
Let t0 := 0, then, we can rewrite the boundary term in Eq. (4.49) as follows:
ln
p(x0, 0)
p(xN , T )
=
N−1∑
i=0
ln
p(xi, ti)
p(xi+1, ti+1)
. (4.52)
We thus have
σna[x(·)] :=
N−1∑
i=0
ln
p(xi, ti) pst(xi+1;λ(ti+1))
p(xi+1, ti+1) pst(xi;λ(ti+1))
(4.53)
= 0, (4.54)
which follows from Eq. (4.51) and the assumption that the protocol changes very
slowly. The nonadiabatic contribution thus vanishes leaving only an adiabatic
contribution.
This resonates nicely with the three kinds of nonequilibrium mentioned at the
beginning of this chapter: Driving and relaxation produce nonadiabtic entropy.
Nonequilibrium steady states only produce adiabatic entropy.
4.5 Fluctuation theorems and the second law
Having established the energetics of Markov processes, we will turn to the fluctu-
ation theorems. There is an impressive collection of different fluctuation theorems
with different areas of applicability. Most of them have been derived on a case-by-
case basis, often with specific assumptions about the underlying dynamics. We
will derive some of those from our prototype fluctuation theorems presented in
Sec 3.5.1 and the thermodynamic entropy production established in the last two
sections.
4.5.1 The second law as time-series irreversibility
Often, fluctuation theorems are presented as refinements of the second law. In
the introductory example in Sec. 4.1 we have already seen that the second law
can be expected to only hold on average. Conveniently, the integral fluctuation
theorem in Eq. (3.30), 〈
e−σ
〉
= 1, (4.55)
implies the non-negativity of the average trajectory entropy production: Since
exp (x) ≥ 1 + x, we have 1 = 〈exp (−σ)〉 ≥ 〈1− σ〉 and thus:
〈σ〉 ≥ 0. (4.56)
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This is the most general statement of the second law inequalities we are about to
derive.
In stochastic thermodynamics, we find the integral fluctuation theorem [with
Eq. (4.39)], 〈
e−∆s+q[x(·)]/kBT
〉
= 1, (4.57)
and thus:
〈∆s〉 ≥ 〈q〉
kBT
, (4.58)
which is the Clausius inequality for the average system entropy change and the
average heat exchanged with the reservoir.
Let us define
Σ := 〈σ〉 = 〈∆s〉 − 〈q〉
kBT
, (4.59)
the average entropy production. Recall that ∆S = 〈∆s〉 is the average change in
system entropy and −Q := −〈q〉 is the average heat that flows out of the system
into the heat bath. The heat bath is always in equilibrium such that Q is the
only entropy change in it. Then,
Σ = ∆S − Q
kBT
(4.60)
is the ‘entropy change of the universe’ during the process we consider. However,
the definition of σ in Eq. (3.22) implies:
Σ = 〈σ〉 =
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)] ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)] (4.61)
= DKL
[
p[x(·)] || p¯[x¯(·)]
]
, (4.62)
where we used the definition of the Kullback-Leibler distance [Eq. (3.5)] in the
second line.
This is a remarkable relation, as it states that the entropy produced by a nonequi-
librium process is exactly given by the difficulty to differentiate whether the pro-
cess runs forwards or backwards in time! It resonates with the identification of an
arrow of time dictated by the second law but also allows a quantitative statement
about its ‘length’.
The relation was pointed out by Kawai et al. [58, 59]. Even though we derived it
from stochastic dynamics in which dissipation was built in from the start, it also
holds for Hamiltonian dynamics, as we will show in Sec. 4.7. It allows numerous
applications in estimating the dissipation of small-scale systems, particularly when
only limited data are available [60–64]. We will exploit this relation in Chap. 9.
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4.5.2 Nonequilibrium work relations
A first special case of the above equations are the so-called nonequilibrium work
relations. These apply to driven processes obeying detailed balance that start
and end in equilibrium. Consider a stochastic system whose potential landscape
is influenced by a work parameter, or protocol, λ: V (x;λ). The system is initially
in equilibrium with a protocol value λ0. We drive it for a time T out of equilibrium
by changing the protocol from λ0 to λT , and finally let it relax to state x∞ by
keeping the protocol constant at the final λT .
Using the first law, ∆V = q + w, we can rewrite the entropy production:
σ[x(·)] = ∆s− 1
kBT
(
V (x∞;λT )− V (x(0), λ0)− w[x(·)]
)
(4.63)
=
w[x(·)]
kBT
− V (x∞;λT )− V (x(0), λ0)− kBT∆s
kBT
. (4.64)
Even though the second term looks like a fluctuating quantity, it is in fact the
equilibrium free energy difference which does not depend on individual realiza-
tions. This is because the system entropy change is evaluated for equilibrium
distributions,
peq(x;λ) = exp
(
−V (x;λ)− F (λ)
kBT
)
, (4.65)
such that
∆s = ln
peq(x(0);λ0)
peq(x∞;λT )
(4.66)
=
1
kBT
[−V (x(0);λ0) + V (x∞;λT ) + F (λ0)− F (λT )] . (4.67)
We finally obtain
σ[x(·)] = w[x(·)]−∆F
kBT
, (4.68)
where ∆F := F (λT ) − F (λ0). In the final equilibration step the protocol value
stays constant, therefore no work is done on the system. This means that we do
not need to trace the system during that time.
Inserting Eq. (4.68) into Eq. (4.55), we obtain the celebrated Jarzynski equal-
ity [33]: 〈
e−w/kBT
〉
= e−∆F/kBT . (4.69)
Inserting Eq. (4.68) instead in Eq. (3.29), we get:
ln
pσ
(
w−∆F
kBT
)
p¯σ
(
−w+∆F
kBT
) = w −∆F
kBT
, (4.70)
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and a transformation of probabilities to pw(w) = pσ
(
w−∆F
kBT
)
/kBT yields the
Crooks fluctuation theorem [35]:
ln
p(w)
p¯(−w) =
w −∆F
kBT
. (4.71)
Here, p(w) denotes the probability to measure a work w and p¯(−w) denotes the
probability to measure the negative of that work in the time-reversed process.
Both the Jarzynski equality and the Crooks fluctuation theorem are very useful
experimentally: They allow the measurement of the free energy, an equilibrium
property, from many realizations of a nonequilibrium process. A prominent exam-
ple are so-called force spectroscopy experiments. In these experiments the system
under study is subjected to a mechanical force (often a stretching force). Exert-
ing a force on the system drives it out of equilibrium and thus makes measuring
equilibrium properties difficult. Figure 4.5 schematically shows the setup of one
example. A biomolecule (DNA or RNA) hairpin is held between a a fixed mi-
cropipette and a micron-sized bead that is in an optical trap. By moving the trap,
force can be exerted on the molecule and induces an unfolding of the molecule.
hairpin
bead
laser trap
pipette
λ
Figure 4.5: Optical force spectroscopy experiment: A biomolecule is held between
a micropipette and a micron-sized bead in an optical trap. By moving the trap
(changing λ), a force can be exerted on the molecule and work can be measured
from the position of the bead inside the trap.
The trap position acts as a protocol λ(t) influencing the potential energy of the
whole system. The motion of the bead can be described by an overdamped
Langevin equation (4.2). Work can be measured by the position of the bead
inside the trapping potential using Eq. (4.4), which effectively renders the setup
of trap plus bead a microscopic calorimeter for the folding energies of the molecule.
See Ref. [65] for a review.
To get the free energy difference between the folded and unfolded state, one can
perform many repetitions of the stretching experiments, record the work and
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evaluate Eq. (4.69) as done, e.g., in Ref. [66]. Alternatively, one can also perform
the reverse experiment and record the work statistics p(w) of the forward and
p¯(w) of the reverse experiment. Equation (4.71) then tells us that the free energy
difference is given by the intersection point of the two histograms p(w) and p¯(−w).
This procedure has been used, e.g., in Ref. [67].
Usually, the second option is more accurate, as the exponential average in the
Jarzynski equality is dominated by the rare very negative work values. Hummer
and Szabo [68] derived a relation that allows the reconstruction of the free energy
landscape F (λ), which has been successfully used in Refs. [69, 70].
Let us point out some subtleties of the force spectroscopy setup that touch on
the main topics of this thesis. Because the trap is moving, from the co-moving
reference frame, the bead inside encounters a constant flow of the surrounding
medium. This ensures the correct measurement of work values [71] but poses a
problem when using two traps (one moving and one stationary) and measuring
work in the stationary one [72]. The setup thus has hidden degrees of freedom
(cf. Chap. 8) as one only observes one variable of the joint system of two beads
and one biomolecule [73]. One is only interested in the free energy profile of
the hairpin. However, there are also fluctuations due to the bead and the rest
of the DNA or RNA strain which then blur the resulting profile [74] making a
deconvolution necessary [75].
4.5.3 Detailed fluctuation theorem
In some rare cases of driven dynamics, e.g., the model system considered in
Sec. 8.4, the probability distribution p¯(σ) in the reverse process is the same as in
the forward process. Equation (3.29) then becomes
ln
p(σ)
p(−σ) = σ, (4.72)
which we shall call detailed fluctuation theorem2. Remarkably, to evaluate this
equation, one only needs to sample the forward process.
A detailed fluctuation theorem can also arise in nonequilibrium steady states.
Since there is no control protocol changing in time, the time-reversal only applies
to the trajectory, not to the trajectory probability function. Retracing the steps
that led to Eq. (3.28), one immediately finds Eq. (4.72). In that context the
detailed fluctuation theorem is often called steady-state fluctuation theorem.
2In the literature one can also find the name detailed fluctuation theorem for what we called
the Crooks-type fluctuation theorem.
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4.5.4 Fluctuation theorem for the housekeeping heat and
Hatano-Sasa relation
Let us briefly return to the splitting of the entropy production into adiabatic and
nonadiabatic contributions (cf. Sec. 4.4.3). One can show [54] that both of them
fulfill Crooks-type fluctuation theorems [Eq. (3.29)]:
ln
p(σna)
p†(−σna) = σna and (4.73a)
ln
p(σa)
p†(−σa) = σa, (4.73b)
where the † indicates a special kind of conjugated process that is obtained by
‘twisting ’ the transition rates of the underlying Markov process:
W †(x|x′; t) := W (x′|x; t) pst(x; t)
pst(x′; t)
. (4.74)
Here, pst(x; t) is the instantaneous stationary distribution. Both entropy pro-
ductions can now be written as log-ratios of different path probabilities which
automatically leads to Eqs. (4.73a) and (4.73b) (see Ref. [54] for details).
Equations (4.73a) and (4.73b) immediately yield integral fluctuation theorems:〈
e−σna
〉
= 1 and (4.75a)〈
e−σa
〉
= 1. (4.75b)
As a special case, consider a system that is in contact with only one heat reser-
voir. In that setting, different names for the contributions are customary: The
nonadiabatic entropy production is called excess heat qex (plus system entropy
change):
σna[x(·)] := ∆s− qex[x(·)]
kBT
, (4.76)
and the adiabatic entropy production is called housekeeping heat qhk because of its
interpretation as the heat that has to be dissipated to maintain a nonequilibrium
steady-state:
σa[x(·)] := −qhk[x(·)]
kBT
. (4.77)
Thus, we find the fluctuation theorem for the housekeeping heat as a special case
of Eq. (4.75b): 〈
exp
(
qhk
kBT
)〉
= 1, (4.78)
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which was first proven by Speck and Seifert [76] for systems described by a
Langevin equation. The relation between the adiabatic entropy production and
the housekeeping heat can be established by comparing Speck and Seifert’s def-
inition with the one by Van den Broeck and Esposito in Ref. [56] and matching
with the corresponding master equation formalism in Refs. [54, 55]. Notice also
the different sign conventions for the heat.
With the second-law inequality [Eq. (4.56)], Eq. (4.78) immediately implies:
〈qhk〉 ≤ 0, (4.79)
indicating that, on average, the system has to dissipate heat to maintain the
nonequilibrium steady-state.
A second special case concerns transitions between different nonequilibrium steady-
states. Assume that the system starts and ends in a nonequilibrium steady-state.
Then, the change in system entropy [Eq. (4.35)] can be rewritten as
∆s = ∆φ, (4.80)
where φ(x, λ) is understood as a nonequilibrium potential such that:
pst(x;λ) = exp [−φ(x, λ)]. (4.81)
Equation (4.75a) then reads:〈
exp
(
−∆φ+ qex
kBT
)〉
= 1, (4.82)
which is known as the Hatano-Sasa relation [77]. It implies
〈∆φ〉 ≥ 〈qex〉 /kBT, (4.83)
which is a kind of Clausius inequality [Eq. (4.58)] for transitions between nonequi-
librium steady states.
4.6 Average entropy production rate
In some situations one is interested in the average rate of heat, work, and entropy
production. These quantities are readily available starting from a Fokker-Planck
equation (see, e.g., Ref. [56]) or a master equation (see, e.g., Ref. [55]) upon iden-
tification of the different contributions to the system entropy change. In deriving
the corresponding expressions, this strategy is less cumbersome than the one we
will employ. However, since we already have the corresponding trajectory quan-
tities, we might as well start from these. Again, we first present the continuous
state-space-treatment and then the formalism for jump processes described by a
Master equation.
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4.6.1 Average entropy production rate for Fokker-Planck
dynamics
Recall the expression derived in Sec. 4.2 for the trajectory-dependent heat in
Eq. (4.8b). It implies that:
q˙ = −x˙ ◦ F (x, t), (4.84)
where ◦ indicates Stratonovich discretization and F (x, t) is the total force acting
on the Brownian particle.
Let us denote the average rate of heat by
Q˙ := 〈q˙〉 . (4.85)
As pointed out by Seifert [53, 23], it can be resolved as:
Q˙ = −
〈
〈x˙〉p(x˙|x,t) ◦ F (x, t)
〉
p(x,t)
, (4.86)
where 〈x˙〉p(x˙|x,t) is the conditional average of x˙(t) given x(t). As we show in
Appendix A, this procedure yields:
Q˙ = −
〈
j(x, t)
p(x, t)
F (x, t)
〉
p(x,t)
(4.87)
= −
∫
dx j(x, t)F (x, t) (4.88)
= −〈F (x, t)〉j(x,t) , (4.89)
where
j(x, t) =
[
νF (x, t)−D ∂
∂x
]
p(x, t) (4.90)
is the probability current defined in Eq. (2.29) and appearing in the Fokker-Planck
equation (2.59),
∂
∂t
p(x, t) = − ∂
∂x
νF (x, t) p(x, t) +D
∂2
∂x2
p(x, t), (4.91)
which corresponds to the overdamped Langevin equation (4.33).
Similarly, with Eq. (4.8c) the average rate of work reads:
W˙ := 〈w˙〉 (4.92)
=
〈
λ˙
∂
∂λ
V (x, λ(t)) + x˙ ◦ f(x, t)
〉
(4.93)
= λ˙
∂
∂λ
〈
V (x, λ(t))
〉
p(x,t)
+
〈
f(x, t)
〉
j(x,t)
, (4.94)
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where f(x, t) is the non-conservative part of the total force.
Finally, we can consider the average entropy production rate Σ˙, for which we find
from Eq. (4.39)
Σ˙ := 〈σ˙〉 = S˙ − Q˙/kBT, (4.95)
where S is the differential Shannon (or Gibbs) entropy given in Eq. (3.16).
We therefore find
Σ˙ =
∫
dx
[
−
(
∂
∂t
p(x, t)
)
ln p(x, t) +
F (x, t)j(x, t)
kBT
]
(4.96)
=
∫
dx
[(
∂
∂x
j(x, t)
)
ln p(x, t) +
F (x, t)j(x, t)
kBT
]
(4.97)
=
∫
dx
[
− j(x, t)
p(x, t)
∂
∂x
p(x, t) +
F (x, t)j(x, t)
kBT
]
(4.98)
=
∫
dx
[
−νj(x, t)F (x, t)
D
+
j2(x, t)
Dp(x, t)
+
F (x, t)j(x, t)
kBT
]
(4.99)
=
∫
dx
j2(x, t)
Dp(x, t)
≥ 0, (4.100)
where we inserted the Fokker-Planck equation to get to Eq. (4.97), used par-
tial integration to obtain Eq. (4.98) and noted that the boundary terms vanish,
and inserted Eq. (4.90) to get Eq. (4.99). Finally, we used the Einstein relation
D = νkBT [Eq.(2.36)] to obtain Eq. (4.100).
Equation (4.100) lends itself to an intuitive interpretation: The rate of entropy
production is nonnegative and directly linked to the existence of probability flows
in the system, neatly highlighting the special role of equilibrium as a state without
average probability flows.
4.6.2 Average entropy production rate for master equation
dynamics
In master equation systems, the average heat dissipation rate Q˙ is given by:
Q˙ := lim
dt→0
〈∆q〉
dt
, (4.101)
where ∆q denotes the heat flowing into the system in a time interval dt so small
that there is at most one state transition x to x′ occurring. The heat exchange
with the reservoir is then given by Eq. (4.15), so that we may write:
〈∆q〉 =
〈
∆q(x→ x′;λ(t))
〉
(4.102)
= kBT
∫∫
dxdx′ p(x′, t+ dt|x, t) p(x, t) ln W (x|x
′;λ(t))
W (x′|x;λ(t)) . (4.103)
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Then, using the expansion of the transition probability [Eq. (2.11)] and Eq. (2.13),
we obtain:
〈∆q〉 = kBT
∫∫
dxdx′
[
δ(x− x′) (1− r(x; t) dt)+W (x′|x;λ(t)) dt+O(dt2)]
× p(x, t) ln W (x|x
′;λ(t))
W (x′|x;λ(t)) .
(4.104)
Thus, we find:
Q˙ = kBT
∫∫
dxdx′W (x′|x;λ(t)) p(x, t) ln W (x|x
′;λ(t))
W (x′|x;λ(t)) . (4.105)
Similarly, the average rate of work for a system coupled to one thermal reservoir
is given by Eq. (4.16):
W˙ = λ˙
∫
dx p(x, t)V (x, λ(t)). (4.106)
To calculate the average rate of entropy production Σ˙, note first that we can write
Eq. (4.105) as follows:
Q˙ = kBT
∫∫
dxdx′ W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln W˜ (x
′|x;λ(t))
W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) , (4.107)
where we exchanged the integration variables and used Eq. (2.13), noting that
the ‘diagonal’ terms cancel.
Now, Σ˙ follows from Eq. (4.39):
Σ˙ := S˙ − Q˙/kBT (4.108)
=
∫
dx
[
−
(
∂
∂t
p(x, t)
)
ln p(x, t)−
∫
dx′ W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln W˜ (x
′|x;λ(t))
W˜ (x|x′;λ(t))
]
(4.109)
=
∫∫
dxdx′
[
− W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln p(x, t)
+ W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln W˜ (x|x
′;λ(t))
W˜ (x′|x;λ(t))
]
(4.110)
=
∫∫
dxdx′
[
W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln p(x
′, t)
p(x, t)
+ W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln W˜ (x|x
′;λ(t))
W˜ (x′|x;λ(t))
]
(4.111)
=
∫∫
dxdx′ W˜ (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln W˜ (x|x
′;λ(t))p(x′, t)
W˜ (x′|x;λ(t))p(x, t) , (4.112)
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where we used Eq. (2.18) to get to Eq. (4.110) and Eq. (2.12) to include the term
ln p(x′, t) in Eq. (4.111).
Again, ‘diagonal terms’ cancel, permitting us to write:
Σ˙ =
∫∫
dxdx′W (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) ln W (x|x
′;λ(t))p(x′, t)
W (x′|x;λ(t))p(x, t) (4.113)
=
1
2
∫∫
dxdx′
[
W (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t)−W (x′|x;λ(t)) p(x, t)
]
× ln W (x|x
′;λ(t))p(x′, t)
W (x′|x;λ(t))p(x, t) (4.114)
≥ 0. (4.115)
Once again, this expression allows a transparent interpretation in terms of nonva-
nishing net probability fluxes W (x|x′;λ(t)) p(x′, t) −W (x′|x;λ(t)) p(x, t) flowing
in the system indicating that it is out of equilibrium.
4.7 Hamiltonian and quantum dynamics
So far we have presented the material using the formalism of stochastic dynamics.
However, most of the central results can also be obtained by assuming Hamilto-
nian dynamics for the system and bath. That is in fact how Jarzynski originally
derived the work relation [33] and Kawai et al. found the identification of entropy
production as time-series irreversibility [58].
One strong point of this approach is that it readily produces, e.g., the Jarzynski
equality and thus a consistent thermodynamic interpretation for a system that
is strongly coupled to a heat bath [78]; an accomplishment that the stochastic
approach seems not to be able to reliably reproduce, especially when it comes to
the interpretation of heat (see, e.g., Ref. [79–82]).
We will present the basic gist of the derivation for a system that is in weak contact
with a reservoir. The Hamiltonian of the joint system shall read:
H(Γ, λ) = Hx(x, λ) +Hy(y) +Hi(x, y), (4.116)
where Γ = {x, y} is a point in the phase space of the joint system and x and y are
the phase-space coordinates of the system and the heat bath, respectively. The
work parameter λ is assumed to only affect the system part of the Hamiltonian,
Hx, which we identify as the relevant internal energy of the system
3.
In an isothermal process of length T in which the protocol λ(t) runs from λ0 to
λT and the system state changes from Γ0 to ΓT , the difference in internal energy
3This is in fact the crucial difference between strongly and weakly coupled systems. For
a strongly coupled system, one should instead use the Hamiltonian of mean force (see, e.g,
Refs. [83–85]).
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of the system proper can then be written as [78]:
∆Hx = Hx(xT , λT )−Hx(x0, λ0) (4.117)
=
T∫
0
dt λ˙
∂
∂λ
Hx(x(t), λ) +
T∫
0
dt x˙
∂
∂x
Hx(x, λ(t)) (4.118)
= w + q, (4.119)
where the work w results from the contribution to the energy change that comes
from modifying the protocol value λ. Note that this definition agrees with the
one found by Sekimoto for Langevin dynamics [Eq. (4.4)].
Interestingly, the work is also the difference in the complete Hamiltonian:
w =
T∫
0
dt λ˙
∂
∂λ
Hx(x(t), λ(t)) (4.120)
=
T∫
0
dt λ˙
∂
∂λ
H(Γ(t), λ(t)) (4.121)
=
T∫
0
dt
d
dt
H(Γ(t), λ(t)) (4.122)
= H(ΓT , λT )−H(Γ0, λ0), (4.123)
where we used the fact that the complete Hamiltonian only depends on λ through
Hx and the fact that the total derivative of the Hamilton function along the
solution of Hamilton’s equations is given by its partial derivative.
The free energy difference between initial and final state is given by
∆F := F (λT )− F (λ0) (4.124)
= kBT ln
Z(λ0)
Z(λT )
, (4.125)
where Z(λ) :=
∫
dΓ exp [−H(Γ, λ)/kBT ] is the canonical partition function. We
thus obtain the dissipation:
σ :=
w −∆F
kBT
(4.126)
= ln
[
1
Z(λ0)
exp
(
−H(Γ0, λ0)
kBT
)]
− ln
[
1
Z(λT )
exp
(
−H(ΓT , λT )
kBT
)]
(4.127)
= ln
ρ(Γ0)
ρ(ΓT )
, (4.128)
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where ρ(Γ0) and ρ(ΓT ) denote the initial and final equilibrium densities in phase-
space, respectively4. Because ΓT follows from Γ0 via integration of the equations
of motion, irreversibility is solely encoded in the initial condition of the process. It
is important to stress that ρ(ΓT ) is the equilibrium phase-space density evaluated
at the final (nonequilibrium) coordinates ΓT directly after the driving ceases and
thus before the system can relax to equilibrium.
We can now derive the Jarzynski equality (4.69) by noting〈
exp
(
−w −∆F
kBT
)〉
=
∫∫
dΓ0dΓT ρ(ΓT |Γ0) ρ(Γ0) exp (−σ) (4.129)
=
∫∫
dΓ0dΓT ρ(ΓT |Γ0) ρ(ΓT ), (4.130)
where ρ(ΓT |Γ0) = δ
(
ΓT −U(Γ0)
)
is the transition probability, with U(Γ) denoting
the time evolution operator in the interval [0, T ]. We thus get the Jarzynski
equality:〈
exp
(
−w −∆F
kBT
)〉
=
∫∫
dΓ0dΓT δ
(
ΓT − U(Γ0)
)
ρ(ΓT ) (4.131)
=
∫∫
dΓ0dΓT δ
(
Γ0 − U−1(ΓT )
) ∣∣∣∣ dΓ0dΓT
∣∣∣∣ ρ(ΓT ) (4.132)
= 1, (4.133)
where the Jacobian is unity,
∣∣∣ dΓ0dΓT ∣∣∣ = 1, as a consequence of Liouville’s theorem.
Along similar lines we can take Eq. (4.128) and note that another consequence
of Liouville’s theorem is that the probability ρ(Γ0) is the same as the probability
p[Γ(·)] of the entire phase-space trajectory Γ(·) from 0 to T . Similarly, since
the Hamiltonian is even in the momenta, the second phase-space density can be
rewritten as:
ρ(ΓT ) = ρ(Γ¯T ), (4.134)
where Γ¯T is the time-reversal state, i.e., all momenta are flipped. Consequently,
this probability is the same as the probability ρ¯(Γ¯(·)) of an entire trajectory
originating in Γ¯T and terminating in Γ¯0 in which the protocol λ(t) is time-reversed.
We thus obtain
σ = ln
ρ[Γ(·)]
ρ¯[Γ¯(·)] , (4.135)
4Notice the similarity to our previous definition of entropy production in Eq. (3.22). Instead
of weighing the probability that a specific trajectory occurs in the forward process against that
of the reverse process, it measures the change in phase-space density between initial and final
system state.
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which again leads to Eq. (4.62) for the average dissipation [58]:
Σ = DKL
[
p[Γ(·)] || p¯[Γ¯(·)]
]
. (4.136)
Thus, amazingly, this relation also holds for Hamiltonian dynamics when the start
and endpoint of the process are in equilibrium.
Combining Eq. (4.62), or Eq. (4.136), with the average of the Crooks fluctuation
theorem [Eq. (4.71)],
〈w〉 −∆F
kBT
= DKL
[
p(w) || p¯(−w)
]
, (4.137)
we obtain:
DKL
[
p[Γ(·)] || p¯[Γ¯(·)]
]
= DKL
[
p(w) || p¯(−w)
]
. (4.138)
This relation shows that “the exact dissipation is revealed by any set of vari-
ables that contains the statistical information about the work” [61], which gives
an insight into why even in the Hamiltonian formalism, which captures all the
information about the system and the environment, we only need to measure the
system variables to calculate the dissipation and evaluate fluctuation theorems.
Let us finally mention some aspects of the ongoing effort to extend the results to
the quantum regime. One conceptually challenging issue is the fact that there is
no equivalent of a classical trajectory in quantum mechanics, which invalidates
most of the approaches we mentioned before. This can be partly remedied by
making measurements at the beginning and end of a unitary quantum evolution,
or, alternatively, the dynamics of an open quantum system in which coherences
are neglected. This enables, among others, the derivation of fluctuation theorems
(see, e.g., Refs. [86–89], the reviews in Refs. [90, 91], and a recent book [92]).
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Part II
Interacting degrees of
freedom
In this second part of the thesis we consider the interaction of multiple subsys-
tems. We first treat the heat bath as one subsystem interacting with the system
proper. Next, we consider stochastic systems and disentangle their mutual influ-
ences on each other. This perspective is shown to clarify the role of information
in thermodynamics. The aims of this part are to:
• Show how a microscopically reversible interaction between system and reser-
voir leads to proper thermalization of the system.
• Study the special setup of a collisional bath from this perspective.
• Introduce the main features of information thermodynamics, especially the
thought experiment of Maxwell’s demon.
• Clarify how information enters the theory of thermodynamics.
• Show how one can disentangle the interaction of different subsystems using
information thermodynamics.
• Present some of the setups illustrating the thermodynamics of information
from one global perspective.
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5 | The reservoir as a subsystem
This chapter presents a perspective already encountered in Sec. 4.7 in the context
of Hamiltonian dynamics for stochastic thermodynamics: The system under study
and the thermal reservoir jointly form one big system. Interestingly, this viewpoint
provides a neat explanation of the local detailed balance relation, which is the
key ingredient in the thermodynamic interpretation of stochastic processes (c.f.
Secs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2).
Any thermodynamically sound description of a physical system must include the
possibility of thermalization, i.e., the system should take on the equilibrium distri-
bution set by the temperature of its thermal environment. We already demanded
thermalization when deriving the local detailed balance relations in Sec. 4.3.2.
An important component ensuring thermalization is microscopic reversibility, i.e.,
the evolution equations of the system and environment are symmetric with re-
spect to time-reversal. Since both Hamiltonian and unitary quantum dynamics
are time-reversal invariant, this warrants thermalization in these scenarios. As
we will see, the situation becomes a bit obscure when considering a localized
system interacting with its environment via collisions, so-called collisional baths.
These are especially relevant in semi-classical scattering setups which makes it
worthwhile to study collisional baths in detail.
5.1 Detailed balance in equilibrium ensembles
A derivation of detailed balance from Hamiltonian dynamics is found in Sec. V.6
of van Kampen’s book [8]. We take a different approach: Assume that detailed
balance holds and evaluate its consequences. In the following, we will make no as-
sumptions about the underlying dynamics (Hamiltonian, Markovian, or quantum)
and simply evaluate the consequences of the interplay between detailed balance
and micro-reversibility.
Let Γ and Γ′ be two phase-space coordinates (or normalized quantum states).
Microscopic reversibility then implies:
ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) = ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′; ∆t), (5.1)
where ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) is the conditional probability of finding the system in Γ′ when
it started in Γ and evolved for a time ∆t. The bar indicates the time-reversed
state. Note that in the case of Hamiltonian dynamics these probabilities are delta
functions.
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The formal proof that classical Hamiltonian dynamics and unitary quantum dy-
namics are micro-reversible can be found in Sec. 3 of our article in Ref. [4] reprinted
below.
Macroscopic phenomena appear irreversible while the laws governing the micro-
scopic dynamics are time-reversible. This fact has puzzled statistical physicists for
a long time, even though Boltzmann and Maxwell understood the effect quite well.
Albeit a fascinating topic by itself, we will refrain from discussing this issue and
instead refer the interested reader to the insightful articles by Lebowitz [93, 94]
and the references therein.
In our article (Ref. [4]) we show that the detailed balance condition supplemented
with micro-reversibility ensures that the stationary distribution ρ(Γ) is the uni-
form distribution of the microcanonical ensemble.
We will in the following show how the local detailed balance relation in Eq. (4.3.2)
results from micro-reversibility.
5.1.1 Repeated interactions
The equilibrium distribution of a system in weak contact with a large reservoir is
the Boltzmann distribution. The derivation can be found in standard textbooks,
e.g., Chap. 16 of Ref. [95]. In large reservoirs that are separable into noninteract-
ing parts (e.g., individual gas molecules, electromagnetic or vibrational modes,
etc.), this distribution also holds for the individual parts.
Let us now assume that the system’s degrees of freedom x are only interacting
with one part y of the environment. This interaction shall happen repeatedly
in such a way that, in every time interval ∆t, the system is coupled to a fresh
equilibrium copy of the environment that is uncorrelated with the system state.
The schematics of the setup are depicted in Fig. 5.1.
environment, kBT
x
y
yi−1
yi
x
yi+1
∆t
t
Figure 5.1: Left: Schematic setup of a system x interacting with a part of an
environment y. Right: The system is repeatedly interacting with fresh copies of
the environment for a time ∆t.
This setup yields Markovian dynamics for the system state as the environment
is memoryless: each fresh copy of the environment is uncorrelated with the system
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state. This assumption is also the underpinning of Boltzmann’s Stoßzahlansatz [96]
for modeling gas molecule collisions as completely uncorrelated, independent
events. The repeated-interaction framework is very versatile and also allows the
inclusion of work and information reservoirs [97] and helps in analyzing quantum-
thermodynamic setups (see, e.g., Refs. [98–100]).
In Ref. [4] we show how local detailed balance results from such a repeated interac-
tion framework when the evolution conserves the total energy and the interactions
are completely reversible:
ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t) = ρ(x¯, y¯|x¯′, y¯′; ∆t). (5.2)
We assume that the Hamiltonian is even in the momenta and reproduce the proof
in the following.
The probability for a transition x → x′ can be calculated from the transition
probability for the combined system by marginalization:
ρ(x′|x; ∆t) =
∫∫
dydy′ ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t) ρ(y|x; t), (5.3)
where ρ(y|x; t) is the conditional probability of the environment y given the system
state x at time t. However, since we assumed that the environment is initially
uncorrelated with the system and in equilibrium, we can write
ρ(x′|x; ∆t) =
∫∫
dydy′ ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t) ρeq(y). (5.4)
Similarly, the probability for the reverse transition reads:
ρ(x¯|x¯′; ∆t) =
∫∫
dy¯′dy¯ ρ(x¯, y¯|x¯′, y¯′; ∆t) ρeq(y¯′). (5.5)
Using Eq. (5.2), we can rewrite this probability as follows:
ρ(x¯|x¯′; ∆t) =
∫∫
dy¯′dy¯ ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t) ρeq(y) ρeq(y¯
′)
ρeq(y)
. (5.6)
Since we know the equilibrium distribution of the environment, we find
ρeq(y¯
′)
ρeq(y)
= exp
(
−Hy(y
′)−Hy(y)
kBT
)
, (5.7)
because Hy(y¯) = Hy(y), where Hy(y) is the part of the Hamiltonian belonging to
the y-subsystem alone. Since the evolution conserves the total energy, we have:
Hy(y
′)−Hy(y) = Hx(x)−Hx(x′), (5.8)
where Hx(x) is the Hamiltonian of the x-dynamics.
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Compare this to the Hamiltonian used in Eq. (4.116) which also contains an
interaction term Hi(x, y). Between interaction intervals this part vanishes since
system and environment are decoupled.
We therefore obtain:
ρ(x¯|x¯′; ∆t) = exp
(
−Hx(x)−Hx(x
′)
kBT
) ∫∫
dy¯′dy¯ ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t) ρeq(y), (5.9)
which, with Eq. (5.4), leads to the detailed balance condition
ρ(x′|x; ∆t)
ρ(x¯|x¯′; ∆t) = exp
(
−Hx(x
′)−Hx(x)
kBT
)
(5.10)
found, e.g., in Eq. (4.14) (Note that previously we considered transition rates, did
not deal with time-reversal states, and set H(x) =: V (x;λ)).
This is an alternative derivation of the detailed balance condition in which the
fact that the system should relax to the thermal state does not enter a priori, but
results from a micro-reversible interaction between system and environment. How-
ever, this comes at the cost of assuming repeated interactions of the system and
memoryless copies of the environment. Importantly, it shows that conservation of
energy alone is not sufficient to ensure thermalization. It must be supplemented
with micro-reversibility.
5.2 Collisional baths
One setup that perfectly fits the repeated-interaction framework is that of a colli-
sional bath: The environment is represented by a large container filled with non-
interacting ideal gas molecules of mass m with velocities v distributed according
to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, i.e.,
ρeq(v) =
√
m
2pikBT
exp
(
− mv
2
2kBT
)
, (5.11)
in one dimension.
The system, or scatterer, is fixed in space and possesses internal degrees of freedom
s which can evolve upon interaction with the environment particles. By neglecting
the possibility of re-collisions, one ensures that the system is only interacting
with fresh, equilibrium copies of the environment. Figure 5.2 shows the setup
schematically.
Collisional baths have been a testbed of thermalization of classical systems, e.g.,
modifications of the Lorentz gas with freely rotating disks, which can exchange
energy with the gas through inelastic collisions [101–105]. Interestingly, some of
the proposed models (such as the one in Ref. [104]) do not thermalize in that
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kBT
v
v′
s′
s
scatterer
Figure 5.2: Setup of a system (or scatterer) in a collisional bath consisting of ideal
gas particles. A snapshot of the setup after a short time interval is shown in gray.
setting. Collisional baths can also be analyzed semi-classically using Wigner dis-
tributions or wave packets (see our derivation in the appendix of the article in
Ref. [4] and Refs. [106, 107]).
As we show in Sec. 4 of our article, a naive treatment based only on the velocities of
the reservoir particles automatically leads to a violation of the micro-reversibility
condition. Confusingly, the prefactor caused by this apparent violation is exactly
compensated by the effusion prefactor, which is a result of the velocity distribution
of the particles that are interacting with the system not being the Maxwellian
distribution but the effusion distribution
ρeff(v) ∝ |v| ρeq(v). (5.12)
Correctly accounting for the effusion prefactor becomes important, e.g, when one
wants to simulate such a process and needs the particles to thermalize at the wall,
i.e., draw a new random velocity from that distribution which ensures that the
particle velocities follow Boltzmann statistics (see Refs. [108, 109] for examples).
If one accounts for the effusion prefactor, all calculations are correct; but for the
wrong reasons, which is innocent enough in simple scenarios. However, it can lead
to wrong conclusions in more complicated setups as we show in our article.
Ultimately, a complete analysis shows that all canonical coordinates, i.e., mo-
menta and position of the particles need to be considered. This restores micro-
reversibility and thus ensures thermalization of the system. Applying this analysis
to the model system [104] that does not thermalize reveals that its apparently sen-
sible collision rules violate micro-reversibility. Lastly, we show how this lacking
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thermalization can be exploited to build a heat pump able to transport heat
against a temperature gradient, thereby illustrating that the model is unphysical.
5.3 Article: [Physica A, 122108 (2019)]
The following article is reprinted from J. Ehrich, M. Esposito, F. Barra, and J.
M. R. Parrondo, arXiv1904.07931. Journal reference [J. Ehrich, M. Esposito,
F. Barra, and J. M. R. Parrondo, “Micro-reversibility and thermalization with
collisional baths,” Physica A 552, 122108 (2020)] (Ref. [4]).
The bracketed numbers provide a continuous pagination.
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Abstract
Micro-reversibility plays a central role in thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. It is used to prove that systems
in contact with a thermal bath relax to canonical ensembles. However, a problem arises when trying to reproduce
this proof for classical and quantum collisional baths, i.e. particles at equilibrium interacting with a localized system
via collisions. In particular, micro-reversibility appears to be broken and some models do not thermalize when in-
teracting with Maxwellian particles. We clarify these issues by showing that micro-reversibility needs the invariance
of evolution equations under time reversal plus the conservation of phase space volume in classical and semiclassical
scenarios. Consequently, all canonical variables must be considered to ensure thermalization. This includes the posi-
tion of the incident particles which maps their Maxwellian distribution to the effusion distribution. Finally, we show
an example of seemingly plausible collision rules that do not conserve phase-space volume, and consequently violate
the second law.
Keywords: Liouville’s theorem, detailed balance, equilibration, repeated interactions, effusion
This work is dedicated to the memory of Christian Van den Broeck.
1. Introduction
Since the inception of statistical mechanics, microscopic reversibility has played a central role. On the one hand, it
may seem to contradict the very possibility of irreversible behavior to occur. This was indeed the basis of Loschmidt’s
criticism of Boltzmann’s explanation of macroscopic irreversibility. On the other hand, it is used to derive crucial
results from irreversible thermodynamics such as Onsager’s celebrated reciprocal relations [1] or, more recently, the
fluctuation relations for classical [2, 3] and quantum systems [4] which imply the nondecreasing nature of entropy pro-
duction. This underlines the many subtleties which may arise when invoking microscopic reversibility to understand
the emergence of irreversibility.
On many occasions, Chris Van den Broeck tackled these issues. As one of the most brilliant representatives of
the Brussels school of thermodynamics, Chris was deeply interested in the foundations of statistical mechanics. He
contributed to clarifying the relationship between irreversibility and entropy production [2, 3, 5, 6] and exploited
Onsager phenomenological equations and fluctuation theorems to find universal properties of the efficiency of thermal
and chemical engines [7, 8]. In this paper, after revisiting the basic arguments used to prove relaxation to equilibrium
based on microscopic reversibility, we consider specifically the issue of thermalization for a fixed system interacting
with a bath of thermal particles, where interesting subtleties arise which Chris for sure would have enjoyed. His
remarkable ability to address profound and fundamental problems using simple models has been a guideline for us,
and the way we deal here with the problem of micro-reversibility is undoubtedly inspired by Chris’ style of doing
science. This paper is our tribute to his life and work, which have left a profound mark on the statistical mechanics
community. In particular, to ME and JMRP he has been a great mentor as well as a very close friend.
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The first issue that we address concerns the very formulation of the micro-reversibility condition. The generic
statement of micro-reversibility is that the probability to observe a transition Γ→ Γ′ is equal to the probability of the
reverse transition Γ¯′ → Γ¯. Here, Γ and Γ′ are arbitrary microscopic states of a physical system and Γ¯ the time-reversal
state of Γ. The mathematical expression of this statement reads (we provide a more detailed description later on, in
Sec. 2):
ρ(Γ′|Γ) = ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′). (1)
However, this equality immediately poses a problem if the variable Γ is continuous. In that case, ρ(Γ′|Γ) is a density
in Γ′, whereas ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′) is a density in Γ¯. Consequently, when the two conditional probabilities are compared, one has
to take into account the transformation of the volume elements dΓ¯ and dΓ′. In classical systems, Liouville’s theorem
warrants the conservation of volume, implying dΓ¯ = dΓ′, and resolves the problem. But micro-reversibility is also
relevant for quantum and semi-classical systems with states parametrized by continuous variables Γ, such as Wigner
distributions in phase space or wave packets centered around a given position and velocity [9, 10]. In the first case,
for instance, it has been shown that there is no equivalent Liouville-like theorem, that is, unitary evolution does not
necessarily conserve the phase-space volume [11]. Therefore, it is necessary to explicitly check the micro-reversibility
condition, Eq. (1), in those quantum and semi-classical scenarios.
The second issue concerns the role of micro-reversibility in the relaxation of a system towards equilibrium. For
a classical system in contact with a thermal bath, the micro-reversibility condition applies to micro-states Γ = (x, y)
of the global system, consisting of the system itself (x) and the bath (y). The bath variables can be eliminated by
multiplying Eq. (1) by the equilibrium distribution ρeq(y) and integrating over y and y′. This procedure, which we
describe in detail in Sec. 2.1, is especially relevant for the so-called collisional baths, where the system is a fixed
scatterer that interacts with particles coming from a thermal reservoir. Nowadays this scenario is realizable in the
laboratory. A celebrated example is the interaction between light and atoms in cavity quantum electrodynamics [12].
Moreover, collisional baths are a particular case of a generic type of coupling between a system and a reservoir,
consisting of repeated interactions between the system and fresh copies of small systems called units or ancillas,
drawn form an infinite reservoir [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The thermodynamics of this system-bath coupling via repeated
interactions has been exhaustively studied in Ref. [18]. However, these previous analyses assume that the interaction
is switched on and off by an external agent; then, the system is no longer autonomous and the external agent can
perform work. It is worthwhile to go beyond Ref. [18] and extend the framework to autonomous collisional baths.
The present paper can be considered a first step towards this goal.
Classical collisional baths have been also analyzed in detail as a modification of the Lorentz gas, where the
scatterers are fixed disks that can rotate with some angular velocity [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. The collisions between the
gas particles and the disks are inelastic because of an exchange of energy between the incident particle and the rotation
of the scatterer. This type of models has been used to study different non-equilibrium phenomena like heat transport
[20, 21, 22] and thermalization [19, 23].
Collisional baths are also interesting regarding the probability distribution of the incident particles. Consider a
one-dimensional ideal gas in equilibrium at temperature T . The velocity distribution, that is, the probability density
for the velocity of a particle chosen at random, is the Maxwellian distribution: ρMax(v) ∝ e−βmv2/2, where m is the mass
of the gas molecules and β = 1/(kT ), k being the Boltzmann constant. On the other hand, if we sample the velocities
of particles hitting a scatterer or crossing a given point, we find that they are distributed according to the effusion
distribution ρeff(v) ∝ |v| ρMax. Consequently, a naive treatment would show that the internal degrees of freedom of the
scatterer should thermalize if they exchange energy with the incident molecules whose velocity distribution apparently
departs from equilibrium. Unfortunately, some of the proposed models, such as the one in Ref. [22], thermalize when
the velocity distribution of the incident particles is indeed Maxwellian, which, at first sight, only adds to the confusion.
In this paper we aim at clarifying these issues by a careful formulation of the micro-reversibility condition and
its relation to Liouville’s theorem and conservation of phase-space volume in classical and semiclassical collisional
reservoirs. To this end the paper is structured as follows: In the following two sections 2 and 3, we review the
concept of micro-reversibility and its consequences. Specifically, we reproduce a proof of the thermalization of a
system subjected to repeated interactions with an equilibrium reservoir. The relation between micro-reversibility and
Liouville’s theorem is also discussed. Section 4 contains the main results of the paper. We analyze a fixed scatterer
with discrete states interacting with a generic collisional bath (a detailed description of a physical realization with
a semiclassical bath is given in Appendix A). We show that it is necessary to take into account the position of the
2
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incident particles for a proper formulation of micro-reversibility. Moreover, including this spatial coordinate explains
the relevance of the effusion distribution for thermalization. Indeed, failing to do so breaks micro-reversibility in a way
which is exactly corrected by the effusion prefactor. In Sec. 5, we present a classical model with seemingly plausible
collision rules which however do not conserve phase-space volume. We show that the system does not thermalize and
violates the second law of thermodynamics. Finally, in Sec. 6 we draw our conclusions.
2. Micro-reversibility, detailed balance, and equilibrium ensembles
Before discussing the subtleties associated to micro-reversibility, in this section we aim to establish a careful
mathematical formulation of micro-reversibility and explore its consequences. Here, we define micro-reversibility for
an arbitrary Markov process Γ(t) although, in the next section and the rest of the paper, it will be applied to classical
micro-states and wave packets colliding with quantum scatterers. In the former case, Γ(t) consists of all coordinates
and momenta and the evolution of Γ(t) is deterministic (but still Markovian) and preserves the phase-space volume,
according to Liouville’s theorem, whereas in the latter case Γ(t) consists of the center and momentum of incident wave
packets plus the internal state of the scatterer (see Sec. 4 and Appendix A).
To properly formulate the micro-reversibility condition, we need to define two important concepts. First, the
conditional probability ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t), which is the probability (or the probability density) to observe the system in state
Γ′ at time t + ∆t if the state of the system was Γ at time t. Along the paper the time interval ∆t is arbitrary and fixed.
We will assume that this conditional probability neither depends on time t (stationarity) nor on the previous history
(Markovianity). Notice also that, if the phase space is continuous, then ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) is a density only with respect to the
final state Γ′.
The second concept is the time reversal of state Γ, which we denote by Γ¯. It results from Γ by inverting velocities
and other variables which are odd under time reversal, implying ¯¯Γ = Γ. We assume that every state Γ has a unique
time-reversed state.
With these definitions, the micro-reversibility condition can be formulated as:
ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) = ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′; ∆t) for all Γ and Γ′. (2)
We stress that the above probabilities can denote the mapping of classical deterministic Hamiltonian dynamics (in
which case they are delta functions), transition probabilities resulting from unitary quantum evolution, or transition
probabilities between the states of a Markov chain (as is commonly assumed in stochastic thermodynamics).
In the following, we will assume that Eq. (2) holds and explore its consequences; specifically, we show that micro-
reversibility implies that the corresponding stationary probability distribution ρst(Γ) is compatible with the common
equilibrium ensembles: microcanonical for isolated systems and canonical for systems in contact with thermal baths.
In order to do this, we need the evolution master equation for the probability ρ(Γ, t) of observing the system in
state Γ at time t:
ρ(Γ, t + ∆t) =
∫
dΓ′ρ(Γ′, t)ρ(Γ|Γ′; ∆t). (3)
Taking into account that ρ(Γ¯′|Γ¯; ∆t) is normalized with respect to Γ¯′ for all Γ¯ and that dΓ′ = dΓ¯′, the master equation
can be written in the form
ρ(Γ, t + ∆t) − ρ(Γ, t) =
∫
dΓ′
[
ρ(Γ′, t)ρ(Γ|Γ′; ∆t) − ρ(Γ, t)ρ(Γ¯′|Γ¯; ∆t)
]
(4)
and the stationary solution ρst(Γ) satisfies∫
dΓ′
[
ρst(Γ′)ρ(Γ|Γ′; ∆t) − ρst(Γ)ρ(Γ¯′|Γ¯; ∆t)
]
= 0. (5)
One particular way of fulfilling Eq. (5) is the so-called detailed balance condition, that is:
ρst(Γ′)ρ(Γ|Γ′; ∆t) − ρst(Γ)ρ(Γ¯′|Γ¯; ∆t) = 0 (6)
for any pair of states Γ and Γ′. In the absence of odd variables under time reversal, Γ¯ = Γ and detailed balance implies
that local probability currents vanish.
3
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Inserting Eq. (2) into the detailed balance condition, Eq. (6), one finds[
ρst(Γ′) − ρst(Γ)] ρ(Γ|Γ′; ∆t) = 0. (7)
Therefore, a stationary solution of Eq. (4) satisfying detailed balance is the uniform distribution over all connected
states, that is: ρst(Γ′) = ρst(Γ) for all Γ′ and Γ such that ρ(Γ|Γ′; ∆t) , 0. For ergodic Hamiltonian systems, the set of
connected states is an energy layer and the uniform solution is simply the microcanonical ensemble.
2.1. Thermalization via repeated interactions
Consider now a system in contact with a reservoir. We denote by Γ ≡ (x, y) the state of the global system, x being
the state of the system and y the state of the reservoir. The probability to observe a transition x → x′ in the system in
an interval ∆t reads
ρ(x′|x; ∆t) =
∫∫
dy dy′ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t)ρ(y, t). (8)
A common assumption in statistical mechanics is that, in each time interval of duration ∆t, the system interacts with
a fresh copy of the reservoir in equilibrium, i.e., ρ(y, t) = ρeq(y). This assumption is implicit in any approximation
yielding Markovian dynamics for the state x of the system. It is exact for collisional baths, as we will see below, and
is equivalent to Boltzmann’s Stosszahlansatz or, generically, to neglecting any bidirectional effect between the system
and the reservoir, such as re-collisions. Under this assumption, the conditional probability in Eq. (8) is independent
of t and reads
ρ(x′|x; ∆t) =
∫∫
dy dy′ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t)ρeq(y). (9)
Using micro-reversibility and expanding with ρeq(y¯′), we get
ρ(x′|x; ∆t) =
∫∫
dy dy′ρ(x¯, y¯|x¯′, y¯′; ∆t)ρeq(y¯′)
ρeq(y)
ρeq(y¯′)
. (10)
For a reservoir in thermal equilibrium at temperature T = 1/(kβ), k being the Boltzmann constant, the ratio between
the two distributions verifies
ρeq(y)
ρeq(y¯′)
= e−β[e(y)−e(y
′)] = e−β[(x
′)−(x)] if ρ(x′, y′|x, y; ∆t) , 0, (11)
where e(y) = e(y¯) is the energy of the state y of the reservoir, (x) = (x¯) is the energy of the state x of the system,
and we have assumed that the evolution conserves the total energy: e(y) + (x) = e(y′) + (x′) for any transition
(x, y)→ (x′, y′) with non-zero probability. Inserting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10), one immediately obtains
ρ(x′|x; ∆t)
ρ(x¯|x¯′; ∆t) = e
−β[(x′)−(x)], (12)
which is also known as the detailed balance condition for systems in contact with thermal baths. Eq. (12) ensures
thermalization, that is, one can show that Eq. (12) implies Eq. (6), changing Γ by x, if the stationary distribution is the
Gibbs state ρst(x) ∝ e−β(x).
3. Proof of micro-reversibility in classical and quantum systems
We now address the interpretation of the micro-reversibility condition in Eq. (2). As mentioned in the introduction,
this condition immediately poses a problem if the variable Γ is continuous. In that case, ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) is a density with
respect to Γ′, whereas ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′; ∆t) is a density with respect to Γ¯. Consequently, when the two conditional probabilities
are compared, one has to take into account the transformation of the volume elements dΓ and dΓ′.
In the classical case, Liouville’s theorem resolves this issue as it is a central ingredient in the derivation of the
micro-reversibility condition. In classical mechanics the conditional probability is a delta function:
ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) = δ(Γ′ − U(Γ)), (13)
4
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where U(Γ) is the time evolution operator during the interval [t, t + ∆t]. Since the Hamiltonian evolution in phase
space is invariant under time reversal, this operator verifies Γ′ = U(Γ)⇒ Γ¯ = U(Γ¯′). Using the properties of the Dirac
delta, we obtain
ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) =
∣∣∣∣∣ dΓdΓ′
∣∣∣∣∣ δ(Γ − U−1(Γ′))
=
∣∣∣∣∣ dΓdΓ′
∣∣∣∣∣ δ(Γ¯ − U(Γ¯′)) = ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′; ∆t). (14)
In the last step we have used the fact that the Jacobian of the transformation Γ′ → Γ is |dΓ/dΓ′| = 1, by virtue of
Liouville’s theorem. Notice however that the time-reversal invariance of Hamiltonian evolution alone is not enough
to ensure micro-reversibility. Liouville’s theorem is crucial in the derivation and we recall that the theorem is valid
only if Γ is a complete set of canonical coordinates and canonical momenta of the system and the bath. This will be of
extreme importance as we will see in the next section. An analogous derivation of micro-reversibility for Hamiltonian
dynamics can be found in Ref. [24].
In quantum mechanics the proof of the micro-reversibility condition is rather simple at first sight. Let U be the
unitary evolution operator between t and t + ∆t:
ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) = | 〈Γ′|U|Γ〉 |2 = | 〈Γ|U†|Γ′〉 |2. (15)
The anti-linear time reversal operator Θ verifies Θ2 = I, Θ†UΘ = U−1 = U†, and |Γ¯〉 = Θ |Γ〉. Therefore:
ρ(Γ′|Γ; ∆t) = | 〈Γ|Θ†UΘ|Γ′〉 |2 = | 〈Γ¯|U|Γ¯′〉 |2 = ρ(Γ¯|Γ¯′; ∆t). (16)
However, this is valid only if |Γ〉 and |Γ′〉 are normalized quantum states and when the labels Γ and Γ′ are discrete. In
scattering theory, on the other hand, |Γ〉 is either a non-normalizable scattering state, where Γ denotes the velocity of
a plane wave, or it is a normalized wave packet, in which case Γ represents the position and the velocity of the packet.
Either way, Γ is continuous and micro-reversibility requires the Jacobian of the transformation Γ → Γ′ to be equal to
one. This requirement is generically related to the validity of Liouville’s theorem for quantum states parametrized by
continuous variables, such as Wigner distributions in phase space or wave packets [9, 10]. Since Liouville’s theorem
is not valid in general for this type of representation [11], it is necessary to check the micro-reversibility condition in
each case. We partly address this task in the next section.
4. Scatterers with discrete internal states: Effusion vs. Maxwellian velocity distributions
As explained in the introduction, a naive application of the results of the two previous sections to collisional reser-
voirs leads to unexpected results. In those situations, particles of mass m extracted from an ideal gas in equilibrium
at temperature T interact with a fixed scatterer with internal degrees of freedom, exchanging energy, as depicted in
Fig. 1 (left). Recall that the distribution ρ(v) of the velocity of the particles hitting the scatterer is the effusion distri-
bution, which is proportional to |v|e−βmv2/2 and does not fulfill the condition given by Eq. (11). This invalidates the
whole argument in Sec. 2.1 such that, superficially, the detailed balance condition in Eq. (12) should no longer hold.
Therefore, the system apparently does not thermalize.
The reason for this anomaly is that we have omitted the position of the reservoir particles. As we will see,
taking into account the spatial coordinate y of the incident particles is necessary for a proper formulation of micro-
reversibility due to Liouville’s theorem [25]. Luckily, the inclusion of the spatial coordinate also provides an expla-
nation for why the effusion distribution is the one ensuring the thermalization of the system.
To discuss this issue in detail, consider a one-dimensional scenario where a fixed scatterer is located at the origin,
y = 0, and has a discrete set of internal states s = 1, 2, . . . with energy s. This tacitly implies that the scatterer
is quantum and the incident particles must be quantum wave packets. However, the quantum nature of the setup is
not relevant in the discussion, which only relies on the transition probabilities ρ(Γ′|Γ), where Γ now comprises the
internal state of the scatterer and the parameters defining the incident and outgoing wave packets. For simplicity, we
will assume that the scatterer is symmetric, that is, its behavior is identical for particles hitting from the left with
positive velocity v > 0 and from the right with negative velocity −v. Then, we can focus on particles coming from
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Figure 1: Left: Schematic representation of a collisional bath. A bath particle starts at position y with velocity v and (y′, v′) are its position and
velocity after a time ∆t during which a collision could occur or not. If a collision occurs, the system changes its internal state from s to s′. Right:
Transformation of velocity and position of the bath particles in a collision: (y, v) → (y′, v′) as given by Eq. (20) with 2m(s′ − s) = 6.48 and
∆t = 1.5. The plot shows that the transformation conserves the volume of sets in the phase space spanned by (y, v).
the left, y < 0, with positive velocity v, and exchanging energy with the scatterer. We will further assume that there
are no reflected particles, that is, the outgoing velocity v′ has the same sign as v (see Appendix A for a more general
case). This setting is depicted in Fig. 1 (left). We denote by p(s′|s, v) the probability of a transition (s, v) → s′. If the
collision is invariant under time reversal, we have the following symmetry in the transition probabilities:
p(s′|v, s) = p(s | − vs′ , s′) = p(s |vs′ , s′) with vs′ ≡ +
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s). (17)
In Appendix A we present a detailed description of a semi-classical collisional reservoir where this symmetry is
explicitly derived using the invariance of the scattering matrix under time reversal. Notice that p(s′|v, s) is a probability
and not a density. The corresponding probability density for the whole transition (v, s)→ (v′, s′) reads, for v, v′ > 0:
ρ(v′, s′|v, s) = ρ(−v′, s′| − v, s) = p(s′|v, s) δ
(
v′ −
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s)
)
. (18)
Again, this transition probability density does not obey the micro-reversibility condition:
ρ(−v, s | − v′, s′) = p(s |v′, s′) δ
(
v −
√
v′2 − 2m(s − s′ )
)
= p(s′|s, v)
δ
(
v′ − √v2 − 2m(s′ − s))
|∂v′/∂v|
=
∣∣∣∣∣v′v
∣∣∣∣∣ ρ(v′, s′|v, s). (19)
That means that a naive analysis of the thermalization process due to collisional baths reveals that neither micro-
reversibility is obeyed, nor is the system interacting sequentially with an equilibrium reservoir.
As already anticipated, we can restore micro-reversibility by including the position of the reservoir particles. In
order to do that, we have to calculate the conditional probability ρ(y′, v′, s′|y, v, s; ∆t), where we have included again
the explicit dependence on the time interval ∆t. To calculate this conditional probability, consider a reservoir particle
initially located at position y < 0 and with velocity v > 0, as in Fig. 1 (left). In an interval ∆t a collision occurs only if
y + v∆t > 0. It then happens at time tc = −y/v, and the final position is y′ = v′(∆t− tc) = v′(∆t + y/v). In this collision,
the transformation in the full phase space readsy
′ =
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s)
(
∆t +
y
v
)
v′ =
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s)
(20)
and its Jacobian is ∣∣∣∣∣∂(y′, v′)∂(y, v)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ v′/v −yv′/v2 + y/v′ + v∆t/v′0 v/v′
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1 (21)
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for all s, s′. The conservation of phase space volume in this transformation is sketched in Fig. 1 (right). It is the same
conservation that one can observe in a stream of classical particles that change their velocity due to, for instance,
a step potential of height ∆V . The potential accelerates or slows down particles exactly as in our discussion, i.e.,
v′ =
√
v2 − ∆V and, in this case, Eq. (21) is indeed the expression of Liouville’s theorem.
Taking into account the condition for a collision, y + v∆t > 0, the conditional probability is given by
ρ(y′, v′, s′|y, v, s; ∆t) =
ρ(v
′, s′|v, s) δ (y′ − v′∆t − yv′/v) if 0 < −y < v∆t
δ(v′ − v)δs′ sδ(y′ − y − v∆t) otherwise
(22)
and it is straightforward to check that it verifies the micro-reversibility condition, since the Jacobian of the transforma-
tion (y, v) → (y′, v′) is one. Notice however that, if particles are confined in a container of length 2L and the scatterer
is in the middle, this expression is valid only for |v|∆t < L .
Having discussed the subtleties that arise from applying the micro-reversibility condition to collisional baths, we
proceed with a bottom-up derivation of thermalization of systems with internal degrees of freedom in collisional baths:
The probability of a transition in the system due to an energy exchange with a bath particle during a collision reads
ρ(s′|s; ∆t) =
∫∫
dydy′
∫∫
dvdv′ρeq(y, v)ρ(y′, v′, s′|y, v, s). (23)
Since the bath particles are in equilibrium, their positions and velocities are distributed according to ρeq(y, v) =
ρMax(v)/(2L) with
ρMax(v) ≡
√
βm
2pi
e−βmv
2/2 (24)
being the Maxwellian distribution in one dimension. The discussion in Sec. 2.1 ensures that ρ(s′|s; ∆t) satisfies the
detailed balance condition in Eq. (12) and the system thermalizes to the Gibbs state psts ∝ e−β(s).
If one wants to eliminate the positions y and y′ of the incident particles from Eq. (23), it is more convenient to
calculate the transition probability conditioned on the occurrence of a collision, that is ρ(s′|s; ∆t)/pic, where pic is the
probability for a collision:
pic = 2
∫ L
0
dy
∫ −y/∆t
−∞
dv
ρMax(v)
2L
=
1
2
1 − erf √βm2 L∆t
 + 1 − e− βmL
2
2∆t2√
2piβm
∆t
L
≈ ∆t√
2piβmL
as L→ ∞. (25)
Using Eq. (23), performing the integral over y′, and changing the order of the remaining integrals, the probability of
the transition s→ s′ in a collision reads
pc(s→ s′) = lim
L→∞
ρ(s′|s; ∆t)
pic
=
√
2piβm
∆t
∫ ∞
0
dv
∫ ∞
−∞
dv′
∫ 0
−v∆t
dy ρMax(v)ρ(v′, s′|v, s)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dv
∫ ∞
−∞
dv′
√
piβm
2
|v| ρMax(v)ρ(v′, s′|v, s)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dv
∫ ∞
−∞
dv′ρeff(v)ρ(v′, s′|v, s), (26)
where
ρeff(v) ≡
√
piβm
2
|v| ρMax(v) = βm2 |v|e
−βmv2/2 (27)
is the effusion velocity distribution, that is, the velocity distribution of particles leaving a container through a hole in
one of its walls. The effusion distribution is also the probability density of the velocity of particles that cross a point
in an equilibrium one-dimensional gas and it is in fact the velocity distribution of the particles hitting the scatterer.
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Thus when everything is done right and a complete set of canonical coordinates is chosen, the system thermalizes,
as it should be. This is not obvious at first glance, since the system seems to be interacting with a velocity distribution
different from the equilibrium Maxwellian distribution. Our analysis shows how this distribution appears: first, one
has to consider the position y of the bath particles to properly formulate micro-reversibility; second, once the position
y is considered, it is necessary to average over the two variables (y, v) of the bath with respect to the equilibrium state
ρeq(y, v) = ρMax(v)/(2L). The result of this procedure is equivalent to considering incident particles with velocities dis-
tributed according to the effusion distribution ρeff(v). This effect is also important when simulating the thermalization
of a particle colliding with a wall acting as a reservoir [26].
5. Breaking micro-reversibility: an explicit example
We now turn to a purely classical example, which is a particular case of the disk scatterers introduced by Mejı´a-
Monasterio, Eckmann, and co-authors in a series of papers [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In this particular case the disk scatterer
interacts with one-dimensional particles [22]. The resulting collision rules comply with the common mechanical
requirements – conservation of energy and angular momentum –, but they are not compatible with conservation of
phase-space volume. This has important thermodynamical consequences. For instance, one can build machines
beating the second law of thermodynamics. Of course, this indicates that the model is not physically realizable
although it looks plausible at first sight. This example illustrates the subtleties that one faces when designing models
for collisional reservoirs.
Consider a homogeneous disk submersed in a one-dimensional ideal gas in equilibrium at temperature T = 1/(k β).
The disk has unit radius, a moment of inertia I, and rotates with angular velocity ω about its axis, which is fixed at
(0, 0). The gas particles have mass m and hit the disk tangentially with velocity v > 0 [see Fig. 2 (left)].
!
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Figure 2: Left: Tangential collision of a particle and a rotating disk. If the tangential friction is infinitely strong, there is an exchange of energy
between the linear velocity of the incident particle and the angular velocity of the disk given by the transformation (29). Right: A “free” heat pump
consisting of a disk in contact with a one-dimensional cold reservoir and vanes in a hot reservoir. For µ = m/I = 1, particles from the cold reservoir
exchange velocity with the disk and drive its angular velocity distribution towards the effusion distribution, whose average energy is kTcold, whereas
the vanes drive the angular velocity to a Maxwellian distribution, with average energy kThot/2. If the temperature of the hot reservoir is such that
Tcold < Thot < 2Tcold, heat will be pumped from the cold to the hot bath without the need of external work, in contradiction with the second law of
thermodynamics.
We assume an infinite friction coefficient that allows for the instantaneous exchange of energy between the angular
velocity of the disk and the tangential component of the velocity of the incident particle1. In Refs. [20, 21], these are
called “perfectly rough collisions”. Conservation of energy and angular momentum read
m
2
v2 +
I
2
ω2 =
m
2
v′2 +
I
2
ω′2
mv + Iω = mv′ + Iω′
(28)
1Without friction there would be no forces tangential to the disk’s surface and thus no change in the angular velocity; this friction, however,
does not produce any dissipation and therefore the resulting collisions conserve the total kinetic energy
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and yield the following collision transformation:
v′ = −1 − µ
1 + µ
v +
2
1 + µ
ω
ω′ =
2µ
1 + µ
v +
1 − µ
1 + µ
ω,
(29)
where µ ≡ m/I. One can easily check that the Jacobian of this transformation is equal to one:
Jv,ω =
∣∣∣∣∣−1 − µ1 + µ 1 − µ1 + µ − 21 + µ 2µ1 + µ
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣−1 + µ2 + 2µ(1 + µ)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1. (30)
However, one must consider the transformation in the whole phase space (y, v, θ, ω), comprising the position y and the
velocity v of the incident particle, as well as the rotation angle θ of the disk and its angular velocity ω:
y′ = v′(∆t − tc)
v′ = −1 − µ
1 + µ
v +
2
1 + µ
ω
θ′ = θ + ωtc + ω′(∆t − tc)
ω′ =
2µ
1 + µ
v +
1 − µ
1 + µ
ω ,
(31)
where ∆t is the total evolution time and tc = −y/v is the collision time. The Jacobian of this transformation reads:
J =
∣∣∣∣∣∂(y′, v′, θ′, ω′)∂(y, v, θ, ω)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
v′
v − yv
′
v2 − 1−µ1+µ (∆t − tc) 0 0
0 − 1−µ1+µ 0 21+µ
ω′−ω
v − y(ω
′−ω)
v2 +
2µ
1+µ (∆t − tc) 1 tc + 1−µ1+µ (∆t − tc)
0 2µ1+µ 0
1−µ
1+µ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣v′v
∣∣∣∣∣ Jv,ω = ∣∣∣∣∣v′v
∣∣∣∣∣ , (32)
which, in general, is not equal to one.
Therefore, the collision rules in Eq. (31) do not conserve phase-space volume and cannot be obtained from a
Hamiltonian evolution. This also implies that thermalization is not warranted when the scatterer interacts with par-
ticles coming from an equilibrium gas. Indeed, as we have previously discussed, these particles hit the disk with
velocities distributed according to the effusion distribution, Eq. (27), yielding the following transition probabilities for
the angular velocity:
ρ(ω′|ω) =
∫ ∞
0
dv ρeff(v) δ
(
ω′ − 1 − µ
1 + µ
ω − 2µ
1 + µ
v
)
(33)
∝ ρeff
(
ω′ − ω + µ(ω′ + ω)
2µ
)
. (34)
The ratio of transition probabilities thus reads
ρ(ω′|ω)
ρ(−ω| − ω′) =
∣∣∣∣∣ω′ − ω + µ(ω′ + ω)ω′ − ω − µ(ω′ + ω)
∣∣∣∣∣ e−β I(ω′2−ω2)/2, (35)
that is, the system does not obey detailed balance and consequently the disk does not thermalize. This anomaly ex-
plains why the authors of Ref. [21] find that fixed points in the evolution of angular velocity are obtained by collisions
with particles whose velocity distribution is Maxwellian and not, as one would expect, the effusion distribution.
The absence of conservation of phase-space volume can be used to beat the second law. Notice that the average
kinetic energy of effusion particles is kT , twice the average energy of particles with Maxwellian velocities. Suppose
that we place the disk in a one-dimensional gas at temperature Tcold and µ = m/I = 1. In this case the incident particle
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and the disk swap the linear and angular velocity (recall that we take units of length such that R = 1): v′ = ω and ω′ =
v. Particles collide with velocities drawn from the effusion distribution, Eq. (27), and the angular velocity acquires the
same effusion distribution, whose average kinetic energy is kTcold. Then, we remove the disk and place it in a proper
(two-dimensional) thermal reservoir at temperature Thot ∈ [Tcold, 2Tcold]. The disk now does thermalize [20, 23] and
its final average energy is kThot/2. Therefore, it has dissipated an average heat Q = k(Tcold − Thot/2) > 0 to the hot
bath. If we repeat the process, in each cycle the disk takes a heat Q from the cold baths and dissipates it to the hot
bath without the need of external work, in contradiction to the second law of thermodynamics. One can get a similar
heat pump by connecting the disk to vanes immersed in the hot bath, as shown in Fig. 2 (right).
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have clarified several aspects of the formulation of micro-reversibility and the relationship be-
tween micro-reversibility and thermalization. In particular, we have shown the relevance of Liouville’s theorem. We
have applied these ideas to one-dimensional semiclassical collisional baths, where reservoir particles exchange energy
with a scatterer with discrete internal states. We have found that the collision rules conserve phase-space volume only
if the position of the reservoir particles is taken into account and that, in doing so, the effective velocity distribution
that thermalizes the scatterer’s internal states is the effusion distribution, Eq. (27).
Our analysis also reveals that conservation of energy and momentum (or angular momentum) is not enough to
ensure the physical feasibility of a given collision rule. In Sec. 5 we have seen an example of an apparently sound set
of collision rules, Eq. (29), which do not conserve phase-space volume and therefore cannot result from Hamiltonian
dynamics. This violation is tantamount to a violation of the second law. Indeed, it allows one to design a perpetuum
mobile or “free” heat pump, as the one sketched in Fig. 2 (right).
We have checked that micro-reversibility is fulfilled by the semi-classical collisional baths introduced in Sec. 4
and Appendix A and that, consequently, these baths do induce thermalization. This paves the road to a complete
thermodynamic characterization of collisional baths that incorporates the energy exchange between the system and
the kinetic energy of the incident particles. In a previous analysis [18], this energy exchange was interpreted as
work performed by an external agent that switches the interaction between the reservoir units and the system on and
off. On the other hand, here we have shown that, if the units are particles described by a mixture of wave packets
with position and velocity distributed according to the canonical ensemble, this exchange of energy is in fact heat.
This distinction is not merely academic, since work can drive a system out of equilibrium whereas heat induces
thermalization. Therefore, each picture yields different qualitative features, particularly for more complicated setups
involving several baths or other non-equilibrium sources [15, 17].
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Appendix A. Semi-classical collisional baths
In this appendix, we present an explicit physical realization of the scenario analyzed in section 4: a semi-classical
collisional bath corresponding to the following setup [see Fig. 1 (left) and Fig. A.3]. One dimensional quantum
particles of mass m extracted from a gas at equilibrium collide with a fixed scatterer located at y = 0, with discrete
states s. The incident particle is described by a wave packet |v〉 with velocity v, and the state of the scatterer |s〉 is an
eigenstate of the internal Hamiltonian HS . The whole system is described by the Hamiltonian
H =
pˆ2
2m
+ HS + J(yˆ)HS ′ = H0 + J(yˆ)HS ′ , (A.1)
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where pˆ and yˆ are the momentum and position operators on the incident particle, and HS and HS ′ are self-adjoint
operators in the Hilbert space of the scatterer. The first one is the Hamiltonian of the scatterer with eigenstates
|s〉: HS |s〉 = s |s〉, whereas the second one describes the interaction between the scatterer and the incident particle.
Finally, J(y) is a real function whose support is a finite interval [−l/2, l/2], where l is the length of the scattering
region. For simplicity, we will consider small scattering regions, such that l → 0. We call this model semi-classical
because the incident particles are described as localized objects at position y with a given velocity v. The initial
position and velocity of those particles are random and distributed according to some probability density ρ(y, v).
Figure A.3: Collisional bath consisting of incident wave packets |v〉 initially located at position y. The collision creates a coherent superposition of
outgoing wave packets, reflected and transmitted. The coherences are subsequently lost when the packets return to the reservoir.
During the collision, the whole system |v〉 ⊗ |s〉 evolves under a unitary scattering operator S that commutes with
the free Hamiltonian H0. In general, the outgoing state S [|v〉 ⊗ |s〉] would be the quantum coherent superposition of a
number of packets, transmitted and reflected, as sketched in Fig. A.3:
S [|v〉 ⊗ |s〉] =
∑
s′
[
α(+)s′ s |vs′〉 ⊗ |s′〉 + α(−)s′ s |−vs′〉 ⊗ |s′〉
]
, (A.2)
where α(±)s′ s are the amplitudes of transmitted and reflected packets, respectively, and vs′ is the positive solution of the
conservation of energy condition that follows from [H0,S] = 0:
s +
v2
2m
= s′ +
vs′2
2m
⇒ vs′ ≡ +
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s). (A.3)
The coherence between those wave packets, however, is lost when the particle returns to the bath. This means
that the evolution of the scatterer is ruled by the probability to observe the transition (v, s) → s′ in a collision. This
transition probability is obtained by projecting the outgoing state, Eq. (A.2) onto the subspace generated by |s′〉:
p(s′|v, s) = || 〈s′| S [|v〉 ⊗ |s〉] ||2 = |α(+)s′ s |2 + |α(−)s′ s |2, (A.4)
since 〈v | − v〉 = 0 for all v , 0. It is convenient to split the transition probability into two terms, corresponding to
reflected and transmitted wave packets, respectively,
p±(s′|v, s) = |α(±)s′ s |2 = | 〈±vs′ | ⊗ 〈s′| S |v〉 ⊗ |s〉 |2. (A.5)
The scattering operator S is invariant under time reversal, implying
p+(s′|v, s) = p−(s| − vs′ , s′), p−(s′|v, s) = p−(s|vs′ , s′) (A.6)
for v > 0, which correspond, respectively, to transmission and reflection of an incident particle with positive velocity,
and
p−(s′|v, s) = p+(s|vs′ , s′), p+(s′|v, s) = p+(s| − vs′ , s′) (A.7)
for v < 0, which correspond to transmission and reflection of an incident particle with negative velocity. Eqs. (A.6)
and (A.7) could in principle be interpreted as an expression of micro-reversibility. However, the probabilities defined
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in Eq. (A.5) are not probability densities with respect to the outgoing velocity of the packets. They are in fact
probabilities because the states |v〉 ⊗ |s〉 are normalized. The complete transition probability then reads
ρ(v′, s′|v, s) = p+(s′|v, s)δ
(
v′ −
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s)
)
+ p−(s′|v, s)δ
(
v′ +
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s)
)
, (A.8)
which does not verify the micro-reversibility condition. Indeed, using Eq. (A.6) and the properties of the Dirac delta,
we obtain, for v > 0:
ρ(−v, s| − v′, s′) = p−(s| − v′, s′)δ
[
−v +
√
v′2 − 2m(s − s′ )
]
= p−(s| − v′, s′)
δ
[
v′ − √v2 − 2m(s′ − s)] + δ [v′ + √v2 − 2m(s′ − s)]
|∂v′/∂v|
= p+(s′|v, s)
δ
[
v′ − √v2 − 2m(s′ − s)]
|∂v′/∂v| + p−(s
′|v, s)
δ
[
v′ +
√
v2 − 2m(s′ − s)
]
|∂v′/∂v|
=
∣∣∣∣∣v′v
∣∣∣∣∣ ρ(v′, s′|v, s). (A.9)
Notice that micro-reversibility is not fulfilled as, in general, the Jacobian of the transformation v→ v′ is not equal
to one: |dv′/dv| = |v/v′| , 1. On the other hand, if one takes into account the position of the incident particles,
as discussed in the main text, the Jacobian of the full transformation (y, v) → (y′, v′) is equal to one and micro-
reversibility is restored.
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CHAPTER 5. THE RESERVOIR AS A SUBSYSTEM
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6 | Thermodynamics of information
We will now turn to one of the most appealing areas of stochastic thermodynam-
ics: information thermodynamics. It will become clear how information can be
thought of as a thermodynamic resource, just like heat and work. After presenting
the key results in this area, we will elucidate how information thermodynamics can
be seen as stemming from the interplay of different interacting subsystems. This
more global view then allows to study the multiple facets of the role information
plays in thermodynamics from one unifying framework.
Much of the following material is based on the review by Maruyama et al. [110]
and the recent one by Parrondo et al. [111].
6.1 Maxwell’s demon
The question about the role of information in statistical physics is quite old, dating
back to Maxwell himself. In the last chapter of his book Theory of Heat [112],
he points out a seeming problem with the second law. He envisions a container
(a vessel) filled with an ideal gas and goes on to say: “Now let us suppose that
such a vessel is divided into two portions, A and B, by a division in which there is
a small hole, and that a being, who can see the individual molecules, opens and
closes this hole, so as to allow only the swifter molecules to pass from A to B,
and only the slower ones to pass from B to A. He will thus, without expenditure
of work, raise the temperature of B and lower that of A, in contradiction to the
second law of thermodynamics” [112].
The being was named intelligent demon by William Thomson [113] (later Lord
Kelvin). Fig 6.1 depicts the setup as Maxwell envisioned it. The problem might at
that time have seemed of purely academic interest; far away from any experimental
reality due to the requirement of having to observe individual molecules. Nonethe-
less, this riddle has kept generations of theoreticians busy as can be gauged, e.g.,
from the collection of historical papers in Ref. [114] and the recent historical
review by Rex [115].
It could be argued that Maxwell overshot with his thought experiment, as a simple
spring-loaded trap door would have done the trick. This was pointed out by
Smoluchowski [116]. The trapdoor would act as a one-way valve letting particles
only pass in one direction and thereby raising the pressure in one compartment
while lowering it in the other, apparently without expenditure of work.
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Figure 6.1: Maxwell’s demon is a hypothetical intelligent being sitting at the
boundary between two volumes A and B of gas. It operates a small door between
them and is thus able to sort molecules according to their speeds, thereby raising
the temperature in volume B and lowering it in volume A without expenditure
of work.
Dispensing with the intelligent being smartly operating the trap door leads us to
the first key towards resolving the paradox: The demon itself must be incorpo-
rated into the energy and entropy balance of the setup. Smoluchowski observes
that after a while the door would thermalize (see the previous chapter on colli-
sional thermalization) and therefore, due to thermal fluctuations, open sponta-
neously, thereby letting molecules pass into the other direction, eventually equal-
izing the pressure. This has even been verified using computer simulations [117],
showing that the demon could only work when heat is removed from the door,
which makes the device operate akin to a conventional heat engine.
Smoluchowski also envisions a ratchet device consisting of an axle with vanes on
one side and a gearwheel on the other with a pawl that only allows it to turn one
way. Gas molecules hitting the vane can then slowly wind an attached weight
upwards. This device was analyzed by Feynman in his Lectures on Physics [118]
and although his analysis is flawed [119], he shows that this device, too, can only
work as a heat engine, i.e., the vanes have to be kept at a higher temperature
than the ratchet. Nonetheless, a slight modification of such a setup, e.g., by
periodically switching on and off an asymmetric potential, allows such devices to
achieve directed motion, albeit, again, without breaking the second law [120].
6.1.1 The Szila´rd engine
A simplified demon that allows to asses what kind of intelligence is needed in
order for Maxwell’s original demon to work goes back to Le´o Szila´rd [121]. The
setup is depicted in Fig. 6.2. Initially, a box contains one ideal gas molecule
in equilibrium1 at some fixed temperature. Next, a wall is inserted into the
container, forcing the molecule to stay on one side of the container. Then the
1Equilibrium means that the particle’s velocity follows Boltzmann statistics. One may think
of it thermalizing at the walls of the box.
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one-molecule gas, which exerts a certain pressure on the wall via collisions, is left
to isothermally and reversibly expand, thereby doing work on a weight attached
to the wall via a frictionless pulley. When the expansion is finished, the slightly
lifted weight is detached and the wall removed.
Figure 6.2: Schematic setup of the Szila´rd engine. The working principle is ex-
plained in the main text.
During the process, the engine delivers a work W = −kBT ln 2 because the volume
of the gas doubles during expansion. Since the process is isothermal, on average,
the same amount of heat will be flowing into the gas: Q = kBT ln 2. This means
that the engine perfectly converts heat into work, in violation of the second law.
Although a crude theoretical model, there is nothing wrong with the analysis in
principle: The wall can in principle be inserted and removed without friction.
Moving the weight from left to right and vice versa between different cycles does
not in principle require spending energy. Thermalizing the particle at the walls
is possible in principle. It would be bad style for a theoretician to dismiss the
model on practical grounds. So what is wrong here?
The key point that is missing in the analysis is that a measurement has to be per-
formed after the wall has been inserted to learn on which side of the container the
particle is located and to attach the weight at the correct side. This measurement
generates information which accumulates over many cycles of engine operation.
However, engines should perform cyclically, i.e. this information has to be erased
at some point. This restores the second law, as we shall see shortly.
Lately, the physics of Maxwell’s demon and Szila´rd’s engine have come into
the realm of experimental reality. Some laboratory realizations are found in
Refs. [122–125].
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6.1.2 Nature of information
In the abstract sense, information is a correlation between the states of different
systems. When statistics are involved, it can be quantified in the information-
theoretic sense, i.e., using mutual information (see. Sec. 3.3).
From a physical perspective, information needs to be stored somewhere. That
means that some physical system must be in a distinct (and stable) state associ-
ated with the state of the external world. For example: In the case of the Szila´rd
engine, a computer memory of one bit could store the measurement outcome: 0
for left, 1 for right.
A complete analysis of the process builds on the works of Brillouin [126], Lan-
dauer [127, 128], and Bennett [129]. It goes as follows: The engine must run
cyclically, so the statistical state of the engine and the memory must be the same
at the beginning and end of the process. We thus begin with the memory being
in one standard state, say 0. Note that all of the following steps happen quasi-
statically, so as to ensure that a treatment using equilibrium thermodynamics is
correct.
The wall gets inserted and the measurement is performed. Interestingly, this
measurement can be performed reversibly, even if one has to use such strange
contraptions as the one imagined by Bennett [130].
The measurement perfectly correlates the memory with the position of the par-
ticle, thereby doubling the phase-space volume accessible to the memory, which
translates to an average entropy increase of ln 2 in the memory (cf. Sec. 3.1). At
the same time, the entropy in the engine is halved because, as soon as we learn
the particle’s position, its available phase-space volume is cut in half2. The net
effect thus far is zero global entropy change.
Now, work is done reversibly, the weight is lifted, heat of the amount kBT ln 2 flows
into the gas while its entropy increases by ln 2. Again, there is no net entropy
change. Removing the wall has no effect on the entropy and energy balance. So
far it looks as if we have converted heat into work without entropy increase.
However, now the memory must be reset to its original state 0. This operation
is logically irreversible, i.e., no matter what the current state of the memory, the
final state is 0 and afterwards there is no way of recovering the original memory
2This is a difficult point and perhaps a matter of philosophy rather than physics: Of course
nothing is changed about the system at this point. It is only our knowledge of the statistical state
of the system that is affected. This effectively replaces the marginal entropy [Eq. (3.3)] of the
system with the conditional entropy [Eq. (3.10)] of the system given the measurement outcome.
In the next section we will formalize this argument. A nice illustration of this effect can be
found in Ref. [131]. There, the position x of a colloidal particle trapped in a harmonic potential
is measured (y) with Gaussian measurement errors. Using Bayes’s theorem, the statistical state
p(x|y) is determined and the trapping potential adjusted, such that this distribution becomes
the equilibrium distribution. Here too, on average, no heat is dissipated in the process.
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contents. Landauer argued [127] that this process requires heat dissipation, at
least as much as kBT times the entropy reduction achieved by the reset.
We can easily see why: The phase space of the memory is halved again, decreasing
the entropy by ln 2. This must be accompanied by a heat flow of at least kBT ln 2
out of the memory as per the second law. Where should the required energy come
from? The available phase-space of systems does not spontaneously halve! It can
only be supplied externally as work done on the memory. Therefore, deleting a
two-bit memory requires at least the conversion of kBT ln 2 of work into heat.
Fig. 6.3 shows one example setup of memory erasure.
y
0 1
E = 1
2
E0 +
1
2
E0
S = 2S0
y
0 1
y
0 1
y
0 1
E = E0
S = S0
Figure 6.3: Example reset process. The memory is a Brownian particle in a
bistable potential (black lines) with well defined metastable states. The equi-
librium distribution is indicated by the blue curves. The memory is reset to the
default state (0) by quasistatically modifying the potential landscape as indicated,
thereby doing work on the particle. This results in the particle being trapped in
the left well at the end of the process. The average internal energy E does not
change during reset, but the entropy S is halved. This reset process has been
studied experimentally in Refs. [132–134].
Consider now the total energy balance: We have converted at best kBT ln 2 of
heat into work and again at least the same amount of work into heat. At best,
i.e., when operating reversibly, the demon does nothing.
The key to resolving the paradox is the so-called Landauer principle, i.e., deleting
information I from a memory requires at least kBT I of work to be dissipated as
heat. Although strange at first sight, this principle has by now been experimen-
tally tested using memories consisting of colloidal particles [133–136], classical
magnetic bits [137, 138], as well as quantum spins [139].
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6.2 General picture: Measurement and feedback
Let us back away from the specific realization of the Szila´rd engine and take a
global view of the process: The setup consists of the system x that is interacting
with the memory y. Both are coupled to a heat bath at temperature T . Ini-
tially system and memory are uncorrelated, so that their average joint entropy
[Eq. (3.3)] is given by:
S0[x, y] = S0[x] + S0[y]. (6.1)
The operation consists of three steps:
1. Measurement : The memory becomes correlated with the system, creating
the information I1[x, y] [Eq. (3.14)]. Importantly, this includes the possi-
bility of measurement errors, which have a negative effect on I1[x, y]. The
measurement leaves the marginal entropy S0[x] of the system unchanged.
However, writing the joint entropy in terms of the mutual information [cf.
Eqs. (3.15b)], we obtain
S1[x, y] = S0[x] + S1[y]− I1[x, y] (6.2)
= S1[x|y] + S1[y]. (6.3)
Thus, the measurement has two effects: Firstly, it effectively updates the
entropy of the system from S0[x] to S1[x|y]. Secondly, it increases the
entropy in the memory from S0[y] to S1[y]. The second law [kBT∆S ≥ ∆Q]
implies that a heat
∆Q0→1 ≤ kBT
(
S1[x, y]− S0[x, y]
)
(6.4)
= kBT
(
S1[y]− S0[y]− I1[x, y]
)
(6.5)
flows into the system.
It is instructive to apply this to the Szila´rd engine: The measurement
perfectly correlates the engine and the memory and therefore creates an
information of I1[x, y] = ln 2 while increasing the entropy of the mem-
ory from S0[y] to S1[y] = S0[y] + ln 2, at no cost of heat dissipation:
∆Q0→1 = kBT (ln 2− ln 2) = 0.
2. Feedback : The information in the memory can be used to influence the
system. During this step, the entropy in the memory is not affected, thus,
afterwards, the joint entropy reads:
S2[x, y] = S2[x] + S1[y]− I2[x, y]. (6.6)
This step does not have to be perfect and can leave correlations with the
system encoded in I2[x, y]. The second law requires that a heat
∆Q1→2 ≤ kBT
(
S2[x, y]− S1[x, y]
)
(6.7)
= kBT
(
∆S1→2[x]−∆I1→2[x, y]
)
(6.8)
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flows into the system. Applying this analysis to the Szila´rd engine, we see
that the expansion results in S2[x] = S1[x|y] + ln 2 = S1[x] = S0[x], and
that I2[x, y] = 0 because in the end the memory is uncorrelated with the
final position of the particle. The heat reads ∆Q1→2 = kBT ln 2.
3. Reset : Finally, everything is reset to the original state, thereby requiring a
heat flow of
∆Q2→0 ≤ kBT
(
S0[x]− S2[x] + S0[y]− S2[y] + I2[x, y]
)
. (6.9)
In the case of the Szila´rd engine this heat is bounded by the memory entropy
change: ∆Q2→0 ≤ kBT (S0[y]− S2[y]) = −kBT ln 2.
We see that the second law applies to all steps of the process. A seeming violation
of the second law can thus only occur either by not accounting for the memory
and only focusing on the system, or by neglecting some steps of the process (e.g.,
the reset).
One way of making the complete system work as an engine is by performing the
erasure at some other temperature T ′ < T which means that less work needs to
be converted into heat for reset than heat is converted into work during feedback.
Assuming that we have a (near) infinitely big memory, we can also treat the
memory itself as an information reservoir [140, 141]. An ordered, i.e., low entropy,
information reservoir can than be used as fuel to convert heat from a heat bath into
work at the cost of continuously writing information to the information reservoir,
i.e., increasing its entropy. These reservoirs often come in form of a tape [142, 143]
of binary units that are athermal3, only containing entropy and no energy.
6.2.1 Information fluctuation relations
Turning to stochastic thermodynamics leads us to consider how the methods
described in the first part of the thesis can be applied to information thermody-
namics. The central quantity will again be the trajectory entropy production in
Eq. (3.22). However, it must be slightly modified as to include the measurement
outcome.
Consider the following setting: The stochastic evolution between time 0 and T
of the system x shall be influenced by a protocol trajectory λ(·). At time tm a
measurement of the current system state x(tm) is performed and the result stored
in the variable y. The measurement outcome is governed by the distribution
pm(y|x). Immediately after the measurement feedback is performed on the system,
i.e., the protocol trajectory λtm:T (·) between times tm and T is chosen based on
the measurement outcome (e.g., to extract work from the system). The schematics
of this process are depicted in Fig. 6.4.
3A notable exception is presented in Ref. [144].
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λ
t
Ttm
x
t
T
y
measure
feedback
tm
Figure 6.4: Example measurement-feedback process. The system state is mea-
sured at time tm. The measurement is stored in the variable y and used to perform
feedback, i.e, change the subsequent driving protocol.
The joint probability of the whole trajectory x(·) and the measurement outcome
y is given by:
p
[
x(·), y] = pm(y|x(tm)) p[x(·);λ(·)], (6.10)
where p[x(·);λ(·)] denotes the path probability of the system trajectory given the
protocol. Note that this probability still depends on y through the part λtf :T (·)
of the protocol.
In the reverse process we choose a special structure: No feedback is performed.
Instead, a measurement outcome is drawn from the marginal distribution
pm(y) =
∫
dx(tm) pm(y|x(tm))p(x(tm)) (6.11)
of measurement outcomes. Then, the protocol corresponding to this measurement
outcome is chosen and executed in reverse. The initial system state is drawn from
the time-reverse of the final distribution. We thus obtain for the reverse process:
p¯
[
x¯(·), y] = pm(y) p¯[x¯(·); λ¯(·)], (6.12)
where the overbar indicates time-reversal as in Sec. 4.4. Notice that this prescrip-
tion for the time-reversed process is in principle experimentally feasible. It simply
requires that the forward experiment is performed first, so that the statistics of
measurement outcomes are known before executing the reverse experiment.
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Upon taking the log-ratio of forward and reverse trajectory probabilities, we ob-
tain:
ln
p
[
x(·), y]
p¯
[
x¯(·), y] = σ[x(·)] + i(x(tm), y), (6.13)
where the first term is the logratio of trajectory probabilities and therefore iden-
tified with the entropy production for all the reasons laid out in Sec. 4.4 and we
used the definition of mutual information in Eq. (3.12),
i(x, y) := ln
p(x, y)
p(x) p(y)
= ln
p(y|x)
p(y)
. (6.14)
Since σ[x(·)] = ∆s(x)− q[x(·)]kBT , Eq. (6.13) implies the following integral fluctuation
theorem first found by Sagawa and Ueda [145]:〈
exp
[
−∆s+ q
kBT
− i(x(tm), y)]〉 = 1, (6.15)
where the average has to be taken with respect to the system trajectories and
the measurement outcomes. For kBT∆s − q = w − ∆F , which holds whenever
the process starts and ends in equilibrium (see Sec. 4.5.2), this is known as the
generalized Jarzynski equality.
Equation (6.15) implies the following second law:
〈∆s(x)〉 − 〈q[x(·)]〉
kBT
≥ −I[x(tm), y], (6.16)
where I[x, y] = 〈i(x, y)〉 is the average mutual information [Eq. (3.14)]. This
neatly generalizes the second law to situations with feedback control. Since
I[x, y] ≥ 0, the RHS can become negative, which explains why a Maxwell de-
mon can achieve the apparent violation of the second law.
From this basis the analysis of feedback-controlled systems can be extended to
situations with multiple feedback loops [146–148] including the possibility of feed-
back control in both directions [149]. Importantly, the informational term I gets
modified in such cases to represent transfer entropy [150]. However, one still
recovers the Sagawa-Ueda result in the limiting case of one measurement and
feedback loop.
A notable recent development concerns the fact that to evaluate the above the-
orems, one needs access to the system state and the measurements. Of course,
from an experimental standpoint it is desirable to only use the measurements.
This is indeed possible as shown in Ref. [151].
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6.3 Disentangling interacting systems
We have seen that information thermodynamics is relevant in setups of two sub-
systems which are interacting with each other. Consider the three steps of mea-
surement, feedback and reset described in Sec. 6.2: To see what is actually going
on in the system, we had to disentangle the energy and entropy balance of the
individual subsystems, x and y, and their interaction.
Arguably, the most illuminating perspective on information thermodynamics comes
from considering subsystems interacting with each other; thereby not only pro-
ducing an energy flow but also an information flow.
6.3.1 Information flow
For simplicity, we restrict the discussion to systems with two interacting subsys-
tems, i.e., the state z := {x, y} of the joint system is composed of the individual
states x and y. Further, we require a bipartite structure, i.e., a change of state
can only affect one subsystem at a time. This is a sensible assumption: Ref. [152]
lists four examples relevant to all kinds of systems studied in stochastic thermo-
dynamics. Moreover, it is a necessary assumption: Changes in state are the origin
of entropy production and heat flow. We need to be able to assign state changes
to individual subsystems if we want to disentangle their dynamics.
As an example, let us consider the average rate of entropy production for a bi-
partite Markovian jump process [Eq. (4.113)] as done, e.g., in Refs. [152–155]:
Σ˙xy =
∫∫
dxdx′dydy′W (x, y|x′, y′)p(x′, y′; t) ln W (x, y|x
′, y′) p(x′, y′; t)
W (x′, y′|x, y) p(x, y; t) , (6.17)
where we suppressed the time-dependence of the transition rates W (x, y|x′, y′; t)
for notational brevity. The bipartite assumption allows us to write the transition
rate in the following way:
W (x, y|x′, y′) =

Wx(x, y|x′, y) x 6= x′, y = y′
Wy(x, y|x, y′) y 6= y′, x = x′
0 otherwise.
(6.18)
Because of this splitting, the probability flow W (x, y|x′, y′)p(x′, y′; t) consists of
two terms, one due to the x-transitions, the other due to the y-transitions, which
motivates the following splitting of the average rate of entropy production:
Σ˙xy = Σ˙x + Σ˙y, (6.19)
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with
Σ˙x :=
∫∫
dxdx′dyWx(x, y|x′, y)p(x′, y; t) ln Wx(x, y|x
′, y) p(x′, y; t)
Wx(x′, y|x, y) p(x, y; t) ≥ 0
(6.20a)
Σ˙y :=
∫∫
dxdydy′Wy(x, y|x, y′)p(x, y′; t) ln Wy(x, y|x, y
′) p(x, y′; t)
Wy(x, y′|x, y) p(x, y; t) ≥ 0,
(6.20b)
the partial entropy production rates.
To enable a thermodynamic interpretation, we assume that local detailed balance
relations hold for the individual transition rates [Eq. (4.19)]:
Wx(x, y|x′, y) peq(x′; y) = Wx(x′, y|x, y) peq(x; y) (6.21a)
Wy(x, y|x, y′) peq(y′;x) = Wy(x, y′|x, y) peq(y;x), (6.21b)
where peq(x|y) denotes the equilibrium distribution of x when y is kept fixed and
vice versa for peq(y;x). This implies that we can identify heat flows, because:
ln
Wx(x, y|x′, y)
Wx(x′, y|x, y) = −
Hx(x; y)−Hx(x′; y)
kBTx
(6.22a)
ln
Wy(x, y|x, y′)
Wy(x, y′|x, y) = −
Hy(y;x)−Hy(y′;x)
kBTy
, (6.22b)
where Hx(x; y) is the Hamiltonian (or potential) governing the x-dynamics and
Hy(y;x) the one governing the y-dynamics. Note that, depending on the physical
setup, these Hamiltonians do not necessarily have to be the same. Similarly, we
can allow for different temperatures (or chemical potentials, etc.) pertaining to
the different transitions.
We may thus rewrite the partial entropy production rates in Eqs. (6.20a) and (6.20b)
in the following way:
Σ˙x =
d
dt
S[x]− Q˙x
kBTx
− I˙x ≥ 0 (6.23a)
Σ˙y =
d
dt
S[y]− Q˙y
kBTy
− I˙y ≥ 0, (6.23b)
where
d
dt
S[x] := − d
dt
∫
dx p(x, t) ln p(x, t) (6.24)
=
∫∫
dxdx′dyWx(x, y|x′, y)p(x′, y; t) ln p(x
′, t)
p(x, t)
(6.25)
is the rate of entropy change of x (and similarly for ddtS[y]),
Q˙x := kBTx
∫∫
dxdx′dyWx(x, y|x′, y) p(x′, y; t) ln Wx(x
′, y|x, y)
Wx(x, y|x′, y) (6.26)
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is the heat flow into system x (and similarly for Q˙y), and
I˙x :=
∫∫
dxdx′dyWx(x, y|x′, y) p(x′, y; t) ln p(y|x; t)
p(y|x′; t) (6.27a)
I˙y :=
∫∫
dxdydy′Wy(x, y|x, y′) p(x, y′; t) ln p(x|y; t)
p(x|y′; t) (6.27b)
are the information flows that “[...] quantify how information sloshes between the
two subsystems: When [I˙x > 0], an x jump on average increases the information
I. In this way, x is learning about or measuring y; vice versa, [I˙x < 0] signifies
that x is decreasing correlations [...]” [152].
Using the bipartite assumption in Eq. (6.18), we find that the sum of the infor-
mation flows gives the rate change in average mutual information [Eq. (3.14)]:
I˙x + I˙y =
∫∫
dxdx′dydy′ δ(y − y′)W (x, y|x′, y′) p(x′, y′; t) ln p(y|x; t)
p(y|x′; t)
+
∫∫
dxdx′dydy′ δ(x− x′)W (x, y|x′, y′) p(x′, y′; t) ln p(x|y; t)
p(x|y′; t)
(6.28)
=
∫∫
dxdx′dydy′ δ(y − y′)W (x, y|x′, y′) p(x′, y′; t) ln p(y
′|x; t)
p(y′|x′; t)
+
∫∫
dxdx′dydy′ δ(x− x′)W (x, y|x′, y′) p(x′, y′; t) ln p(x|y; t)
p(x|y′; t)
(6.29)
=
∫∫
dxdx′dydy′W (x, y|x′, y′) p(x′, y′; t) ln p(x, y; t) p(x
′, t)p(y′, t)
p(x, t)p(y, t) p(x′, y′; t)
(6.30)
=
d
dt
I[x, y](t). (6.31)
Eq. (6.23a) can be thought of as a dynamic version of the generalized second law
in Eq. (6.16):
d
dt
S[x]− Q˙x
kBTx
=
∫∫
dxdx′dyWx(x, y|x′, y)p(x′, y; t) ln Wx(x
′, y|x, y) p(x′, t)
Wx(x, y|x′, y) p(x, t)
≥ I˙x. (6.32)
This allows an interpretation in terms of Maxwell’s demon: When I˙x is negative,
it can appear as if the second law were violated. However, what is actually
happening is that the subsystem x is using up correlations which either have been
established previously, or which the subsystem y is continuously building up.
This is particularly clear when the system is in a nonequilibrium steady state,
such that S[x] = const. and ddtI[x, y](t) = 0 ⇔ I˙x = −I˙y: The information that
x continuously consumes to break the second law (positive Q˙x) must steadily be
supplied by y. More examples can be found in Ref. [152].
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6.3.2 Thermodynamics of sensing
What we called information flow in line with Refs. [111, 152, 156–158] is called
nostalgia (although only for discrete-time processes) in Refs. [159, 160], and learn-
ing rate in Refs. [161–166]. Especially the latter two terms have been used in the
context of the thermodynamics of sensing [167].
In this setup a system x (the sensor) is influenced by an external stochastic signal
y, e.g., a chemical concentration. In this situation Eq. (6.32),
d
dt
S[x]− Q˙x
kBTx
≥ I˙x, (6.33)
needs to be interpreted differently: I˙x is positive, since the sensor should build
up correlations with the external signal (learn the signal), while the signal will
change over time thereby decorrelating with the sensor (I˙y < 0). The generalized
second law therefore gives a lower bound on how much dissipation must occur.
The more correlations the system builds up, the more it must dissipate to do so.
Again, numerous generalizations are possible [168]: One can study a sensor effi-
ciency [162] by taking the ratio of the RHS and LHS of Eq. (6.33). Additionally,
one can interpret the RHS as quantifying how much of the correlation between
system and signal (the memory) is predictive of the future of the external sig-
nal [159, 169]. Moreover, instead of only taking the instantaneous information
flow, similar relations involving the rate of transfer entropy [150] can be de-
rived [161, 163, 170]. Then, not only the efficiency plays a role but also a quantity
termed sensory capacity [164] measuring how much information the current state
of the sensor has compared to the entire trajectory of the sensor. An overview
over the different inequalities involving various informational terms is given in
Ref. [171].
One related result was obtained by Sartori et al. [172]. Their methods are more
in line with what we presented in Sec. 6.2. They apply Eq. (6.16) to a process
with a sudden external signal variation and find
∆S[x]− Qx
kBTx
≥ ∆I, (6.34)
which they call the cost of sensory adaptation: To build up a correlation of ∆I,
the sensor must at least dissipate kBTx∆I.
6.4 Detached path probabilities
Having presented the splitting of the second law using information flows, it is
natural to ask whether there are also corresponding fluctuation relations involving
information flows. In Ref. [1] (reprinted below) we studied the above example
setups (measurement-feedback schemes and sensors) from one general perspective.
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Our contribution is twofold: Firstly, it is instructive to see that the different
setups can be distinguished by their causal structure, i.e., the question of whether
there is feedback in both directions between the subsystems. Secondly, we want
to show that many (variants) of the above results can be readily obtained from
such a global formalism.
Of course this effort requires some degree of generalization: The main ingredient
comes from information theory and goes under the name of causal conditioning.
6.4.1 Causal conditioning
Let us return to Sec. 6.2.1, specifically to Eq. (6.10). Recall that the joint prob-
ability of the trajectory x(·) and the measurement outcome y in a measurement-
feedback process is given by:
p
[
x(·), y] = pm(y|x(tm)) p[x(·);λ(·)]. (6.35)
We have not pointed it out at the time, but this splitting is non-trivial. The way
it is written suggests that p
[
x(·);λ(·)] is the marginal probability of the trajectory
x(·). However, this is not true because the second part (after the measurement
time tm) of the protocol λ(·) depends on the measurement outcome y (cf. Fig. 6.4).
Neither is it a conditional probability since x(·) is still needed (namely, at x(tm))
to determine the statistics of y. Rewriting the above equation (thereby dropping
the dependency on the protocol λ(·)) clarifies the causal structure:
p
[
x(·), y] = qx[x(·); y] qy(y;x(tm)), (6.36)
where
qx
[
x(·); y] := p(x0) px[x0:tm(·)|x0] px[xtm:T (·)|x(tm); y] (6.37)
and
qy
[
y;x(·)] := pm(y|x(tm)) (6.38)
are the causally-conditioned probabilities and px
[
x0:tm(·)
]
denotes the path prob-
ability of the first part (without feedback) while px
[
xtm:T (·); y
]
denotes the path
probability of the second part, for which the protocol depends on the measurement
outcome.
Causal conditioning allows one to assess causation and not only correlation [173–
175]. It is used implicitly by Ito and Sagawa [176] and is the center piece of Crook’s
and Still’s dissection of entropy productions [177, 178]. Because of the effect it
has on the causal structure, effectively splitting (or detaching) the individual
sub-processes from each other (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [1]), we named the resulting
probabilities detached path probabilities. Ref. [1] contains a detailed elaboration
on the differences between conditional and detached probabilities.
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We apply the formalism to a bipartite Markov chain and recover, among other re-
sults, the Sagawa-Ueada fluctuation relation [Eq. (6.15)] for measurement-feedback
systems (albeit with information flow due to the repeated feedback) and the cost
of sensory adaptation [Eq. (6.34)]. Additionally, we apply it to the causal struc-
ture of a hidden Markov model.
6.4.2 Detached entropy production
We define detached entropy productions using log-ratios of forward and time-
reversed detached path probabilities. These can be thought of as the trajectory
equivalents of the partial entropy production rates in Eqs. (6.20a) and (6.20b).
They have a special property that was pointed out by Ito and Sagawa [176] and
Crooks and Still [178] but is perhaps not sufficiently appreciated in the literature:
When a subsystem is in contact with a thermal reservoir, its detached entropy
production equals the usual thermodynamic entropy production of system entropy
change minus heat flow. The reason for this is that we can apply the local detailed
balance relation to the detached probabilities but not to other, e.g., coarse-grained
(see Sec. 8.2.1) probabilities.
Thus: If one wants to define heat flow for a system that is strongly interacting with
other (sub-) systems, the detached entropy production delivers the correct result.
This could be a guiding principle in answering the question of how heat should be
defined for systems strongly coupled to their environment [79–82]. The problem is,
however, that the detached entropy productions are not coarse-grained entropies
because they still depend on the trajectory traversed by the other process. That
means that for a system strongly interacting with its environment one has to
monitor the environment degrees of freedom to calculate heat flow, which is not
feasible. It might therefore be advantageous to resort to coarse-graining instead,
as done in Ref. [81].
6.4.3 Article: [Phys. Rev. E 96, 042129 (2017)]
The following article is reprinted from J. Ehrich and A. Engel, arXiv:1707.07434.
Journal reference: [J. Ehrich and A. Engel, “Stochastic thermodynamics of inter-
acting degrees of freedom: Fluctuation theorems for detached path probabilities,”
Phys. Rev. E 96, 042129 (2017)] (Ref. [1]).
The bracketed numbers provide a continuous pagination.
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Stochastic thermodynamics of interacting degrees of freedom: Fluctuation theorems
for detached path probabilities
Jannik Ehrich∗ and Andreas Engel
Universita¨t Oldenburg, Institut fu¨r Physik, 26111 Oldenburg, Germany
(Dated: October 12, 2018)
Systems with interacting degrees of freedom play a prominent role in stochastic thermodynamics.
Our aim is to use the concept of detached path probabilities and detached entropy production for
bipartite Markov processes and elaborate on a series of special cases including measurement-feedback
systems, sensors and hidden Markov models. For these special cases we show that fluctuation
theorems involving the detached entropy production recover known results which have been obtained
separately before. Additionally, we show that the fluctuation relation for the detached entropy
production can be used in model selection for data stemming from a hidden Markov model. We
discuss the relation to previous approaches including those which use information flow or learning
rate to quantify the influence of one subsystem on the other. In conclusion, we present a complete
framework with which to find fluctuation relations for coupled systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the field of stochastic thermodynamics [1] sys-
tems with interacting degrees of freedom play an impor-
tant role since they offer case studies for the interplay
between thermodynamics and information theory [2].
For such systems there are diverse setups. For exam-
ple, systems with degrees of freedom which are inaccessi-
ble to the experimenter show deviations in the fluctuation
relation for the entropy production [3]. Further, there is
a wide variety of measurement-feedback setups in which
a stochastic system is measured and subsequently con-
trolled by a feedback controller. Additionally, sensing is
a manifestation of such a coupled joint system. Here, a
stochastic system is influenced by an external stochastic
process. Usually the task of the sensor is to measure the
external process.
Systems with interacting degrees of freedom have con-
veniently been modeled using bipartite Markov processes.
For such systems a splitting of the second law of ther-
modynamics has been achieved such that individual sec-
ond laws applicable to each one of the subsystems retain
the influence of the other through information theoretic
terms like information flow [4] or learning rate [5]. Re-
cently, Crooks and Still [6] obtained marginal fluctuation
relations applicable to one of two subsystems within a
bipartite setup. In these the influence of the other sub-
system is encoded in a transfer-entropy [7] term.
Measurement-feedback systems have been studied
by Sagawa and Ueda [8, 9], Horowitz and Vaikun-
tanathan [10] and Ponmurugan [11]. They established
fluctuation theorems applicable to such systems. Vari-
ous sensor setups have been studied. Within the context
of stochastic thermodynamics, the main focus is on the
relation between the sensor’s information about the ex-
ternal environment and its energy dissipation [12–16].
∗ jannik.ehrich@uni-oldenburg.de
However, it is instructive to study these setups from a
common perspective and find fluctuation relations which,
when evaluated for these special cases, recover the known
results. This also offers a formalism to reliably derive
fluctuation relations applicable to one of several inter-
acting subsystems.
The aim of this paper is to (1) put to use the concept
of detached path probabilities and detached entropy pro-
duction for bipartite Markov chains. Both have been in-
troduced as preliminary quantities for further evaluation
in [6]; (2) elaborate on a series of special cases that have
been studied separately before, namely measurement-
feedback systems, sensors and hidden Markov models and
show that fluctuation theorems involving the detached
entropy production can recover known results; and (3)
show how to use our formalism to confirm model param-
eters for hidden Markov models.
II. DETACHED PATH PROBABILITIES
We consider a two-variate Markov chain (x0:T , y0:T )
with
x0:T = {x0, x1, ..., xT } =: {x0,x} (1a)
y0:T = {y0, y1, ..., yT } =: {y0,y}. (1b)
The process is assumed to be bipartite as sketched in
Fig. 1 such that only one subsystem changes its state
at a time [4–6]. A simple example is given by two dis-
cretized coupled Langevin equations with independent
noise sources.
The stochastic dynamics depend on external protocols
u = {u1, ..., uT } and v = {v0, ..., vT−1} that influence the
individual transition probabilities px(xt|xt−1, yt;ut) and
py(yt|xt−1, yt−1; vt−1), respectively. For the joint proba-
bility of the entire sequence of states, starting from an
initial condition (x0, y0), we hence have
p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v) = py(y1|x0, y0; v0) px(x1|x0, y1;u1)...
...× py(yT |xT−1, yT−1; vT−1) px(xT |xT−1, yT ;uT ). (2)
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2Together with the initial distribution p0(x0, y0) this prob-
ability uniquely determines the entire process.
y0
x0
y1
x1
v0
u1
...
...
yT−1
xT−1
yT
xT
vT−1
uT
Figure 1. Setup of a joint trajectory. The subsystems x and
y update one after the other.
From the structure of the transition probabilities as
well as from Fig. 1 it is clear that the stochastic variables
x and y influence each other. Nevertheless, as observed
by Crooks and Still [6], it is instructive to split the joint
probability (2) according to
p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v) = qx(x|x0; y,u) qy(y|y0;x0,x,v),
(3)
where
qx(x|x0; y,u) :=
T∏
t=1
px(xt|xt−1, yt;ut) (4a)
qy(y|y0;x0,x,v) :=
T∏
t=1
py(yt|xt−1, yt−1; vt−1). (4b)
A related concept in information theory goes under the
name of causal conditioning and is applicable even to
non-Markovian processes [17–19].
We call qx and qy the detached path probabilities of the
individual subsystems. They are normalized according to
1 =
∫
dx qx(x|x0; y,u) (5)
=
∫
dx1 px(x1|x0, y1;u1) ...
∫
dxT px(xT |xT−1, yT ;ut)
and similarly for qy(y|y0; x, x0,v). The decomposition of
the joint probability into a product of detached probabil-
ities according to Eq. (3) can be represented graphically
as a splitting of the joint process into two sub-processes
in which the state of the other process enters as an ad-
ditional time-dependent protocol. This is depicted in
Fig. 2.
It is important to distinguish the detached path prob-
abilities from the marginal and the conditional probabil-
ities of the individual sequences. The marginal probabil-
ity of the sequence of x-values is defined by
px(x|x0; u,v) :=
∫
dy0dy p0(y0|x0) p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v),
(6)
...
...
yt−1
vt−1
xt−1
xt−1
yt
ut
yt
vt
xt
xt
yt+1
ut+1
yt+1 ...
xt+1
...
Figure 2. Decomposition of the joint trajectory into two sub-
trajectories with the other process acting as a time-dependent
protocol.
where p0(y0|x0) = p0(x0, y0)/
∫
dy0 p0(x0, y0). Hence, in
contrast to qx(x|x0; y,u), all dependence on y is averaged
out. Similarly,
py(y|y0; u,v) :=
∫
dx0dx p0(x0|y0) p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v)
(7)
with no trace left of the x-dynamics.
The conditional probability of x given the y-sequence,
on the other hand, is defined by:
px(x|x0,y0,y; u,v) = p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v)∫
dx p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v)
=
qx(x|x0; y,u) qy(y|y0; x, x0,v)∫
dx qx(x|x0; y,u) qy(y|y0; x, x0,v) . (8)
Again analogous results hold for
py(y|x0,x, y0; u,v) = p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v)∫
dy p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v) . (9)
The conditional probability px(x|x0, y0,y; u,v) depends
on the particular y-values considered. Yet, it is different
from the detached probability qx(x|x0; y,u) since the lat-
ter ignores the feedback from x to y. Formally, this im-
plies that we cannot evaluate the integral in the denomi-
nator in Eq. (8). More intuitively, the feedback between
the subsystems implicates that a conditioning on future
values of one trajectory constrains the evolution of the
other one. It is precisely this effect that is eliminated in
the definition of the detached path probabilities.
III. ENTROPY PRODUCTION AND
FLUCTUATION RELATIONS
A. Reverse process
Entropies together with the respective fluctuation the-
orems play a pivotal role in stochastic thermodynamics.
Their definition generally involves a conjugate process
[1].
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3Although there is some freedom in choosing the conju-
gate process, here we will always take the time-reversed
process driven by the time-reversed protocols u¯ :=
{uT , uT−1, ..., u1} and v¯ := {vT−1, vT−2, ..., v0} as the
conjugate one. For simplicity and to lighten the notation,
we assume that the protocol values u and v as well as the
state variables x and y are even under time-reversal, i.e.
u¯t = ut, v¯t = vt, x¯t = xt and y¯t = yt for all t = 0, ..., T .
The stochastic dynamics of the reversed process are
characterized by a joint probability of the form (2) with
u und v replaced by u¯ and v¯, respectively. We will need
the path probabilities of the reversed process in particular
for the time-reversed sequences of x and y states that we
denote by
xT :0 = {xT , xT−1, ..., x0} =: {xT , x¯} (10a)
yT :0 = {yT , yT−1, ..., y0} =: {yT , y¯}. (10b)
The joint probability of the reversed trajectory starting
at (xT , yT ) under the reversed process is therefore given
by
p¯(x¯,y¯|xT , yT ; u¯, v¯)
= px(xT−1|xT , yT , uT ) py(yT−1|xT−1, yT ; vT−1)...
× px(x0|x1, y1;u1) py(y0|x0, y1; v0). (11)
This is shown graphically in Fig. 3. Note that, com-
pared to Fig. 1, horizontal components of arrows (indi-
cating time) are reversed whereas vertical ones (indicat-
ing causal influence) remain unchanged [6].
y0
x0
y1
x1
v0
u1
...
...
yT−1
xT−1
yT
xT
vT−1
uT
Figure 3. Reverse joint trajectory.
As initial distribution of the reverse process we take
the final distribution of the forward process:
pT (xT , yT ) := p(xT , yT |x0, y0; u,v). (12)
Analogous to Eq. (3), we decompose the joint proba-
bility of the reversed process into the respective detached
probabilities [20]:
p¯(x¯, y¯|xT , yT ; u¯, v¯) = q¯x(x¯|xT ; y¯, yT , u¯) q¯y(y¯|yT ; x¯, v¯),
(13)
where now
q¯x(x¯|xT ; y¯, yT , u¯) :=
T∏
t=1
px(xt−1|xt, yt;ut) (14a)
q¯y(y¯|yT ; x¯, v¯) :=
T∏
t=1
py(yt−1|xt−1, yt; vt−1) . (14b)
B. Joint entropy production
With the specification of the reverse process, we may
define the corresponding entropy productions. It is nat-
ural to consider the joint entropy production
σxy := ln
p0(x0, y0) p(x,y|x0, y0; u,v)
pT (xT , yT ) p¯(x¯, y¯|xT , yT ; u¯, v¯) . (15)
As usual σxy quantifies the relative surprise to observe
the time-reversed trajectory {xT , x¯, yT , y¯} under the in-
fluence of the time-reversed protocols {u¯, v¯} if the for-
ward trajectory {x0,x, y0,y} was seen under the proto-
cols {u,v}.
To avoid clutter, we will from now on suppress the
dependence on the protocols u and v and their reversed
versions and show it only where it matters.
The joint entropy production fulfills an integral fluctu-
ation theorem (IFT):〈
e−σxy
〉
=
∫
dxdydx0dy0 e
−σxy p0(x0, y0) p(x,y|x0, y0)
=
∫
dx¯dy¯dxT dyT pT (xT , yT ) p¯(x¯, y¯|xT , yT )
= 1. (16)
C. Detached entropy production
Building on the detached path probabilities we may
define the detached entropy productions
σ˜x := ln
p0(x0|y0) qx(x|x0; y)
pT (xT |yT ) q¯x(x¯|xT ; yT , y¯) (17a)
and
σ˜y := ln
p0(y0|x0) qy(y|y0;x0,x)
pT (yT |xT ) q¯y(y¯|yT ; x¯) , (17b)
where the initial conditions may be calculated from
p0(x0, y0) and pT (xT , yT ), respectively.
Using Eq. (17a), we obtain:〈
e−σ˜x
〉
=
∫
dxdydx0dy0
pT (xT |yT ) q¯x(x¯|xT ; yT , y¯)
p0(x0|y0) qx(x|x0; y)
× p0(x0, y0) p(x,y|x0, y0) (18)
= γ, (19)
where, with Eq. (3),
γ :=
∫
dxdydx0dy0 [pT (xT |yT ) q¯x(x¯|xT ; yT , y¯)]
× [p0(y0) qy(y|y0;x0,x)] (20)
is a parameter related to feedback from x to y. In gen-
eral γ 6= 1. Only if there is no feedback from x to y,
qy(y|y0;x0,x) = py(y|y0), we find
γ =
∫
dydy0 p0(y0) py(y|y0)
×
∫
dx¯dxT pT (xT |yT ) q¯x(x¯|xT ; yT , y¯) = 1. (21)
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4In general, therefore, the detached entropy productions
do not fulfill IFTs of the usual type.
D. Relations between entropy productions
The entropy productions defined above are not inde-
pendent of each other. With the help of the mutual in-
formation [21]
i(x, y) := ln
p(x|y)
p(x)
= ln
p(y|x)
p(y)
(22)
we may disentangle the initial distribution according to
p0(x0, y0) = p0(x0|y0) p0(y0|x0) e−i0(x0,y0) (23)
and analogously for pT (xT , yT ). We then find from Eqs.
(3), (13), (15), (17a), and (17b)
σxy = σ˜x + σ˜y + ∆i (24)
where
∆i = iT (xT , yT )− i0(x0, y0) . (25)
The IFT (16) for the joint entropy production as well
as the IFT (19) for the detached entropy production to-
gether with the relation (24) between the entropy produc-
tions are the main general results of this study. We now
specify the setup depicted in Fig. 1 to various particular
situations and elucidate the relation between the IFTs
(16) and (19) and results obtained in previous studies of
these systems.
IV. SPECIAL CASES
A. Measurement-feedback systems
A measurement-feedback system consists of a system
in contact with a thermal reservoir and a controller which
measures the state of the system and uses that informa-
tion to influence it. Most prominent examples of this
type are Maxwell’s demons and information engines [2].
We adapt our framework to this situation by describing
the system by x and the controller by y (see Fig. 4). Since
subsystem x is coupled to a thermal reservoir at constant
inverse temperature β, the detached entropy production
σ˜x of Eq. (17b) has, due to detailed balance, a clear ther-
modynamic interpretation [22]:
σ˜x = ln
p0(x0|y0)
pT (xT |yT )
+ ln
px(x1|x0, y1;u1) ... px(xT |xT−1, yT ;uT )
px(xT−1|xT , yT ; u¯T ) ... px(x0|x1, y1; u¯1) (26)
= ln
p0(x0|y0)
pT (xT |yT )
− β [Hx(x1; y1, u1)−Hx(x0; y1, u1) + ...
+Hx(xT ; yT , uT )−Hx(xT−1; yT , uT )] (27)
=: ∆sx|y − β Qx. (28)
Here Hx(x; y, u) is the Hamiltonian governing the x-
dynamics, ∆sx|y is the change in conditional system en-
tropy, andQx denotes the heat that the system exchanges
with the reservoir.
The evolution of the y-subsystem is solely determined
by the sequential measurements it takes of the state of
the x-subsystem:
py(yt+1|xt, yt; vt) = py(yt+1|xt; vt). (29)
Graphically, this is expressed by the absence of horizontal
arrows in the y-trajectory in Fig. 4. Moreover, the noise
in the controller is measurement noise and has no direct
thermodynamic interpretation. The role of the protocol
vt can be understood as influence on the measurement
procedure, e.g. controlling its variance.
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Figure 4. Setup of a measurement-feedback system. Top:
the system x is under feedback control from the controller
y. In every timestep, y represents a measurement of the cur-
rent state of x which is then used to influence its dynamics.
Bottom: time-reversed process.
The detached entropy production σ˜y of Eq. (17b) then
simplifies to:
σ˜y = ln
p0(y0|x0)
T∏
t=1
py(yt|xt−1; vt−1)
pT (yT |xT )
T∏
t=1
py(yt−1|xt−1; vt−1)
(30)
= ln
p0(y0|x0)
pT (yT |xT ) +
T∑
t=1
ln
p(yt|xt−1)
p(yt−1|xt−1) (31)
=
T∑
t=1
ln
p(yt|xt−1)
p(yt|xt) (32)
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σ˜y = −
T∑
t=1
ln
p(yt|xt)
p(yt)
− ln p(yt|xt−1)
p(yt)
(33)
= −
T∑
t=1
i(xt, yt)− i(xt−1, yt) (34)
=: −ix. (35)
Here ix denotes the information flow [4], which is the
change in mutual information between x and y that is
caused by the changes in x only. Conversely,
iy :=
T∑
t=1
i(xt−1, yt)− i(xt−1, yt−1) (36)
is the part of the mutual information that is solely due
to the y-dynamics. Clearly,
ix + iy = ∆i. (37)
From Eqs. (24), (28), and (35) the joint entropy produc-
tion (15) reads:
σxy = ∆sx|y − βQx − ix + ∆i (38)
= ∆sx|y − βQx + iy . (39)
The joint IFT (16) acquires the form〈
e−∆sx|y+βQx−iy
〉
= 1, (40)
which is a special version of the generalized Jarzyn-
ski equality [8–11] for measurement-feedback processes:
the entropy production of the feedback-controlled sys-
tem needs to be augmented by an information quantity
to fulfill the fluctuation theorem.
Without this additional term the right-hand-side of the
fluctuation relation for the entropy production σ˜x of the
system alone deviates from unity, cf. Eq. (19):〈
e−∆sx|y−βQx
〉
= γ. (41)
The parameter γ defined in Eq.(20) transforms to:
γ :=
∫∫
dxdydx0dy0 [pT (xT |yT ) q¯x(x¯|xT ; yT , y¯)]
×
[
p0(y0)
T∏
t=1
py(yt|xt−1; vt−1)
]
, (42)
and coincides with the “efficacy parameter” found by
Sagawa and Ueda [9]. In our case, the time-reversed mea-
surements are similar to the forward measurements be-
cause of the assumption that all variables are even under
time-reversal.
B. Sensors
Another setup involving the interplay between ther-
modynamics and information is sensing [2]. Accordingly,
it has already been studied extensively within the frame-
work of stochastic thermodynamics [12–16, 23–26]. Here,
a system is tasked with measuring an external signal.
In the case of a biomolecular sensor, the external signal
might be a chemical concentration, the pH, or osmotic
pressure. The key ingredient is the fact that these sig-
nals are by themselves random and may be modeled by
a stochastic process. We adapt our general setup to fit
this situation by eliminating the feedback from x to y,
see Fig. 5. Consequently, the x-subsystem acts as the
sensor that measures the external process y.
Note that this is the biologically relevant interpretation
of a sensor since any molecular reaction system retains
at least some memory of its past and is, in that sense,
not an optimal sensor.
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Figure 5. Setup of a sensor. Top: the sensor x is influenced by
the environment y which is modeled as a stochastic process.
Bottom: time-reversed process.
As in the previous example, the noise in the x-
subsystem is of thermal nature and we have, cf. Eq. (28)
σ˜x = ∆sx|y − βQx. (43)
Since y remains unaffected by x, the detached path
probability qy [Eq. (4b)] equals the marginal path prob-
ability py [Eq. (9)]:
qy(y|y0;x0,x) = py(y|y0) (44)
and similarly for the reverse process:
q¯y(y¯|yT ; x¯) = p¯y(y¯|yT ), (45)
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y-process.
This implies that, apart from the initial and final
states, the detached entropy production σ˜y does not de-
pend on the specific trajectory traversed by x and is
therefore related to the usual entropy production σy of
the y-process. Using Eqs. (22) and (25) we find:
σ˜y = ln
p0(y0|x0) py(y|y0)
pT (yT |xT ) p¯y(y¯|yT ) (46)
= ln
p0(y0) py(y|y0)
pT (yT ) p¯y(y¯|yT ) −∆i (47)
=: σy −∆i. (48)
With Eqs. (24) and (43) the joint IFT now reads〈
e−∆sx|y+βQx−σy
〉
= 1. (49)
Jensen’s inequality implies〈
∆sx|y
〉− β 〈Q〉 ≥ − 〈σy〉 , (50)
which means that the average dissipation of the sensor is
bounded from below by the negative entropy production
of the external process. This relation has been shown in
the steady state and for entropy rates in [5].
Since there is no feedback from x to y in this setup,
the right-hand-side of the detached IFT given in Eq. (19)
equals 1, as we have shown in Eq. (21):〈
e−∆sx|y+βQx
〉
= 1. (51)
For the sensor the usual fluctuation theorem thus holds if
the conditional system entropy is used in the definition of
the entropy production. This measure of dissipation has
been applied to a nonequilibrium sensor in [23]. If one
wants to retain the usual definition of marginal system
entropy change ∆sx, Eq. (51) implicates a lower bound
on the system’s dissipation:
〈∆sx〉 − β 〈Q〉 ≥ 〈∆i〉 , (52)
where we have used: sx|y = sx−i(x, y). The average total
sensor dissipation is therefore bounded from below by the
change in mutual information it managed to build up
during the process. In the context of sensory adaptation,
this bound has been obtained and further analyzed by
Sartori et al. [14]. We showed here that it can be deduced
from a specialization of the detached fluctuation theorem.
C. Hidden Markov models
Hidden Markov models [27] are a tool used, e.g., in
machine learning to model sequential data coming from a
Markov chain that is not directly accessible. Instead, one
observes only measurements of its hidden states. Bech-
hoefer [28] has used the formalism of hidden Markov
models to clarify feedback schemes in stochastic ther-
modynamics. Phrased in our setup the hidden Markov
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Figure 6. Setup of a hidden Markov model. Top: y is a
stochastic process that can only be observed through noisy
measurements x. Bottom: time-reversed process.
model appears as a special case of a sensor that has no
memory of its past, cf. Fig. 6.
Compared to the sensor, the y-dynamics remain un-
modified. However, since the x-dynamics consist of mea-
surements, the detached entropy production σ˜x simplifies
in much the same way as the y-entropy production in the
setup of a measurement-feedback system:
px(xt|xt−1, yt;ut) = px(xt|yt;ut). (53)
We obtain, with Eqs. (17a), (22), and (36)
σ˜x = ln
p0(x0|y0)
pT (xT |yT ) +
T∑
t=1
ln
px(xt|yt;ut)
px(xt−1|yt;ut) (54)
=
T∑
t=1
ln
p(xt−1|yt−1)
p(xt−1|yt) (55)
=
T∑
t=1
i(xt−1, yt−1)− i(xt−1, yt) (56)
= −iy, (57)
where, as before, iy is the information flow due to the
y-dynamics.
Due to the lack of feedback from x to y, the appar-
ent entropy production σ˜y equals the marginal entropy
production minus the change in mutual information as in
Eq. (48).
The joint entropy production of Eq. (24) is therefore
given by:
σxy = −iy + σy. (58)
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e−σy+iy
〉
= 1, (59)
which is similar to the joint IFT for measurement-
feedback processes [Eq.(40)]. In this case the roles of
x and y are exchanged and the entropy production σy
needs not necessarily have a thermodynamic interpreta-
tion.
The detached IFT (19) yields:〈
eiy
〉
= 1. (60)
This is an integral fluctuation theorem involving an
informational quantity characterizing the correlation be-
tween hidden (y) and observed (x) process. It allows us
to directly assess the direction of the information flow in
the process. It implies 〈iy〉 ≤ 0, meaning that on av-
erage information flows from the hidden process to the
observations. This holds for arbitrary initial conditions.
The larger the information flow, the more predictive the
current observation is of the future hidden state.
In real-world applications, however, the computation
of the information flow iy requires the knowledge of the
observed sequence as well as the hidden sequence, which
by definition is not accessible. To evaluate Eq. (60) when
only the observed sequence is available, one first needs to
average over all possible hidden sequences:〈
eiy
〉
=
〈〈
eiy
〉
p(y0,y|x0,x)
〉
px(x0,x)
= 1. (61)
In this way the detached IFT can be used for model veri-
fication given a sufficiently large data set of x-trajectories
as we demonstrate in the following. For this we provide
the auxiliary entropy production σ¯x[x0,x] simply by re-
defining the quantity in the average in Eq. (61):
e−σ¯x[x0,x] :=
〈
eiy [x0,y0,x,y]
〉
p(y0,y|x0,x)
(62)
=
∫∫
dy0dy p(y0,y|x0,x)
T∏
t=1
p(xt−1|yt)
p(xt−1|yt−1) ,
(63)
where p(y0,y|x0,x) is the posterior distribution of the
entire sequence {y0,y} of hidden states given the entire
sequence {x0,x} of observed states. The details of how
this distribution can be calculated are given in the ap-
pendix.
Now we can assign to each observed trajectory {x0,x}
an auxiliary entropy production σ¯x[x0,x]. From Eq. (61)
we infer that this entropy production fulfills an IFT:〈
e−σ¯x[x0,x]
〉
px(x0,x)
= 1. (64)
Thus, if we are given a set of trajectories and we want
to infer whether the data have been generated from some
specific model {py(yt+1|yt), px(xt|yt), p0(y0)}, we can cal-
culate the auxiliary entropy production σ¯x[x0,x] for each
trajectory and verify that the IFT in Eq. (64) holds. If
it does not, the model is not correct.
Example
To illustrate this procedure, we consider a hidden
Markov model with two hidden and two observed states
each labeled with 0 and 1. The transition probabilities
for the hidden Markov chain are given by the transition
matrix T˜y:
T˜y :=
(
py(yt+1 = 0|yt = 0) py(yt+1 = 0|yt = 1)
py(yt+1 = 1|yt = 0) py(yt+1 = 1|yt = 1)
)
(65)
=
(
1− a b
a 1− b
)
. (66)
The observed sequence is uniquely determined by the
hidden sequence. For each time step the following holds:
px(xt = yt|yt) = 1−  px(xt = 1− yt|yt) = . (67)
Thus each measurement is wrong with probability . The
transition probabilities for the observed chain is given by
the transition matrix T˜x:
T˜x :=
(
px(xt = 0|yt = 0) px(xt = 0|yt = 1)
px(yt = 1|yt = 0) px(xt = 1|yt = 1)
)
(68)
=
(
1−  
 1− 
)
. (69)
The full bipartite process is composed of the four states
(x, y) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), and (1, 1) in that order. It is
described by the transition matrices Ty and Tx for the
y- and x-step separately:
Ty := P(xt, yt+1|xt, yt) =
1− a b 0 0a 1− b 0 00 0 1− a b
0 0 a 1− b

(70)
Tx := P(xt+1, yt+1|xt, yt+1)
=
1−  0 1−  00  0  0  0
0 1−  0 1− 
 (71)
With the initial condition p0(y0) =:
(
p0y
1− p0y
)
, it fol-
lows:
p0(x0, y0) =
1−  00  0
0 1− 
 p0(y0) (72)
=

(1− ) p0y
 (1− p0y)
 p0y
(1− ) (1− p0y)
 . (73)
From this we can calculate all joint probabilities:
p(xt, yt) = (TxTy)t p0(x0, y0). (74)
(105)
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the joint probabilities p(xt−1, yt). These can be obtained
from p(xt−1, yt−1):
p(xt−1, yt) = Ty p(xt−1, yt−1). (75)
We demonstrate our formalism by generating N trajec-
tories of length T with model parameters a, b, p0 and .
We then calculate the auxiliary entropy production using
Eq. (63) for each trajectory and plot the left-hand-side
of Eq. (64) when evaluated with some other parameters
a′, b′, p′0 and 
′. Figure. 7 shows the result for a specific
set of parameters.
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Figure 7. Convergence of the IFT for the auxiliary entropy
production for our specific hidden Markov model. The trajec-
tories were generated using the following parameters: T = 5,
a = 0.3, b = 0.2, p0 = 0.1, and  = 0.2. We analyzed the
IFT using the generating parameters (black line/ third from
the top) and three sets of parameters in which one model pa-
rameter differs from the generating parameter (other lines).
In the interest of clarity, error bars are only shown for larger
sample sizes.
One recognizes that only the correct set of parameters
ensures convergence to one. This means that the IFT for
the auxiliary entropy production can indeed be used to
confirm the model parameters.
In this specific hidden Markov model the IFT is more
sensitive to the parameter  governing the dynamics of
the observed sequence than to the parameters a and b.
V. DISCUSSION
We have shown that within the field of stochastic ther-
modynamics measurement-feedback systems, sensors and
hidden Markov models are related because they appear
as special cases of a joint bipartite Markov chain.
This general joint bipartite Markov chain models a sys-
tem with two interacting degrees of freedom. For such a
case the influence of both subsystems as well as their
interaction on the total entropy balance have to be con-
sidered. However, one can define other entropy produc-
tions like the detached entropy production which can be
assigned a physical meaning.
From the study of the special cases we may deduce the
following: whenever a subsystem is coupled to a thermal
reservoir and the other subsystem influences its inter-
nal energy, its stochasticity is of thermal nature. Con-
sequently, the detached entropy production equals the
usual sum of system entropy change plus contribution of
exchanged heat. On the other hand, when the influence
is purely informational, meaning it is due to a measure-
ment, the detached entropy production takes the form
of an information flow. This also holds true when the
measurement noise is of thermal nature because it is not
included in the energy budget of the joint system.
We point out that the reverse process from which we
derived the entropy production has a special structure
because the subsystem updates swap order under time
inversion. Generally, this fact is not important when the
fluctuation theorems only involve forward quantities. It
nonetheless plays a role if the parameter γ in the de-
tached IFT in Eq. (19) differs from 0, since in that case
γ depends explicitly on the reverse detached probability.
The dissection of the joint entropy production into de-
tached entropy productions is similar to the partitioning
of the joint entropy production rates into two sub-entropy
productions with information flow [4]. Our formalism re-
veals the path probabilities (and reverse processes) from
which one can define such sub-entropy productions.
Additionally, there is another way to decompose the
joint entropy production which is close in spirit. Instead
of detached entropy productions one may use marginal
entropy productions which are defined solely based on
the marginal path probabilities. For example for x one
obtains:
σx := ln
p0(x0) px(x|x0)
pT (xT ) p¯x(x¯|xT ) . (76)
The consequences of this separation have been studied
by Crooks and Still [6]. One finds that contrary to de-
tached entropy production plus information flow, one ob-
tains marginal entropy production plus transfer entropy.
Both approaches seem equally valid. A comparison of
the second-law inequalities these and other information
measures provide has been made by Horowitz and Sand-
berg [29].
More than that, the decomposition of the joint process
into two sub-processes is similar to the approach of causal
conditioning within the information theory community.
It is used to define directed information [17–19] which is
closely related to transfer entropy and has proven useful
in the study of information thermodynamics [30–33].
The application of fluctuation theorems to validate the
underlying model for data stemming from a stochastic
process is a promising approach. It has already proven
successful when estimating drift and diffusion coefficients
in the Markov analysis of turbulent flows [34, 35].
Our findings point in two directions for future research.
Firstly, it seems valuable to follow up on the study of how
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9fluctuation theorems can be put to use to infer model
parameters in, e.g., hidden Markov Models. It might be
possible to use the fluctuation relation as a cost function
in parameter learning or to infer the number of hidden
parameters best describing the observed data.
Secondly, the question of how to appropriately describe
systems which are strongly coupled to a thermal environ-
ment has recently gained attention [36–38]. A key issue
is the partitioning into system and environment. Due
to the strong coupling, perturbations of the environment
due to the system may feed back into the future evolu-
tion of the system, thus violating the Markov assump-
tion. We propose the detached path probabilities as a
method to circumvent this problem and demonstrated
that meaningful entropy measures can be derived from
these probabilities.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we used the detached path probabilities
from which we defined the detached entropy production.
This is a quantity which helps to analyze the stochastic
thermodynamics of systems with interacting degrees of
freedom.
We showed that one can understand measurement-
feedback systems, sensors and hidden Markov models as
special cases of one joint bipartite Markov chain. When
applied to the special cases, the fluctuation relations in-
volving the detached entropy production recover useful
relations which have been found separately before.
Especially for hidden Markov models such a fluctuation
relation can be used to confirm that model parameters
have been learned correctly.
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Appendix: Posterior distribution for the hidden
Markov model
1. Filtered marginals
We begin by calculating the filtered marginals
p(yt|x0:t). These read:
p(yt|x0:t) = p(x0:t, yt)
p(x0:t)
=
px(xt|yt) p(yt|x0:t−1)
p(xt|x0:t−1) , (A.1)
where we have used the Markov property.
The second term in the numerator reads:
p(yt|x0:t−1) =
∫
dyt−1 py(yt|yt−1) p(yt−1|x0:t−1). (A.2)
This means that the current filtered marginal p(yt|x0:t)
can be calculated recursively from the old filtered
marginal p(yt−1|x0:t−1) when a new measurement xt
comes in [39]:
p(yt|x0:t) = px(xt|yt)
∫
dyt−1 py(yt|yt−1) p(yt−1|x0:t−1)
pi(xt)
,
(A.3)
where pi(xt) ensures normalization. The recursion is
started by:
p(y0|x0) = px(x0|y0) p0(y0)
p0(x0)
. (A.4)
2. Posterior distribution
At the conclusion of the process the procedure for the
filtered marginal yields p(yT |x0:T ). We are now inter-
ested in the posterior distribution p(y0,y|x0,x) of the
hidden sequence given the entire observed sequence. We
begin by noting:
p(yt|yt+1:T , x0:T ) = p(yt|yt+1, x0:t) (A.5)
=
py(yt+1|yt) p(yt|x0:t)
p(yt+1|x0:t) . (A.6)
Here, all probabilities can be obtained from the model
and the filtered marginals. Now, we see that we can
calculate the full posterior distribution recursively from
the final filtered marginal p(yT |x0:T ):
p(y0,y|x0,x) = p(yT |x0:T )
T−1∏
t=0
py(yt+1|yt) p(yt|x0:t)
p(yt|x0:t−1) .
(A.7)
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Part III
Hidden degrees of freedom
The last part of the thesis is dedicated to the study of interacting subsystems of
which one is hidden from observation. In particular the aims are to:
• Show by the example of a microswimmer model how neglecting relevant
degrees of freedom in the thermodynamic description of a system results in
underestimating its entropy production.
• Formalize and organize the different effective descriptions of the visible parts
of systems with hidden slow degrees of freedom.
• Show how an effective Markovian description of the visible parts results in
violations of the standard fluctuation relations.
• Present an approach with which one can find bounds for the hidden, com-
plete entropy production for masked Markovian jump networks.
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7 | Dissipation of Microswimmers
We will start with an example illustrating how neglecting some degrees of free-
dom in the stochastic description of the dynamics of a certain system leads one to
underestimate entropy production and, therefore, energy dissipation. Nonethe-
less, apart from showing the mentioned effect, the example system we propose
possesses some interesting properties by itself. It represents a very simple model
of a microswimmer.
7.1 Microswimmers
Locomotion is a central accomplishment in biological evolution. Motility is useful
for microorganisms in their search for food, for avoiding poison, and reacting
to light, etc. Biological and artificial small-scale objects with a self-propulsion
mechanism are collectively called microswimmers, and studying their motion and
collective behavior is an active area of physics (for a recent review, see Ref. [179]).
Due to their size, they swim at very low Reynolds numbers, much like a person
swimming in thick syrup. An important consequence pointed out by Purcell [180]
is that a reciprocal swimming motion, i.e., one that consists of a stroke that is
subsequently retraced, does not achieve any net displacement.
Taking the limit of low Reynolds numbers in the Navier-Stokes equation leads to
the Stokes equation (see, e.g. Chap. II, §20 of Ref. [181]):
µ∇2v −∇p = 0, ∇ · v = 0, (7.1)
where µ is the fluid viscosity and v the fluid velocity. The Stokes equation
possesses no time-dependence and is linear in v and thus invariant under time-
reversal1. Moreover, if we imagine a swimming strategy that consists of period-
ically modifying the shape of the swimmer (which is essentially what swimming
means), even the speed of the shape modification is irrelevant. This is the under-
pinning of Purcell’s Scallop theorem, which he sums up as follows:
“So, if [an] animal tries to swim by a reciprocal motion, it can’t go anywhere. Fast
or slow, it exactly retraces its trajectory and it’s back where it started. A good
example of that is a scallop. You know, a scallop opens its shell slowly and closes
its shell fast, squirting out water. The moral of this is that the scallop at low
Reynolds number is no good. It can’t swim because it only has one hinge, and
1This is the basis for many jaw-dropping experiments, e.g., the reversible mixing and unmix-
ing of tracer particles in a Taylor-Couette flow [182–184].
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if you have only one degree of freedom in configuration space, you are bound to
make a reciprocal motion” [180].
The kind of motion needed to break time-reversal symmetry is exemplified by the
three-sphere swimmer envisioned by Najafi and Golestanian [185] and depicted
in Fig 7.1. It swims in one dimension by modifying the length of two rigid rods
between three spheres in a non-reciprocal manner. This model has also been
realized experimentally [186].
t
x
Figure 7.1: Three sphere swimmer by Najafi and Golestanian. Modified after
Ref. [185]. The three connected spheres move forward as a consequence of the
time-asymmetric change of the length of the rod connecting them.
7.2 Active Brownian motion
Often, the propulsion mechanism of the swimmer is hidden from observation. This
is the case, e.g., when considering the trajectories traced out by microswimmers.
A simple model describing their dynamics is that of active Brownian motion, i.e.,
Brownian motion in two or three dimensions with a constant propulsion force that
undergoes rotational diffusion. In two dimensions this process is described by the
following set of overdamped Langevin equations (cf. Sec. 2.4.1):
x˙ = νf cosφ+
√
2νT ξx(t) (7.2a)
y˙ = νf sinφ+
√
2νT ξy(t) (7.2b)
φ˙ =
√
2Dφ ξφ(t), (7.2c)
where x and y are the position coordinates of the swimmer, φ is the angle of
the constant force f , and ν is the mobility. The swimmer is affected by thermal
fluctuations due to it being submersed in an aqueous solution at temperature T .
This also makes it undergo rotational diffusion with some strength Dφ, which
depends on the geometry of the swimmer.
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One hallmark of active Brownian motion is its enhanced diffusion. Transfom-
ing the above system of Langevin equations to the corresponding Fokker-Planck
equation (cf. Eq. (2.83)), and solving it with initial conditions x(0) = y(0) = 0
and a uniformly distributed initial angle φ(0), yields the following expression for
the mean-squared displacement [187]:
MSD(t) :=
〈
x2(t) + y2(t)
〉
=
(
4νT +
2ν2f2
Dφ
)
t− 2ν
2f2
D2φ
[
1− exp (−Dφt)
]
,
(7.3)
such that asymptotically MSD(t) ≈
(
4νT + 2ν
2f2
Dφ
)
t. We see that the diffusion
is enhanced by a term proportional to the square of the propulsion force and
inversely proportional to the rotational diffusivity. Some sample trajectories are
shown on the cover of this very thesis with the propulsion force increasing from
darker colors to lighter colors.
The description of active Brownian motion is usually used for active particles, e.g.,
Janus colloids, i.e., colloidal particles with different coatings on either hemisphere
able to generate propulsion through chemical reactions or by producing thermal
gradients by localized absorption of light [187]. However, the term microswimmer
is often applied to mean active colloid. We will in the following only use the term
microswimmer for a system that is utilizing some swimming motion for propulsion.
7.2.1 Entropy production for active matter
Recently, there have been efforts to apply the formalism of stochastic thermo-
dynamics to active matter systems like microswimmers and active colloids [188].
The general consensus is that active matter is out of equilibrium because locomo-
tion is produced by the conversion of stored (in the case of microswimmers) or
externally supplied (in the case of active colloids) fuel. The question remaining
is: How far from equilibrium is active matter [189]?
While a comparison of trajectory weights as done in Sec. 4.4.1 yields an entropy
production that can be used as a measure of dissipation for individual trajecto-
ries [190–198], it underestimates the true dissipation of active particles because
the position data is only a coarse-grained description of the real process [199, 49]:
From the trajectory alone we cannot distinguish whether a change in position was
due to a thermal fluctuation or the active process. This is a general problem of
coarse-grained descriptions (see Sec. 8.2).
We want to demonstrate this effect and show the underlying problem in assessing
the dissipation: The propulsion mechanism that generates the active force itself
is coarse-grained away in the active Brownian motion description.
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7.3 Microswimmer model
We take one step towards including the propulsion mechanism: We model the sys-
tem as consisting of two colloidal particles at positions (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) with
tunable mobilities ν1(t) and ν2(t). The particles are interacting via a harmonic po-
tential which defines an equilibrium distance l. We then apply a periodic protocol
changing the equilibrium distance and the mobilities in a non-reciprocal manner
(cf. Fig. 1 of our article in Ref. [3] reprinted below). The model is completely
analytically solvable by using a Gaussian ansatz for the Fokker-Planck equation
resulting from the coupled overdamped Langevin equations (see Appendix B for
details).
The model is inspired by the three-sphere swimmer [185] presented above and close
to the model termed Pushmepullyou by Avron et al. [200]. For simplicity, we do
not model the system’s hydrodynamics. Instead, we use a stochastic description
using overdamped Langevin equations, which makes the system comparable to a
model introduced by Amb´ıa and Hı´jar [201, 202], although their system resembles
a feedback ratchet. Notice that we, too, apply a protocol that breaks time-
reversal symmetry as required by the linear Stokes friction term in the overdamped
Langevin equation.
We show that the center of mass movement of the swimmer is exactly described by
active Brownian motion given in Eqs. (7.2a) to (7.2c) when the driving protocol
becomes very fast. Using Sekimoto’s definition of heat and work for Langevin sys-
tems (cf. Sec. 4.2), we can calculate the average dissipation for the real swimmer
and for the approximation using active Brownian motion.
Comparing both dissipation measures, one sees that the dissipation assigned to
active Brownian motion can massively underestimate the real dissipation. The
reason for this is that, to calculate the full dissipation, one needs to resolve the
relative distance r :=
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 between the particles which is a
hidden variable when only considering the center of mass trajectories.
A discussion of the definition of microswimmer efficiency which we used in our
article is found in Appendix C.
7.3.1 Article: [Phys. Rev. E 99, 012118 (2019)]
The following article is reprinted from J. Ehrich and M. Kahlen, arXiv:1809.07235.
Journal reference: [J. Ehrich and M. Kahlen, “Approximating microswimmer
dynamics by active Brownian motion: Energetics and efficiency,” Phys. Rev. E
99, 012118 (2019)] (Ref. [3]).
The bracketed numbers provide a continuous pagination.
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Approximating microswimmer dynamics by active Brownian motion:
Energetics and efficiency
Jannik Ehrich∗ and Marcel Kahlen
Universita¨t Oldenburg, Institut fu¨r Physik, 26111 Oldenburg, Germany
(Dated: January 14, 2019)
We consider the dynamics of a microswimmer and show that they can be approximated by active
Brownian motion. The swimmer is modeled by coupled overdamped Langevin equations with peri-
odic driving. We compare the energy dissipation of the real swimmer to that of the active Brownian
motion model, finding that the latter can massively underestimate the complete dissipation. This
discrepancy is related to the inability to infer the full dissipation from partial observation of the
complete system. We introduce an efficiency that measures how much of the dissipated energy is
spent on forward propulsion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microswimmers are small-scale biological or artificial
objects with an active self-propulsion mechanism [1, 2].
Their hydrodynamics have been the object of a long-
standing interest dating back to Purcell and the famous
Scallop theorem [3]. Since then, a number of microswim-
mer models have been introduced, e.g., assemblies of
coupled spherical particles which achieve directed mo-
tion through their interactions. These include the three-
sphere-swimmer by Najafi and Golestanian [4], of which
there has also been an experimental realization [5], and
other similar models [6–8].
While microswimmers can have a rather complex
structure, their movement is often described by active
Brownian motion, i.e., Brownian motion in two or three
dimensions with a constant force whose direction under-
goes free diffusion.
Although active (e.g., Janus) particles are correctly
modeled by active Brownian motion, for microswimmers
this approximation is valid at most for the body of the
swimmer. This is because it neglects the motion of those
degrees of freedom needed to propel it forward. This
fact is especially relevant when considering energy dissi-
pation.
In the following, we use stochastic thermodynam-
ics [9, 10] to describe the energetics of small-scale sys-
tems. It enables assigning heat and work [11] as well as
an entropy production [12] to individual trajectories de-
scribed by overdamped Langevin dynamics and thus pro-
vides a framework for analyzing dissipation of stochastic
systems.
It is well known that the presence of hidden slow de-
grees of freedom has an impact on central results of
stochastic thermodynamics [13–18]. Typically, an effec-
tive description of the visible degrees of freedom is ob-
tained by employing a coarse-graining scheme. However,
the average dissipation inferred from such a description
is underestimated [15, 16]. With a concrete model, one is
∗ jannik.ehrich@uni-oldenburg.de
able to quantify the difference between the coarse-grained
and the complete dissipation.
Recently, there have been efforts to formulate stochas-
tic thermodynamics for active matter systems [19–24].
The discussion revolves around assigning an adequate
trajectory-dependent entropy production to the dynam-
ics of active Brownian particles.
However, since active Brownian motion neglects rele-
vant degrees of freedom of the complete microswimmer
dynamics, it is interesting to compare the energy dissi-
pation of the approximate description to that of a more
complex swimmer model.
Therefore, the aims of this paper are the following:
(1) Propose a microswimmer model that consists of two
driven coupled colloidal particles and is able to generate
self propulsion. (2) Specify how active Brownian mo-
tion results from a coarse-graining scheme applied to the
model to be able to compare the energy dissipation rates.
(3) Having established that active Brownian motion is an
approximate process, contrast its dissipation rate with
that of the real swimmer and define a swimming effi-
ciency.
II. MODEL
The propulsion mechanism of our microswimmer
model shall mirror a nonreciprocal periodic shape trans-
formation. A viable approximation of such a swimmer
consists of many coupled spherical particles [7, 8] which
interact through time-dependent internal forces, yielding
the desired shape transformation.
Therefore, we study the most simplified version of this
setting: two spherical Brownian particles submersed in a
solution at temperature T . We assume overdamped dy-
namics. The particles have different time-dependent mo-
bilities ν1(t) and ν2(t), respectively, and are coupled by a
time-dependent interaction potential V (r; l(t)) with l(t)
controlling the equilibrium separation between the parti-
cles. Here, r denotes the distance between the particles
at positions r1 and r2, respectively.
Swimming is achieved by periodically switching the
equilibrium distance between a short and a long value
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2and additionally varying the two mobilities between a
high and a low value. We choose dimensionless quanti-
ties such that the short length and the high mobility are
both equal to one. Additionally, we set the Boltzmann
constant to unity throughout. The protocol is then given
by
l(t) =
{
L, 0 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t2
1, ∆t2 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t
, (1a)
ν1(t) =
{
ν, 0 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t2
1, ∆t2 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t
, (1b)
ν2(t) =
{
1, 0 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t2
ν, ∆t2 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t
, (1c)
where L > 1 is the longer length, 0 ≤ ν < 1 is the
lower mobility, and ∆t is the cycle time. Varying the
mobilities can be thought of as inflating or deflating the
spheres, which changes the coefficient of Stokes’s friction.
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the swim-
mer’s movement. We also compiled a video illustrating
the swimmer’s motion in two dimensions [25].
t = 0
L
ν 1
0 < t < ∆t2
L
ν 1
t = ∆t
−
2
L
ν 1
t = ∆t2
1
1 ν
∆t
2 < t < ∆t
1
1 ν
t = ∆t−
1
1 ν
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the microswimmer dy-
namics. The equilibrium distance of the interaction potential
is periodically switched between a long length L and a short
length 1. The individual mobilities are switched between a
high mobility 1 and a low mobility ν in phase with the length
variation.
A version of this model has been introduced by Avron
et al. [6], who also analyzed its hydrodynamics. Here, we
incorporate thermal fluctuations and model the dynamics
using overdamped Langevin equations
r˙1 = −ν1(t)∇1V (r, l(t)) +
√
2ν1(t)T ξ1(t), (2a)
r˙2 = −ν2(t)∇2V (r, l(t)) +
√
2ν2(t)T ξ2(t), (2b)
where ξ1(t) and ξ2(t) are zero-mean Gaussian white
noise terms whose Cartesian components k and l satisfy〈
ξ
(k)
i (t) ξ
(l)
j (t
′)
〉
= δij δkl δ(t− t′).
The swimmer’s dynamics are reminiscent of a flash-
ing ratchet [26]. Here, directed motion is a result of the
damping which violates momentum conservation. A sim-
ilar model implementing a kind of feedback ratchet has
been introduced by Amb´ıa and Hı´jar [27, 28].
In the following, we will analyze the model first in one
and later in two dimensions and show that the center
of mass performs active Brownian motion in the limit of
small cycle times ∆t.
III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SWIMMER
For the one-dimensional swimmer we choose a har-
monic coupling V (r; l(t)) = 12 (r − l(t))2. The particles
are at positions x1 and x2, respectively. Their distance
is given by r = x2−x1. The Langevin Eqs. (2) then read
x˙1 = ν1V
′ +
√
2ν1Tξ1 (3a)
x˙2 = −ν2V ′ +
√
2ν2Tξ2, (3b)
where we used V ′ := ∂rV (r; l) and dropped the ex-
plicit time-dependence. Switching to center of mass
X := 12 (x1 + x2) and relative coordinates, one obtains
r˙ = −(ν1 + ν2)V ′ −
√
2ν1Tξ1 +
√
2ν2Tξ2, (4a)
X˙ =
ν1 − ν2
2
V ′ +
√
ν1T
2
ξ1 +
√
ν2T
2
ξ2. (4b)
The ensemble distribution p(r,X ; t) evolves according to
the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation:
∂t p(r,X ; t) = L(t) p(r,X ; t), (5)
with the generator
L(t) := (ν1 + ν2)∂rV ′ − ν1 − ν2
2
V ′∂X (6)
− T (ν1 − ν2)∂r∂X + T (ν1 + ν2)∂2r + T
ν1 + ν2
4
∂2X .
Due to the linear drift and piecewise constant diffu-
sion coefficients in Eq. (5), a Gaussian ansatz yields the
following evolution equations for the cumulants:
µ˙r = −(ν1 + ν2)(µr − l), (7a)
µ˙X =
ν1 − ν2
2
(µr − l), (7b)
c˙rr = −2(ν1 + ν2)crr + 2T (ν1 + ν2), (7c)
c˙rX =
ν1 − ν2
2
crr − (ν1 + ν2)crX − T (ν1 − ν2), (7d)
c˙XX = (ν1 − ν2)crX + T ν1 + ν2
2
. (7e)
Because of the periodic driving, p(r,X ; t) does not be-
come stationary. However, the cumulants involving the
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Figure 2. Time evolution of the cumulants for the one-dimensional swimmer. The cumulants involving the relative coordinate
r (left) are in a periodic steady state. The mean and variance of the center of mass coordinate (right) grow by constant
increments during a full cycle. Solid lines show the analytic solutions for system parameters L = 2, ν = 0.2, T = 0.4, and
∆t = 4. Symbols represent simulations results for N = 105 trajectories with time step dt = 10−3. The initial condition of
the simulations represents an experimentally realizable situation: The microswimmer is held fixed at X = 0 and the relative
coordinate is allowed to equilibrate. Therefore all trajectories are started from X = 0 and r is drawn from the periodic steady
state which explains the transient relaxation of crX and cXX .
r-coordinate reach a periodic stationary state specified
by
µr(t+∆t) = µr(t),
crr(t+∆t) = crr(t),
crX(t+∆t) = crX(t). (8)
During a full cycle, the remaining cumulants grow by the
constant increments ∆µX and ∆cXX , respectively,
µX(t+∆t) = µX(t) + ∆µX ,
cXX(t+∆t) = cXX(t) + ∆cXX . (9)
Assuming that the swimmer starts in the periodic sta-
tionary regime specified by Eqs. (8) and (9), we solve
Eqs. (7) with the additional assumption µX(0) = 0. The
solutions for the mean values in the interval t ∈ [0,∆t]
are then given by
µr(t) =
{
L+ σ
−2t(1−L)
1+σ−∆t , 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t2
1 + σ
−2t+∆t(L−1)
1+σ−∆t ,
∆t
2 ≤ t ≤ ∆t
, (10a)
µX(t) =

(1−ν)(1−L)(σ−2t−1)
2(1+ν)(1+σ−∆t) , 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t2
(1−ν)(1−L)(σ−2t+∆t+σ−∆t−2)
2(1+ν)(1+σ−∆t) ,
∆t
2 ≤ t ≤ ∆t
,
(10b)
where σ := exp
(
1+ν
2
)
. Similarly, we obtain crr(t) ≡ T ,
crX(t), and cXX(t). We omit the full time dependence
of the latter two in favor of brevity. The constant incre-
ments are given by
∆µX = (L− 1)1− ν
1 + ν
tanh
(
ν + 1
4
∆t
)
(11a)
∆cXX =
2νT
ν + 1
∆t+ 2T
(1 − ν)2
(ν + 1)2
tanh
(
ν + 1
4
∆t
)
.
(11b)
With these results, the full solution can be assembled.
It is shown for a representative set of parameters in Fig. 2
together with results from numerical simulations of the
Langevin Eqs. (3).
A. Coarse-graining in the limit of short cycle times
Due to the constant increments of the mean and vari-
ance of the center of mass coordinate X , a measurement
of the center of mass position with low time resolution
will yield biased diffusion. Indeed, in realistic scenarios
tracking of a microswimmer will focus only on the center
position. The swimmer’s additional degrees of freedom
which accomplish propulsion will mostly be too small and
too fast to be accurately resolved. Hence, we analyze the
model in the limit of very small cycle times ∆t→ 0 and
subsequently integrate out the r-variable.
The generator [Eq. (6)] is periodic and time indepen-
dent within each of the two phases. Thus, it may be
written as
L(t) =
{
L1, 0 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t2
L2, ∆t2 ≤ mod (t,∆t) < ∆t
, (12)
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4with time-independent generators L1 and L2 for the first
and the second phases, respectively. For small ∆t, the
solution of the Fokker-Planck Eq. (5) can be expanded
up to terms of order ∆t:
p
(
r,X ;
∆t
2
)
= p (r,X ; 0) +
∆t
2
L1 p (r,X ; 0) , (13a)
p (r,X,∆t) = p
(
r,X ;
∆t
2
)
+
∆t
2
L2 p
(
r,X ;
∆t
2
)
.
(13b)
Therefore,
p (r,X ; ∆t)− p (r,X ; 0)
∆t
=
L1 + L2
2
p (r,X ; 0) , (14)
and for ∆t→ 0 we obtain the Fokker-Planck equation:
∂t p(r,X ; t) = L¯ p(r,X ; t), (15)
with the effective generator
L¯ := L1 + L2
2
, (16)
= (ν + 1)∂r
(
r − L+ 1
2
)
− (L− 1)1− ν
4
∂X
+ (1 + ν)T∂2r +
1 + ν
4
T ∂2X , (17)
where we used Eq. (6).
Upon integration of Eq. (15) over r, we obtain an ef-
fective equation for the center of mass:
∂tp(X ; t) = −νefffeff ∂Xp(X ; t) + νeff T ∂2Xp(X, t), (18)
with the effective mobility
νeff =
1 + ν
4
(19)
and the constant force
feff = (L− 1)1− ν
1 + ν
. (20)
Note that, as expected, the constant force vanishes in
the limits ν → 1 (no change of mobilities) and L→ 1 (no
change of the equilibrium distance).
The corresponding Langevin equation describes biased
diffusion (see, e.g., Ref. [29]):
X˙ = νefffeff +
√
2νeff T ξ(t). (21)
This first central finding shows that the complex mi-
croswimmer dynamics simplify to biased diffusion of the
center of mass in the limit of small cycle times. Figure 3
shows how the mean value µX(t) approaches the limit
of biased diffusion where µ(t) = νefffeff t when ∆t → 0.
Similar results hold for the variance cXX .
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Figure 3. Mean center of mass position µX(t) of the one-
dimensional microswimmer for different cycle times ∆t. The
shorter the cycle duration, the better the dynamics of the
center of mass are described by biased diffusion. The system
parameters are L = 3, ν = 0.7, and T = 0.2. Symbols rep-
resent simulations of the Langevin Eqs. (3) of the complete
dynamics (N = 105 trajectories, time step dt = 10−2).
IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SWIMMER
We proceed to analyze the model in two dimensions.
Here, it has a richer structure as there is an additional
rotational diffusion of the swimmer. The particles are
at positions (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), respectively. Their dis-
tance is given by r =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2. For
the interaction potential we choose
V (r; l(t)) =
1
r
+
1
2
(r − l(t))2, (22)
which now also contains a repulsive term needed to en-
able smooth rotational diffusion as we shall see later.
The Langevin Eqs. (2) read:
x˙1 = ν1V
′ x2 − x1
r
+
√
2ν1Tξ
(x)
1 , (23a)
y˙1 = ν1V
′ y2 − y1
r
+
√
2ν1Tξ
(y)
1 , (23b)
x˙2 = −ν2V ′x2 − x1
r
+
√
2ν2Tξ
(x)
2 , (23c)
y˙2 = −ν2V ′ y2 − y1
r
+
√
2ν2Tξ
(y)
2 . (23d)
Introducing the angle φ := arctan y2−y1x2−x1 and the center of
mass coordinates X := 12 (x1 + x2) and Y :=
1
2 (y1 + y2)
(118)
5we obtain
X˙ =
ν1 − ν2
2
V ′ cosφ+
√
ν1T
2
ξ
(x)
1 +
√
ν2T
2
ξ
(x)
2 , (24a)
Y˙ =
ν1 − ν2
2
V ′ sinφ+
√
ν1T
2
ξ
(y)
1 +
√
ν2T
2
ξ
(y)
2 , (24b)
r˙ = −(ν1 + ν2)V ′ +
√
2T
(
cosφ ζ(x) + sinφ ζ(y)
)
,
(24c)
φ˙ =
√
2T
r
(
cosφ ζ(y) − sinφ ζ(x)
)
, (24d)
where
ζ(x) =
√
ν2 ξ
(x)
2 −
√
ν1 ξ
(x)
1 , (25a)
ζ(y) =
√
ν2 ξ
(y)
2 −
√
ν1 ξ
(y)
1 . (25b)
If the Langevin Eqs. (24) are interpreted in the
Stratonovich sense, the corresponding Fokker-Planck
equation for the joint distribution p = p(X,Y, r, φ; t)
reads [30]
∂tp =
{
Lrφ + LXY + (ν2 − ν1)T
[
cosφ
(
∂2rX +
1
r
∂2φY
)
+ sinφ
(
∂2rY −
1
r
∂2φX
)]}
p, (26)
with
Lrφ = (ν1 + ν2)
[
∂r
(
V ′ − T
r
)
+ T ∂2r +
T
r2
∂2φ
]
(27)
and
LXY = (ν2 − ν1)
(
V ′
2
− T
r
)
(cosφ∂X + sinφ∂Y )
+
ν1 + ν2
4
T
(
∂2X + ∂
2
Y
)
. (28)
A. Coarse-graining in the limit of short cycle times
We now investigate the limit ∆t → 0. In analogy to
Sec. III A, we use Eqs. (15), (16), and (22) to obtain an
effective Fokker-Planck equation:
∂tp(r, φ,X, Y ; t) =
(L¯rφ + L¯XY ) p(X,Y, r, φ; t), (29)
where
L¯rφ = (1 + ν) ∂r
(
− 1
r2
− T
r
+ r − L+ 1
2
)
+ (1 + ν)T
(
∂2r +
1
r2
∂2φ
)
,
(30)
L¯XY = νefffeff (cosφ∂X + sinφ∂Y ) + νeffT
(
∂2X + ∂
2
Y
)
.
(31)
The effective mobility νeff and constant force feff are
again given by Eqs. (19) and (20), respectively.
Integrating Eq. (29) over X , Y , and φ, we obtain
a Fokker-Planck equation for the marginal distribution
pr = pr(r; t) of the relative coordinate:
1
1 + ν
∂tpr =
[
∂r
(
− 1
r2
− T
r
+ r − L+ 1
2
)
+ T∂2r
]
pr.
(32)
Its solution for long times t yields the steady-state dis-
tribution of r:
pstr (r) =
r
Z
exp
[
− 1
T
V
(
r;
L+ 1
2
)]
, (33)
where Z ensures normalization and V (r; l) is given by
Eq. (22).
As before, we assume that the relative coordinate has
reached its periodic steady state. Thus, with the ansatz
p(X,Y, r, φ; t) = p(X,Y, φ; t) pstr (r) and using Eq. (32) we
obtain the Fokker-Planck equation for the center of mass
movement and the direction of the swimmer:
∂tp(X,Y, φ; t) =
[
− νeff feff (cosφ∂X + sinφ∂Y )
+νeffT
(
∂2X + ∂
2
Y
)
+ ∂2φDφ
]
p(X,Y, φ; t). (34)
The directional diffusion Dφ is given by
Dφ = 4νeffT
∫ ∞
0
dr
pstr (r)
r2
= const. (35)
Here, we see that an additional repulsive term in the
potential in Eq. (22) is needed: Otherwise, the integral
in Eq. (35) diverges at the lower limit and the rotational
dynamics cannot be described by simple diffusion.
Thus, for short cycle times, the center of mass move-
ment is given by active Brownian motion [2]:
X˙ = νefffeff cosφ+
√
2νeff T ξ
(X)(t), (36a)
Y˙ = νefffeff sinφ+
√
2νeff T ξ
(Y )(t), (36b)
φ˙ =
√
2Dφ ξ
(φ)(t), (36c)
which is a two-dimensional generalization of biased dif-
fusion. This constitutes our second main finding.
If the process described by Eqs. (36) is started from
X = Y = φ = 0, the time-dependent mean µX(t) and
mean-squared displacement MSD(t) are given by:
µX(t) =
νefffeff
Dφ
(
1− e−Dφt) , (37a)
MSD(t) =
(
4νeffT +
2ν2efff
2
eff
Dφ
)
t− 2ν
2
efff
2
eff
D2φ
(
1− e−Dφt) .
(37b)
Figure 4 shows how the complete process approaches this
limiting case as ∆t→ 0.
We therefore see that the center of mass movement of
our microswimmer model is described by biased diffusion
in one dimension and active Brownian motion in two di-
mensions when the cycle times become short.
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Figure 4. Mean center of mass position µX(t) and mean-
squared displacement (inset) of the two-dimensional model
for different cycle times ∆t. The shorter the cycle duration,
the better the dynamics of the center of mass are described by
active Brownian motion. The system parameters are L = 5,
ν = 0.1, and T = 0.1. Symbols represent simulations of
the Langevin Eqs. (23) of the complete process (N = 105
trajectories, time step dt = 10−2).
V. COMPARISON OF DISSIPATION RATES
To sustain its motion, any microswimmer must convert
energy into heat that is dissipated into the surrounding
medium. In this section, we calculate the rate of energy
dissipation for the real microswimmer model and com-
pare it to the dissipation rate that is inferred from the
coarse-grained active Brownian motion.
For the one-dimensional swimmer, the complete dissi-
pation per cycle ∆Q can be easily calculated by realizing
that the average potential energy is periodic. Using the
first law [11] and realizing that the work done on the sys-
tem only has contributions from the abrupt changes in
the interaction potential we find
∆Q = ∆W
=
〈
V
(
r
(
∆t
2
)
, 1
)
− V
(
r
(
∆t
2
)
, L
)
+ V (r(0), L)− V (r (0) , 1)
〉
= (L − 1)
[
µr
(
∆t
2
)
− µr(0)
]
(38)
= (L − 1)2 tanh
(
1 + ν
4
∆t
)
, (39)
where we have used Eq. (10a).
For small cycle times, the rate Q˙ of energy dissipation
thus reads
Q˙ = lim
∆t→0
∆Q
∆t
=
(L − 1)2 (1 + ν)
4
. (40)
In contrast, the energy dissipation rate assigned to
the effective process reads, following Sekimoto’s defini-
tion [11],
Q˙eff =
〈
X˙ feff
〉
= νefff
2
eff =
(L− 1)2 (1 − ν)2
4 (1 + ν)
, (41)
where we used Eqs. (19) and (20). The ratio of these
dissipation rates is given by
Q˙eff
Q˙
=
(1− ν)2
(1 + ν)2
≤ 1. (42)
Figure 5 shows how the complete energy dissipation
rate approaches the limiting rate in Eq. (40). The simu-
lation results are obtained by applying Sekimoto’s defini-
tion to the complete system, i.e., calculating force times
velocity for both particles. For comparison the effective
dissipation in Eq. (41) is also shown.
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Figure 5. Comparison of energy dissipation rates. Symbols
represent average dissipation rates obtained from applying
Sekimoto’s definition of heat to trajectories obtained from
simulations of the complete process (N = 104 trajectories,
time step dt = 10−2). The short cycle limit is shown as a
solid line. Additionally the effective dissipation of the biased
diffusion process is shown (dashed line). For the simulation
the system parameters are L = 3 and T = 0.2. Inset: effi-
ciency η of the swimmer.
From Eq. (42) as well as from Fig. 5, we infer that
the effective dissipation rate always underestimates the
complete dissipation rate. Interestingly, with increasing
ν the total dissipation grows while the effective dissipa-
tion decreases. There can even be an extreme discrep-
ancy between them as the effective dissipation vanishes
when the complete dissipation is maximal. They agree
only when ν = 0, i.e., where the particle with the low
mobility cannot move at all.
To better understand this issue, let us define an effi-
ciency η of the swimming mechanism by taking the ratio
of the average energy ∆QX dissipated in one cycle by
(120)
7moving the center of mass to the complete average dissi-
pation:
η :=
∆QX
∆Q
. (43)
The heat ∆QX is given by
∆QX :=
∫ ∆t
0
dt
〈
X˙ fX(r; t)
〉
, (44)
where fX(r; t) is the force on the center of mass. Accord-
ing to Eqs. (4) and (19), this is given by
fX(r; t) =
4
1 + ν
ν1 − ν2
2
V ′(r; l(t)). (45)
As we show in Appendix A, this dissipated energy reads
∆QX =
(1− ν)2
(1 + ν)2
(L− 1)2 tanh
(
1 + ν
4
∆t
)
. (46)
For ∆t → 0, we recover the dissipation rate of the effec-
tive process.
Therefore, with Eqs. (39), (42), (43), and (46), the effi-
ciency is the same as the ratio of the effective dissipation
to the complete dissipation:
η =
(1− ν)2
(1 + ν)2
=
Q˙eff
Q˙
. (47)
This efficiency is plotted in the inset of Fig. 5. It is
monotonously decreasing from maximum to vanishing ef-
ficiency with increasing ν.
We also investigated the dissipation rates for the two-
dimensional model with similar results. The calculations
can only be carried out numerically as outlined in Ap-
pendix B.
VI. DISCUSSION
The dissipation assigned to the active Brownian mo-
tion approximation underestimates the complete dissi-
pation occurring in the full model. This fact matches
previous results by Esposito [15] showing that a coarse-
grained average entropy production underestimates the
true average entropy production. This is a fairly general
result but the magnitude of the discrepancy is left open.
However, with our specific model at hand, we can
quantify the difference between the observed and the
complete dissipation. Depending on the parameter con-
figuration, it can be extremely small or large: For ν → 0,
the complete dissipation is perfectly captured by the ob-
served dissipation while for ν → 1, it is grossly underes-
timated.
That is because when observing the center of mass
movement, one only glimpses at traces of the total dis-
sipation. This total dissipation depends solely on the
relative coordinate r as can be seen in Eq. (38). Equa-
tions (46) and (47) imply that only part of this dissipa-
tion results in forward propulsion of the center of mass.
Knowing the changes in the center of mass position
merely gives a part of the information needed to infer
the complete dissipation. Only when the particles are
alternately immobile (ν → 0) is the total dissipation
captured by the center of mass displacement. In that
case, changes in the relative coordinate are strictly pro-
portional to translations of the center of mass. For ν → 1
the mobilities of both particles are almost equal and the
microswimmer wastes energy in expanding and contract-
ing while achieving minimal propulsion.
This justifies the definition of an efficiency of a mi-
croswimmer as the ratio of dissipated energy utilized for
useful forward propulsion to the total dissipation. This
efficiency is maximized for active Brownian motion as all
energy is dissipated in forward propulsion. It measures
the deviations of more complicated swimming strategies
from this optimum. This can be seen in our model as
well: For ν = 0, our swimmer invests all dissipation in
forward propulsion. Consequently, it is maximally effi-
cient.
To derive these results, we showed that the center of
mass movement of a microswimmer with periodic driv-
ing can be mapped onto active Brownian motion when
the cycle time becomes short. This is especially rele-
vant for experiments as the swimming dynamics are of-
ten fast and spacial imaging resolution is usually limited,
enabling only a tracking of the body of the swimmer.
Note that the additional repulsive term in the potential
in Eq. (22) needed to enable smooth rotational diffusion
of the two-dimensional model is only an issue in theoret-
ical modeling. In reality, there is a hard core repulsion
keeping the particles at least two radii apart.
We need to point out that while active Brownian mo-
tion [Eq. (36)] correctly describes the ensemble distri-
bution of the coordinates X , Y , and φ, on the level of
individual trajectories the description is not correct. Par-
ticularly, the φ-process is not Markovian. This is a conse-
quence of the coarse-graining we performed by integrat-
ing out the r-variable to arrive at Eq. (34). It is known
that coarse-graining preserves the ensemble distribution
of visible variables but it does not yield the correct de-
scription of the trajectory probabilites [18]. This effect
does not arise in the one-dimensional model as there is no
coupling between r and X after taking the limit ∆t→ 0
[cf. Eq. (15)].
Our results show that active Brownian motion can be
a good approximation for microswimmer dynamics. The
findings can help to gauge the quality of this approxi-
mation for the energetics of microswimmers, especially
if they have additional degrees of freedom which are not
correctly resolved.
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8VII. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the energetics of a microswimmer consist-
ing of a system of two coupled Brownian particles able
to generate self propulsion. For fast internal dynamics,
the center of mass movement obeys biased diffusion in
one dimension and active Brownian motion in two di-
mensions. We quantified the difference between the ac-
tual dissipation and the effective dissipation captured by
active Brownian motion and showed that there can be a
large discrepancy between these descriptions even though
the observed dynamics are the same. This is due to the
fact that some parts of the system where dissipation oc-
curs are not observed. We introduced a swimming effi-
ciency that captures how much of the dissipation is used
in actual propulsion.
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Appendix A: Dissipation by the center of mass
Following Eqs. (44) and (45) and using the definitions of center of mass and relative coordinates, the average energy
dissipated by the center of mass during one cycle is given by
∆QX :=
∆t∫
0
dt
〈
(x˙1 + x˙2)
ν1 − ν2
1 + ν
(x2 − x1 − l)
〉
, (A1)
which can be simplified to [12]
∆QX :=
∆t∫
0
dt
∫∫
dxdy (j1 + j2)
ν1 − ν2
1 + ν
(x2 − x1 − l), (A2)
where
j1 = [ν1(x2 − x1 − l)− ν1T∂x1] p(x1, x2; t) (A3)
j2 = [−ν2(x2 − x1 − l)− ν2T∂x2 ] p(x1, x2; t) (A4)
are the probability currents of the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the Langevin Eqs. (3). The joint proba-
bility p(x1, x2; t) can be calculated from p(r,X ; t) by transformation of variables. We then obtain
∆QX =
(1− ν)2
(1 + ν)
 ∆t/2∫
0
dt (µr − L)2 +
∆t∫
∆t/2
dt (µr − 1)2
 , (A5)
and the result presented in Eq. (46) follows with Eq. (10a).
Appendix B: Dissipation in two dimensions
We calculate the dissipation of the two dimensional microswimmer. The dissipation per cycle ∆Q is given by
∆Q = (L− 1)
[
µr
(
∆t
2
)
− µr(0)
]
, (B1)
analogously to Eq. (38).
The mean values in the above equation cannot be calculated directly. Instead, we obtain an approximation valid
for small ∆t.
First, from Eqs. (23) we obtain the Fokker-Planck equation for the variables rx := x2 − x1 and ry := y2 − y1.
From this, we find the infinitesimal propagator [31]. A transformation of variables to r and φ such that rx = r cosφ
(122)
9and ry = r sinφ, subsequent integration over φ, and an expansion in the exponent up to terms of order dt yields
p(r′, t+ dt|r, t) =
√
r′/r
4piT˜dt
exp
[
− (r
′ − r + dtV˜ ′)2
4T˜ dt
]
exp
[
T˜ dt
4rr′
+ dt
V˜ ′
2r
]
, (B2)
where T˜ = (1 + ν)T and V˜ ′ = (1 + ν)V ′.
Thus, for small cycle times ∆t, the propagator for one cycle reads
p(r′′,∆t|r, 0) =
∞∫
0
dr′p
(
r′′,∆t
∣∣r′, ∆t
2
)
p
(
r′,
∆t
2
∣∣r, 0) . (B3)
The distribution pr(r, 0) is numerically obtained by discretizing the propagator of one cycle in Eq. (B3) in r and r
′′.
The eigenvector to the eigenvalue 1 is the distribution pr(r, 0) from which we obtain the average µr(0). The second
average µr
(
∆t
2
)
then follows from
pr
(
r,
∆t
2
)
=
∫ ∞
0
dr′p
(
r,
∆t
2
∣∣r′, 0) pr(r′, 0). (B4)
A comparison of the numerical results with a simulation is given in Fig. 6.
Figure 6. Mean values for the relative coordinate of the two-dimensional swimmer and comparison with simulations (104
trajectories, time step dt = 10−2) of the Langevin Eqs. (23) for system parameters L = 5, T = 0.1, and ν = 0.1.
These mean values can be inserted into Eq. (B1), yielding the complete dissipation for small ∆t. The dissipation
rate of the active Brownian motion is again given by Eq. (41). A comparison of the two dissipation rates yields
qualitatively similar results to those depicted in Fig. 5.
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8 | Hidden degrees of freedom in
stochastic thermodynamics
In the previous chapter we have seen by example that ignoring relevant degrees
of freedom in the thermodynamic description results in an underestimate of the
entropy production. In this chapter we want to formalize this notion and present
different effective descriptions for systems with hidden degrees of freedom. Addi-
tionally, we show the impact of hidden degrees of freedom on fluctuation theorems.
When introducing stochastic thermodynamics in Sec. 4.1, we made one crucial
assumption that seemed innocent enough: We assumed that we measure all rel-
evant degrees of freedom of the system and that there is a time-scale separation
between the degrees of freedom of the system and those of the environment. Ac-
tually, this is a rare situation in experiments. Consider, e.g., molecular motor
experiments [203] like the one depicted in Fig 8.1. Often the motor dynamics are
resolved via a colloidal bead that is attached to the motor. Motor and bead then
form one joint stochastic system of which many important parts are not resolved,
e.g., the actual motor position, the fluctuations of the linking between motor and
bead, and the chemical reactions occurring inside the motor.
bead
laser trap
motor
microtubule
ATP
P
ADP
ATP
P
ADP
Figure 8.1: Schematics of a molecular motor experiment. One observes the motor
dynamics via an attached bead that is in a laser trap so as to exert forces on
the motor. The motor position, the linking of motor and bead and the chemical
reactions inside the motor are all hidden variables in such a setup.
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Thus arises the question of what can still be learned about the entropy production
in such settings and whether there is an effective thermodynamic description for
the visible degrees of freedom.
8.1 Setup
To formalize the setting, we assume that there exists an underlying (possibly
multi-variate) complete dynamics z(t) and that we observe a visible process x(t).
The visible process could consist of a subset of the variables that make up the
complete process, such that one can split the variables z = {x, y} into a visible set
x and a hidden set y. This is the case for the microswimmer considered before:
Of the complete set {X, r} of variables, we can only observe the center of mass
position X.
However, such a setting is too restrictive. Consider, for example, the masked jump
processes discussed in the next chapter. There, we cannot make such a distinction
between visible and hidden variables. The most complete setup is therefore that
of a hidden Markov model (see, e.g., Chap. 13.2 of Ref. [204]), which we have
already encountered in Sec. 6.4 and in the article in Ref. [1]. The causal structure
is depicted in Fig. 8.2. It consists of a hidden Markov chain and observations that
form the visible process.
zt−1 zt zt+1
xt−1 xt xt+1
hidden:
visible:
Figure 8.2: Causal diagram of a hidden Markov model. A Markov process z(t) is
observed via the visible process x(t).
This structure is even more general than is needed: The so-called emission prob-
abilites governing how x results from z represent a simple many-to-one mapping
using delta functions, as the hidden state completely defines the visible state.
Importantly, one could generalize the setup by loosening this restriction thus in-
cluding measurement errors.
Crucially, we already see the main feature of the visible dynamics: They are
not Markovian, i.e., there are (perhaps complex) memory effects that cannot be
unraveled via two-point statistics.
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8.2 Two effective descriptions
We start by presenting two different strategies of effective description that have
been proposed in the literature. For simplicity, it is assumed that all states z and
x are even under time-reversal.
8.2.1 Coarse-graining and apparent entropy production
The first method goes, somewhat ambiguously, under the name of coarse-graining.
It is effectively a mapping to a Markov model. Importantly, this would be the
description used if one were unaware of the presence of hidden slow degrees of
freedom, since then, naturally, one would assume Markovian dynamics for the
system.
Of course we expect some level of consistency of the effective description. It
should reproduce the correct marginal distribution p(x, t) of the visible process
for all times t. Furthermore, we require that the transition rates W˜ (x|x′; t) of the
visible process coincide with the observed transition rates.
As pointed out by Esposito [205], this is accomplished by integrating out the
hidden variables in the master equation (2.18) governing the complete dynamics:
∂
∂t
p(z, t) =
∫
dz′W (z|z′; t) p(z′, t), (8.1)
where W (z|z′; t) is the transition rate for the underlying dynamics (notice that
we dropped the tilde, which we reserve for the coarse-grained transition rates).
The hidden probability can now be decomposed in the following way:
p(z, t) = pc(z|x; t) p(x, t), (8.2)
where pc(z|x; t) denotes the conditional probability of the complete hidden state
z given the visible state x. Inserting this decomposition into Eq. (8.1) yields(
∂
∂t
pc(z|x; t)
)
p(x, t) + pc(z|x; t) ∂
∂t
p(x, t)
=
∫
dx′
(∫
d(z′|x′)W (z|z′; t) pc(z′|x′; t)
)
p(x, t), (8.3)
where
∫
d(z′|x′) denotes integration over all hidden states z′ belonging to the
visible state x′. Integrating over all hidden states belonging to x yields:
∂
∂t
p(x, t) = W˜ (x|x′; t) p(x, t), (8.4)
with the effective (or coarse-grained) rates
W˜ (x|x′; t) :=
∫∫
d(z|x)d(z′|x′)W (z|z′; t) pc(z′|x′; t). (8.5)
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This coarse-graining scheme has been used, e.g., in Refs. [81, 205, 206] for Marko-
vian jump processes and in Ref. [207] for Fokker-Planck dynamics. One example
is given by a Brownian particle in a two-dimensional potential V (x, y; t). In our
article in Ref. [2] (reprinted below) we show that coarse-graining away the y-
coordinate results in an effective potential V˜ (x; t) for the variable x.
Importantly, it is necessary to first solve the complete dynamics in order to calcu-
late pc(z
′|x′; t). Moreover, the effective description is not unique since it depends
on the choice of initial distribution pc(z|x; 0) of hidden variables. However, in
realistic settings one would either choose the equilibrium distribution or the sta-
tionary distribution of a nonequilibrium steady-state, depending on the physical
context. We also need to mention that the effective transition rates W˜ (x|x′; t)
would be a measured quantity in an experiment, computed by counting the num-
ber of transitions per time interval.
Also note that Eq. (8.4) does not imply that the x-dynamics are Markovian. We
have explicitly used the one-time distribution p(x, t) and not a generic transition
probability. It is generally impossible to find a corresponding Master equation
for ∂∂tp(x, t|x′′; t′′) for all x and x′′ and all t and t′′ since that would imply the
Markov property of the visible process (see Sec. IV.1 of Ref. [8]).
Applying the formalism laid out in Secs. 3.5 and 4.4 leads to the following defini-
tion of an entropy production for the coarse-grained process:
σ˜[x(·)] := ln p˜[x(·)]¯˜p[x¯(·)] , (8.6)
where p˜[x(·)] denotes the path probability of the visible trajectory x(·) if it
were generated using the effective Master equation with the rates W˜ (x|x′; t) (or
Langevin equation with the corresponding force and diffusion) and similarly for
the reverse probability ¯˜p[x¯(·)] of the time-reversed trajectory.
We call the quantity σ˜[x(·)] defined in Eq. (8.6) apparent entropy production in
accordance with Refs. [2, 208, 209]. As shown in Sec. 4.6.2, the corresponding
average entropy production rate [Eq. 4.113] ˙˜Σ reads
˙˜Σ =
∫∫
dxdx′ W˜ (x|x′; t) p(x′, t) ln W˜ (x|x
′; t) p(x′, t)
W˜ (x′|x; t) p(x, t) . (8.7)
It is natural to ask how this average entropy production rate relates to the real
average entropy production rate
Σ˙ =
∫∫
dzdz′W (z|z′; t) p(z′, t) ln W (z|z
′; t) p(z′, t)
W (z′|z; t) p(z, t) . (8.8)
As shown by Esposito [205], the average apparent entropy production never over-
estimates the real entropy production rate. To show why this is the case, let us
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rewrite the entropy production rates. First the apparent entropy production rate
˙˜Σ =
∫∫
dxdx′
(∫∫
d(z|x)d(z′|x′)W (z|z′) pc(z′|x′)
)
p(x′) ln
W˜ (x|x′)p(x′)
W˜ (x′|x) p(x) ,
(8.9)
where we used Eq. (8.5) and dropped the time-dependency. The total average
entropy production rate can also be rewritten:
Σ˙ =
∫∫
dxdx′
∫∫
d(z|x)d(z′|x′)W (z|z′) pc(z′|x′)p(x′) ln W (z|z
′)pc(z′|x′)p(x′)
W (z′|z) pc(z|x)p(x) ,
(8.10)
where we used the decomposition in Eq. (8.2).
We then find:
Σ˙− ˙˜Σ =
∫∫
dxdx′W˜ (x|x′)p(x′)
∫∫
d(z|x)d(z′|x′)W (z|z
′)pc(z′|x′)
W˜ (x|x′)
× ln
[
W (z|z′)pc(z′|x′)
W˜ (x|x′)
W˜ (x′|x)
W (z′|z)pc(z|x)
]
(8.11)
=
∫∫
dxdx′W˜ (x|x′)p(x′)DKL
[
q(z′ → z|x′ → x)∣∣∣∣q(z → z′|x→ x′)]
(8.12)
≥ 0, (8.13)
where we defined the conditional hidden transition rate
q(z′ → z|x′ → x) := W (z|z
′)pc(z′|x′)
W˜ (x|x′) (8.14)
normalized according to Eq. (8.5) such that:∫∫
d(z|x)d(z′|x′) q(z′ → z|x′ → x) = 1. (8.15)
Additionally, we identified the Kullback-Leibler distance defined in Eq. (3.5) which
is nonnegative and thus proves the inequality.
Both entropy productions therefore become equal when there are no hidden
degrees of freedom, i.e., when pc(z|x) = δ(z − x) and W (z|z′) = W˜ (x|x′).
However, Eq. (8.12) also reveals another possibility: They become equal when
q(z′ → z|x′ → x) = q(z → z′|x → x′), implying that the hidden transitions
z′ → z are reversible given the visible transitions.
Apart from the average entropy production rate, one can also study the fluctua-
tions of the apparent entropy production which we will discuss in Sec. 8.4.
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Turning back to the microswimmer model introduced in the previous chapter, we
now understand from a formal perspective why dissipation was underestimated
by the coarse-grained description: The center of mass dynamics lacked crucial
information about the underlying time-reversal behavior.
8.2.2 Marginal process and marginal entropy production
The second effective description utilizes the full marginal path probability of the
visible trajectories. Then, the marginal entropy production reads:
σx[x(·)] := ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)] , (8.16)
where the probabilities result from marginalizing the complete trajectory proba-
bilities:
p[x(·)] =
∫
Dz(·) p[x(·)|z(·)] p[z(·)] (8.17)
and
p¯[x¯(·)] =
∫
Dz¯(·) p[x¯(·)|z¯(·)] p¯[z¯(·)], (8.18)
where p[x(·)|z(·)] encodes the mapping of z(·) to x(·) which is time-reversal-
symmetric: p[x(·)|z(·)] = p[x¯(·)|z¯(·)].
By definition (see Sec. 3.5), this marginal entropy production fulfills an integral
and a Crooks-type fluctuation theorem. We can also study the average marginal
entropy production Σx [using Eq. (4.62)]:
Σx[x(·)] = 〈σx[x(·)]〉 =
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)] ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)] = DKL
[
p[x(·)] || p¯[x¯(·)]
]
, (8.19)
which is the irreversibility of the visible process. We can prove that this entropy
production, too, gives a lower bound for the real entropy production. We first
show that the complete average entropy production of the hidden, complete pro-
cess is the same as the joint entropy production of the visible and hidden process
together:
Σ[z(·)] =
∫
Dz(·) p[x(·)] ln p[z(·)]
p¯[z¯(·)] (8.20)
=
∫∫
Dz(·)Dx(·) p[x(·), z(·)] ln p[z(·)] p
[
x(·)|z(·)]
p¯[z¯(·)] p[x¯(·)|z¯(·)] (8.21)
=
∫∫
Dz(·)Dx(·) p[x(·), z(·)] ln p[x(·), z(·)]
p¯[x¯(·), z¯(·)] (8.22)
=: Σ[x(·), z(·)], (8.23)
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where we used the fact that the mapping probabilities p[x(·)|z(·)] are symmetric
under time-reversal in the second line.
However, when we compare this to the marginal entropy production, we find:
Σ[x(·), z(·)] =
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)] ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)]
(
1 +
∫
Dz(·)p[z(·)|x(·)] ln p[z(·)|x(·)]
p¯
[
z¯(·)|x¯(·)]
)
(8.24)
=
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)] ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)]
(
1 +DKL
[
p
[
z(·)|x(·)]∣∣∣∣∣∣p¯[z¯(·)|x¯(·)]])
(8.25)
≥ Σx[x(·)]. (8.26)
Thus Σx[x(·)] ≤ Σ[x(·), z(·)] = Σ[z(·)]. This makes sense since the visible process
alone contains less information about time-irreversibility than the hidden, com-
plete process. Once the hidden trajectory is known, the observed one is redundant
information. This reasoning was first employed by Gomez-Marin et al. [61] to ar-
gue how incomplete information about a system can yield lower bounds on its
average dissipation.
One big caveat of this description is that to compute the marginal entropy produc-
tion, one has to know the trajectory statistics p[x(·)] which is difficult in experi-
ments, to say the least. It seems impossible to sample sufficiently good statistics of
entire continuous trajectories in diffusive processes. Nonetheless, for discrete-time
jump processes, the multi-point statistics for short trajectories can be obtained
and supplemented with some clever extrapolation techniques as shown by Rolda´n
and Parrondo [62, 63, 210]. Recently, Mart´ınez et al. [64] have shown how to com-
pute the marginal entropy production for continuous-time jump processes from
the non-Poissonian distribution of dwell times inside the individual states. We
will further investigate this approach in Sec. 9.3.
One big advantage also pointed out by Mart´ınez et al. [64] is that the marginal
entropy production makes it able to infer time-irreversibility, even when there are
no probability flows. The reason for this is that, by definition, it is sensitive to
correlations beyond the two-point statistics captured by fitting a Markov process
to the available data. No other proposed lower bound for the entropy production
can achieve the same.
However, the question remains under what circumstances one can recover the
complete entropy production from only the data of the visible process. There
exist some results about the missing part of the entropy production, e.g., that it
fulfills a fluctuation theorem [211]. Yet, this seems to be of dubious utility for
the problem at hand. In Chap. 9 we show one possible scenario in which one can
constrain the hidden entropy production.
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8.3 Separation of time-scales
An important and illuminating limiting case is obtained when there is a time-
scale separation between the visible and the hidden degrees of freedom such that
the unobserved variables evolve on much faster time scales then the observed
ones. Then, as shown in Refs. [205, 206], the fast degrees of freedom can be adi-
abatically eliminated yielding Markovian dynamics for the visible process: Since
the hidden degrees of freedom evolve so quickly, they relax (infinitely) quickly
towards a stationary state pc(z|x; t) = pst(z|x; t), where the instantaneous sta-
tionary state is reached by keeping x and t fixed. This means that the hidden
transition probability can be approximated by:
W (z|z′; t) ≈ W˜ (x|x′; t) pst(z|x; t), (8.27)
which depends on z′ only through the visible state x′ belonging to it.
Given that there exists detailed balance among the hidden transitions at fixed
visible transitions, such that no nonequilibrium steady state can emerge, we can
replace the conditional stationary distribution by a conditional equilibrium dis-
tribution: peq(z|x; t). Then the conditional hidden transition rate defined in
Eq. (8.14) reads:
q(z′ → z|x′ → x) = W˜ (x|x
′; t) peq(z|x; t) peq(z′|x′; t)
W˜ (x|x′; t) (8.28)
= peq(z|x; t) peq(z′|x′; t) (8.29)
= q(z → z′|x→ x′), (8.30)
which implies that the difference between the real average entropy production
rate Σ˙ and the apparent entropy production rate ˙˜Σ vanishes1:
˙˜Σ = Σ˙. (8.31)
Thus, within time-scale separation, coarse-graining delivers a consistent thermo-
dynamic interpretation [205], which is what we expected since this forms the basis
of our thermodynamic interpretation.
Since the Markovian description becomes exact in the limit of time-scale separa-
tion, the path probabilities from the effective master equation coincide with the
ones from the marginal process in that limit:
p˜[x(·)] = p[x(·)] (8.32)
and similarly for the reversed probabilities. This means that for the trajectory
entropy productions, we find:
σ˜[x(·)] = σx[x(·)]. (8.33)
1The fact that there is detailed balance in the hidden part of the system is crucial. Otherwise
we would miss a contribution to the entropy production [206].
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Moreover, the hidden path probabilities and the marginal path probabilities differ
only by conditional equilibrium fluctuations which are time-reversible:
p[z(·)] = peq[z(·)|x(·)] p[x(·)], (8.34)
and equally for the reversed probabilities. Therefore, we find
σ[z(·)] = ln peq[z(·)|x(·)]
p¯eq[z¯(·)|x¯(·)] + σx[x(·)] (8.35)
= σx[x(·)]. (8.36)
Thus, in the limit of time-scale separation and when the detailed balance holds
for those hidden transitions that do not change the observed state, all entropy
productions agree:
σ[z(·)] = σx[x(·)] = σ˜[x(·)] (8.37)
and thus
Σ˙ = Σ˙x =
˙˜Σ. (8.38)
8.4 Hidden slow degrees of freedom in fluctuation
theorems
We already established that the marginal entropy production σx[x(·)] fulfills the
standard fluctuation theorems. Considering, however, the apparent entropy pro-
duction, predicting how the fluctuation theorems must be modified is not trivial.
For instance, take the integral fluctuation theorem:
〈
e−σ˜
〉
=
∫
Dx(·) p[x(·)]
¯˜p[x¯(·)]
p˜[x(·)] 6= 1, (8.39)
where we used Eq. (8.6). The standard integral fluctuation theorem is violated
because the integrand is not normalized. Without any input about the underlying
physical process no further statements seem to be possible (e.g., under which
conditions the exponential average is less or more than one).
Rahav and Jarzynski [212] addressed this question in an early study by performing
perturbation theory on a coarse-grained system about the limiting case of time-
scale separation, finding that the fluctuation relations hold approximately for
small entropy productions.
Mehl et al. [208] have studied the problem experimentally using two magnetically
coupled Brownian particles driven into a nonequilibrium steady state. Using the
coarse-graining scheme outlined above and inferring entropy production from the
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trajectory of only one of the particles, they found that the detailed fluctuation
theorem (see Sec. 4.5.3) for the apparent entropy production becomes modified
such that the slope is less than one:
ln
p(σ)
p(−σ) = ασ, with α < 1. (8.40)
A similar experiment on two coupled driven RC-circuits was carried out by Chiang
et al. [213]. Their apparent detailed fluctuation theorem also shows a modified
slope. An attempt at explaining these result was made in Ref. [209] using a large-
deviation analysis of a similar system. The authors find a distinctly nonlinear
fluctuation theorem and argue that the experimentally observed linear behavior
is the result of a lack of good statistics for large entropy productions: By definition
the detailed fluctuation theorem is an antisymmetric function and every smooth
antisymmetric function is linear around the origin.
8.4.1 Model system
Our contribution to the analysis of the effect of hidden variables on fluctuation
relations is twofold: Firstly, we present a model system that is simple enough to
be analytically tractable2. This enables us to exactly calculate the distribution of
entropy productions. It comes at the cost of only showing a linear apparent fluctu-
ation theorem, as the distribution of entropy productions is Gaussian. Secondly,
using this model, we are able to contrast the coarse-grained with the marginal
description. To do this, we exactly calculate the marginal entropy production for
this model which is possible because the marginalizations in Eqs. (8.16) and (8.17)
each involve a Gaussian path integral. As expected, this marginal entropy pro-
duction fulfills the fluctuation theorems.
Our model consists of a Brownian particle in a two-dimensional harmonic trapping
potential which is moved at a constant velocity u in the positive x-direction. The
trapping potential contains a linear coupling term between the visible (x) and the
hidden (y) degree of freedom. The setup is depicted in Fig. 8.3.
We show that the coarse-graining procedure with y being the hidden variable
results in an effective trapping potential V˜ (x; t) for the visible coordinate. Eval-
uating the work done on the particle using the effective potential and the visible
trajectories results in an entropy production that breaks the fluctuation theorem.
The reason is the non-Markovianity of the visible process which is not reflected
in the apparent entropy production σ˜[x(·)]. We show that, when the hidden de-
gree of freedom evolves on much faster timescales than the visible one, the usual
fluctuation relations are restored, as expected.
2Like in our analysis of the microswimmer model, we exploit the fact that linearly coupled
Langevin equations transform to a Fokker-Planck equation that is solved by a Gaussian as
detailed in Appendix B.
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uy
x
V
Figure 8.3: Left: Setup of the model system with which we study the impact
of hidden degrees of freedom on fluctuation theorems. A Brownian particle is
trapped in a harmonic potential which is pulled at constant velocity u in the
positive x-direction. Coarse-graining away the y-degree of freedom creates an
effective trapping potential in the x-direction (dashed curve). Right: Contour-
plot of the trapping potential illustrating how the potential creates correlations
between the visible and the hidden coordinates.
In appendix D we additionally present the average entropy production rates of
the different effective descriptions for a model system with an additional velocity
component v in the y-direction.
8.4.2 Article: [J. Stat. Mech., 063204 (2018)]
The following article is reprinted from M. Kahlen and J. Ehrich, arXiv:1803.04740.
Journal reference: [M. Kahlen and J. Ehrich, “Hidden slow degrees of freedom
and fluctuation theorems: an analytically solvable model,” J. Stat. Mech., 063204
(2018)] (Ref. [2]).
The bracketed numbers provide a continuous pagination.
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Abstract. In some situations in stochastic thermodynamics not all relevant slow
degrees of freedom are accessible. Consequently, one adopts an effective description
involving only the visible degrees of freedom. This gives rise to an apparent entropy
production that violates standard fluctuation theorems. We present an analytically
solvable model illustrating how the fluctuation theorems are modified. Furthermore,
we define an alternative to the apparent entropy production: the marginal entropy
production which fulfills the fluctuation theorems in the usual form. We show that
the non-Markovianity of the visible process is responsible for the deviations in the
fluctuation theorems.
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1. Introduction
Stochastic Thermodynamics allow the study of small-scale systems driven far away
from thermal equilibrium [1, 2]. This is usually achieved by describing the properties
of interest as stochastic processes. In this context fluctuation theorems play a central
role, as they allow to link quantities obtained from nonequilibrium transformations
to equilibrium system properties [3, 4]. The formalism of stochastic thermodynamics
commonly assumes a time-scale separation between the slow observed degrees of freedom
and the fast unobserved variables which are assumed to be equilibrated [5].
However, this assumption cannot always be fulfilled. For example, in molecular
folding-unfolding experiments in which multiple laser traps are being used, it is not
always practical or possible to observe the dynamics in both traps thus rendering a
degree of freedom hidden from the observer [6, 7]. Moreover, studies on molecular
motors often rely on the attachment of beads to the system under study, which results
in a joint stochastic system of motor and bead [8]. Since only the bead is observed,
the degrees of freedom comprising the motor are hidden from the experimenter. It is
therefore important to study the influence of hidden degrees of freedom in the context
of stochastic thermodynamics.
A very general approach to this problem relies on the interpretation of any
deviations of measurable quantities as measurement errors and studying their impact
on fluctuation relations [9, 10].
Further, one may obtain an effective description of the visible degrees of freedom
by employing a coarse-graining scheme [5, 11] which lumps together several (hidden)
microstates into few (observable) mesostates. An early theoretical study on the
impact of coarse-graining on fluctuation relations has been carried out by Rahav
and Jarzynski [12]. An experiment of two magnetically coupled colloidal particles
of which one is hidden from the observer has been realized by Mehl et al [13] and
was recently further analyzed theoretically by Uhl et al [14]. By employing coarse-
graining the authors define an apparent entropy production for the resulting effective
process. When evaluated, the fluctuation theorems for this quantity deviate from the
usual form expected for the effective process. In the same spirit Chiang et al [15] have
experimentally investigated the fluctuations of entropy production in a driven RC-circuit
coupled to another hidden circuit with similar results.
The question of how to appropriately split the entropy production for systems
with interacting degrees of freedom has attracted some attention recently [16, 17, 18]
and there are also alternative definitions of coarse-graining applicable to networks of
states of discrete Markov processes [19, 20, 21]. Furthermore, there have been efforts to
formulate an effective thermodynamic description for these systems if not all transitions
are observed [22, 23, 24].
However, what is still lacking is a sufficiently simple and thus analytically tractable
model system which illustrates the effect of coarse-graining in a system with hidden slow
degrees of freedom. Such a model has the added benefit of being able to pinpoint why
(138)
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the apparent entropy production violates standard fluctuation theorems.
The aim of this paper is to 1) present such a model system with a hidden degree
of freedom, obtain an effective description of the observed degree of freedom and
analytically calculate the fluctuation theorems for the apparent entropy production;
2) offer a complementary marginal entropy production which fulfills the fluctuation
theorems in their standard form; and 3) identify the difference between these two
methods of effective description.
2. Fluctuation relations and coarse-graining
Let a system with two degrees of freedom be described by a bivariate Markov process
{x(t), y(t)}. The evolution of the joint probability of the entire process shall be given
by a Master (or Fokker-Planck-) equation:
∂t p(x, y; t) = L(t) p(x, y; t), (1)
where L(t) is the generator.
We now consider trajectories of length T of the joint process and define a stochastic
entropy production σ[x(·), y(·)] [25]:
σ[x(·), y(·)] := ln p[x(·), y(·)]
p¯[x¯(·), y¯(·)] , (2)
where p[x(·), y(·)] is the probability to observe the trajectory {x(·), y(·)} including its
initial and final values {x0, y0} and {xT , yT}. Here, p¯[x¯(·), y¯(·)] is the probability to
observe the time-reversed trajectory in a time-reversed version of the process described
by L(T − t). We set the Boltzmann constant and the temperature to unity throughout,
rendering all entropies and energies dimensionless.
The entropy production defined in (2) implies a fluctuation theorem of the Crooks
type [4]:
ln
p(σ)
p¯(−σ) = σ, (3)
where p(σ) is the probability to obtain the entropy production σ and p¯(−σ) denotes the
probability to obtain its negative in the time-reversed process.
Additionally, (3) implies an integral fluctuation theorem:〈
e−σ
〉
p(σ)
= 1. (4)
If the process starts and ends in equilibrium, we may write σ = w−∆F and obtain the
Jarzynski relation [3]:〈
e−w
〉
p(w)
= e−∆F , (5)
where w is the work done on the system under study and ∆F is the free energy difference
between the initial and final equilibrium states.
(139)
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2.1. Coarse-graining
Let us now assume that we can only observe one degree of freedom x(t) of the system
under study. Its time evolution is obtained from (1) by integrating out the hidden
degrees of freedom [5]:
∂t p(x; t) = L˜(t) p(x; t), (6)
with the effective generator:
L˜(t) :=
∫
dyL(t) p(y|x; t), (7)
which explicitly depends on the solution of (1) through p(y|x; t). This process of
integrating out variables is known as coarse-graining. Note that even though the
marginal ensemble distribution p(x; t) =
∫
dy p(x, y; t) fulfills the effective Master
equation (6), x(t) is in general not a Markov process as we will demonstrate using
our model system.
2.2. Apparent entropy production and marginal entropy production
The effective Master equation (6) gives rise to an effective path probability p˜[x(·)] with
which one can define a coarse-grained [5], or apparent entropy production [13, 14] (see
also the discussion in Appendix A):
σ˜[x(·)] := ln p˜[x(·)]¯˜p[x¯(·)] (8)
in analogy with (2).
Esposito [5] showed that the coarse-graining procedure ensures that the apparent
entropy production σ˜ on average underestimates the total entropy production σ:
〈σ〉 ≥ 〈σ˜〉. (9)
Equality holds only when there is a separation of time scales between the dynamics
of the observed degrees of freedom and the unobserved ones and if there is detailed
balance between the unobserved degrees of freedom at constant observed degrees of
freedom [11]. In that case the conditional distribution p(y|x; t) in (7) can be substituted
by a conditional equilibrium distribution thus rendering y a bath variable.
Concerning the fluctuations of the apparent entropy production, previous
studies [12, 13, 14, 15, 26] showed that one has to expect deviations in the fluctuation
theorems. In order to see why this is the case, we contrast the apparent entropy
production in (8) with the marginal entropy production:
σx[x(·)] := ln p[x(·)]
p¯[x¯(·)] . (10)
Here, p[x(·)] = ∫ Dy(·) p[x(·), y(·)] and p¯[x¯(·)] = ∫ Dy¯(·) p¯[x¯(·), y¯(·)] result from
appropriate marginalizations of the entire path probability of the joint process.
From its definition (10) it is evident that the marginal entropy production σx
fulfills fluctuation theorems of the usual type. Like the marginal entropy production,
(140)
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the apparent entropy production σ˜[x(·)] is calculated from sampled trajectories x(t).
However, these actually occur with relative frequencies p[x(·)]. Therefore, we cannot
expect fluctuation theorems of the usual type to hold for the apparent entropy
production: 〈
e−σ˜[x(·)]
〉
p[x(·)] 6=
〈
e−σx[x(·)]
〉
p[x(·)] = 1 (11)
and
ln
p(σ˜)
p¯(−σ˜) 6= σ˜. (12)
3. Model system
We consider a two-dimensional overdamped Brownian motion in a harmonic potential
that is dragged through a medium at constant velocity u in the x-direction:
V (x, y; t) :=
1
2
(x− ut)2 + 1
2
y2 − b (x− ut) y, (13)
where b is a coupling parameter governing the interaction between the two degrees
of freedom. This model is an extension of the one-dimensional model considered by
Mazonka and Jarzynski in [27].
We assume that the system is initially in equilibrium with the potential V (x, y; 0).
Experimentally, this means that the system is left alone to equilibrate before any tugging
on the potential begins. After a time T the driving is halted and the system is left to
equilibrate.
The two degrees of freedom shall have different mobilities νi. We set νx to unity
leaving us with νy := ν for the y-dynamics. The resulting coupled overdamped Langevin
equations read:
x˙ = Fx(x, y; t) +
√
2 ξx(t) (14a)
y˙ = νFy(x, y; t) +
√
2ν ξy(t), (14b)
with forces Fx(x, y; t) = −∂xV (x, y; t) and Fy(x, y; t) = −∂yV (x, y; t) and zero-mean
Gaussian white noise terms ξx(t) and ξy(t) satisfying 〈ξi(t) ξj(t′)〉 = δij δ(t − t′). The
corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for the ensemble distribution p(x, y; t) is given
by:
∂tp(x, y; t) = −∂xjx(x, y; t)− ∂yjy(x, y; t), (15)
where jx = (Fx − ∂x) p and jy = ν(Fy − ∂y) p are the probability currents.
Due to the linear drift and constant diffusion coefficients in (15), the solution
p(x, y; t) is Gaussian. According to the Langevin equations (14a) and (14b) the mean
values obey:
µ˙x = 〈x˙〉 = − (µx − ut) + b µy (16a)
µ˙y = 〈y˙〉 = −ν µy + νb (µx − ut) . (16b)
(141)
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Using the Fokker-Planck equation (15), the time evolution of the variance cxx is given
by:
c˙xx =
∫
dxdy ∂tp(x, y; t) (x
2 − µ2x)− 2µx µ˙x
= −2 cxx + 2 b cxy + 2 (17)
and similarly the other (co-)variances obey:
c˙xy = b (νcxx + cyy)− (ν + 1) cxy (18a)
c˙yy = 2bν cxy − 2ν cyy + 2ν . (18b)
The solution of these differential equations (with appropriate initial conditions) is then
given by:
µx(t) = ut− u
1− b2 −
u
ν (λ2 − λ1)
λ2(1− λ2)e−λ1t + λ1(λ1 − 1)e−λ2t
1− b2 (19a)
µy(t) = − ub
(λ2 − λ1)
λ2(1− e−λ1t) + λ1(e−λ2t − 1)
1− b2 (19b)
and
cxx =
1
1− b2 , cxy =
b
1− b2 and cyy =
1
1− b2 , (20)
where the rates are specified by:
λ1 :=
(1 + ν)−√(1− ν)2 + 4b2ν
2
> 0 (21a)
λ2 :=
(1 + ν) +
√
(1− ν)2 + 4b2ν
2
> λ1 > 0 . (21b)
The degree of freedom associated with the y-dynamics shall be hidden from
the observer who thus assumes an apparent one-dimensional motion in a dragged
harmonic potential. Following section 2.1, this effective potential V˜ (x; t) is obtained
by marginalizing (15):
∂tp(x; t) = −∂x
(∫
dyFx(x, y; t)p(y|x; t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:−∂xV˜ (x;t)
−∂x
)
p(x; t) (22)
yielding:
V˜ (x; t) =
1− b2
2
(x− ut)2 + ub2(x− ut)e
−λ2t − e−λ1t
λ2 − λ1
λ1t≫ 1−→ 1− b
2
2
(x− ut)2 . (23)
Therefore, an experimenter unaware of the second degree of freedom would use the
potential in (23) to model the system. This is because, experimentally, one would fit
the potential to the observed initial equilibrium distribution, which is given by:∫
dy exp (−V (x, y; 0)) ∝ exp
(
−1− b
2
2
x2
)
. (24)
(142)
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3.1. Work distribution
The fluctuating total work w done on the system is identified following the standard
prescription of stochastic energetics [28]:
w[x(·), y(·)] =
T∫
0
dt ∂tV (x, y; t)
=
T∫
0
dt [−u(x− ut) + uby] . (25)
It equals the entropy production σ since the free energy of the system remains constant
during the process. Accordingly, the apparent work w˜ is given by
w˜[x(·)] =
T∫
0
dt ∂tV˜ (x; t)
= −
T∫
0
dt u(1− b2) (x− ut). (26)
Together with (14a) and (14b) this specifies a system of three linearly coupled Langevin
equations. From now on we switch to the moving reference frame x → x − ut. The
coupled system of Langevin equations then reads:
x˙ = −x+ b y − u+
√
2 ξx(t) (27a)
y˙ = −ν y + νb x+
√
2ν ξy(t) (27b)
˙˜w = −u(1− b2)x, (27c)
with the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for this joint process:
∂tp(x, y, w˜; t) =
[
∂x (x− by + u) + ∂2x + ∂y (νy − νbx)
+ν∂2y + u(1− b2)x ∂w˜
]
p(x, y, w˜; t) . (28)
The solution is again Gaussian and the moments are obtained in the same way as before
yielding the following asymptotic expression for the mean apparent work
µw˜(T )
λ1T ≫ 1−→ u2T − u2 b
2 + ν
ν(1 − b2) (29)
and for the variance
cw˜w˜(T )
λ1T ≫ 1−→ 2u2 b
2 + ν
ν
T − 2u2 b
2 + 2b2ν + ν2
ν2(1− b2) . (30)
The asymptotic distribution p(w˜;T ) is shown in figure 1 for a representative
set of parameters. We also show results from numerically evaluating (27c) using x-
trajectories obtained from simulating the joint system in (27a) and (27b). We note that
the histograms obtained from simulations asymptotically converge to the distribution
specified by (29) and (30).
(143)
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Figure 1. Left: Histograms for the apparent work w˜ gained from simulations (time
step: dt = 10−2 and 106 realizations) of the discretized Langevin equation (27a)-(27c)
for model parameters u = 5, b = 1/2 and ν = 1/2. Additionally, the asymptotic
solutions are shown. Right: Comparison of simulations and asymptotic solution for
the mean and the variance of the apparent work.
3.2. Fluctuation Theorems
Our process starts and ends in equilibrium with ∆F = 0. The work given in (25) is
invariant under time reversal t→ T − t. Thus:
p(σ) = p(w) = p¯(w). (31)
The work distribution therefore fulfills a detailed fluctuation theorem [2]:
ln
p(w)
p(−w) = w. (32)
In contrast, the detailed fluctuation theorem for the apparent work w˜ reads:
ln
p(w˜)
p(−w˜) =
2µw˜
cw˜w˜
w˜
λ1T ≫ 1−→ ν
ν + b2
w˜. (33)
Since p(w˜) is Gaussian in our model, deviations from the usual detailed fluctuation
theorem only manifest themselves in an altered slope.
Figure 2 shows the asymptotic detailed fluctuation theorem given by (33) together
with the fluctuation theorems calculated from the histograms of the apparent work
obtained from simulations.
In the limiting cases of no coupling (b→ 0) and time scale separation (ν →∞) the
detailed fluctuation theorem is fulfilled in the usual form. In the former case the hidden
variable y decouples from the observed variable x and thus the apparent work (26) equals
the total work (25). In the latter case the hidden degree of freedom is pushed into a
conditional equilibrium with the observed variable. In this situation coarse-graining
delivers a thermodynamically consistent description of the observed process.
For completeness, we also state the asymptotic integral fluctuation theorem:
〈e−w˜〉 = exp
(cw˜w˜
2
− µw˜
)
(144)
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λ1T ≫ 1−→ exp
(
u2b2T
ν
− u
2b2(ν + 1)
ν2 (1− b2)
)
. (34)
Again, for b→ 0 and ν →∞ the fluctuation theorem holds in the usual form.
0 1 2 3
w˜
0
1
2
3
ln
p
(w˜
)
p
(−
w˜
)
sim. T = 50
sim. T = 200
sim. T = 500
10−2 10−1 100
b
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1 w˜
ln
p
(w˜
)
p
(−
w˜
) ν
=
0.01
ν
=
0.1
ν
=
0.5
ν = 10
sim. T = 50
sim. T = 200
sim. T = 500
Figure 2. Left: Asymptotic detailed fluctuation theorem (black solid line) together
with the curves obtained from the histograms of apparent work values gained from
simulations (time step: dt = 10−1 and 106 realizations) of different lengths (symbols).
The parameters are u = 0.1, b = 0.1 and ν = 0.01. The simulation results are
accompanied by linear fits. Error bars are smaller than the symbol size. The dashed
line indicates a slope of one. We see that for large times the simulation results converge
to the asymptotic fluctuation theorem. Right: Slope of the detailed fluctuation
theorem (33) in dependence of b and ν together with simulations for u = 0.1 (time step:
dt = 10−1 and 105 realizations). We infer that in the absence of coupling (b→ 0) and
when there is a separation of time-scales (large ν) one recovers the original fluctuation
relation with slope one.
3.3. Marginal fluctuation theorem
Having established that using the apparent entropy production causes deviations in
fluctuation relations, we now calculate the marginal entropy production σx defined
in (10).
Let us consider the problem of calculating the marginal path probability in general.
Instead of calculating it directly, it is instructive to see how the marginal entropy
production emerges from the fluctuation relation for the total entropy production:〈
e−σ[x(·),y(·)]
〉
p[x(·),y(·)] =
〈〈
e−σ[x(·),y(·)]
〉
p[y(·)|x(·)]
〉
p[x(·)]
. (35)
The inner average reads:〈
e−σ[x(·),y(·)]
〉
p[y(·)|x(·)] =
∫
Dy(·) p[y(·)|x(·)] p¯[x¯(·), y¯(·)]
p[x(·), y(·)]
=
∫ Dy(·) p¯[x¯(·), y¯(·)]
p[x(·)]
=
p¯[x¯(·)]
p[x(·)]
(10)
= e−σx , (36)
(145)
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such that: 〈
e−σx[x(·)]
〉
p[x(·)] = 1. (37)
In our model we identify the marginal entropy production in (36) as the marginal
work wx:
e−wx :=
〈
e−w[x(·),y(·)]
〉
p[y(·)|x(·)]
=
∫ Dy(·) e−w p[x(·), y(·)]∫ Dy(·) p[x(·), y(·)]
=:
I1
I0
, (38)
with
Iα :=
∫
dy0
∫
dyT p(x0, y0)
∫
Dy(·) p[x(·), y(·)|x0, y0] exp
α
T∫
0
dt (ux− uby)
, (39)
where we now explicitly indicated the integration over the boundary terms.
The trajectory probability follows from (27a) and (27b) and is up to normalization
given by:
p[x(·), y(·)|x0, y0] ∝ exp
−14
T∫
0
dt (x˙+ x− by + u)2 − 1
4ν
T∫
0
dt (y˙ + νy − νbx)2
 . (40)
Since the process starts in equilibrium, the initial condition reads:
p(x0, y0) ∝ exp
{
−1
2
x20 −
1
2
y20 + b x0 y0
}
. (41)
Thus we can write:
Iα ∝
∫
dy0
∫
dyT
(yT ,T )∫
(y0,0)
Dy(·) exp
{
−1
4
Sα [x(·), y(·), x0, y0]
}
, (42)
where:
Sα :=
T∫
0
dt (x˙+ x− by + u)2 + 1
ν
T∫
0
dt (y˙ + ν y − νb x)2 − 4α
T∫
0
dt (ux− uby)
+2x20 + 2y
2
0 − 4bx0y0. (43)
In Sα all terms that do not depend on α, y(·), y0 or yT need not be considered since
they will cancel upon taking the ratio I1/I0. Thus, after partial integration:
Sα =
T∫
0
dt
[
y2(b2 + ν)− 2b y (x+ u+ ν x− 2uα) + 1
ν
y˙2 − 4αux
]
+y20 + y
2
T − 2b(x0y0 − xTyT ) + const. (44)
(146)
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The path integral Iα is Gaussian and can therefore be calculated with the saddle-
point method, i.e. we expand Sα around its extremum S¯α := Sα [x(·), y¯(·)]. We set
y(·) := y¯(·) + δ(·) and obtain after partial integration:
Sα = S¯α + δ
2
0 + δ
2
T +
T∫
0
dt
[
(b2 + ν)δ2 +
1
ν
δ˙2
]
+δ0
(
−2bx0 + 2y¯0 − 2
ν
˙¯y|0
)
+ δT
(
−2bxT + 2y¯T + 2
ν
˙¯y|T
)
+
T∫
0
dt δ
[
−2
ν
¨¯y + 2(b2 + ν)y¯ − 2b(x+ u+ νx− 2αu)
]
+ const. (45)
The extremal trajectory y¯(·) is thus obtained by solving the Euler-Lagrange equation:
¨¯y − a2y¯ = −c x(t) + (2α− 1) νbu, (46)
where:
a :=
√
ν(ν + b2) (47)
c := νb (1 + ν). (48)
The solution needs to obey the boundary conditions:
0 = ˙¯y|0 − ν y¯0 + νb x0 (49)
0 = ˙¯y|T + ν y¯T − νb xT . (50)
It is given by:
y¯α(t) =
c
a
A(t)− 2α− 1
a2
νbu
[
1− g(t) + g(T − t)
a
]
+
c g(t)
aν
[
B(T )− ν
a
A(T )
]
+
b
a
[x0 g(T − t) + xT g(t)] , (51)
where
A(t) :=
t∫
0
dt x(t′) sinh a(t′ − t), (52)
B(t) :=
t∫
0
dt x(t′) cosh a(t′ − t) (53)
and
g(t) :=
a2
ν
cosh at+ a sinh at(
1 + a
2
ν2
)
sinh aT + 2a
ν
cosh aT
. (54)
The remaining path integral over δ(·) need not be carried out since it does not depend
on α and cancels when taking the ratio I1/I0. We therefore find after partial integration
and using (46), (47), (48), (49) and (50):
Sα = S¯α + const.
= −1
ν
T∫
0
dt y¯ [cx+ (1− 2α)νbu]− 4αu
T∫
0
dt x− b (xT y¯T + x0 y¯0) + const. (55)
(147)
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With this we obtain:
S¯1 − S¯0 = −1
ν
T∫
0
dt∆(t) (cx+ νbu) + 2bu
T∫
0
dt y¯1 − 4u
T∫
0
dt x− b∆(0) (x0 + xT ),(56)
where
∆(t) := y1(t)− y0(t)
= −2νbu
a2
[
1− g(t) + g(T − t)
a
]
. (57)
We finally obtain the marginal work wx:
wx[x(·)] = ln I0 − ln I1
=
S¯1 − S¯0
4
= −u (1− b2) ν
ν + b2
T∫
0
dt x+
b2u
a
G(a, ν, T ) (x0 + xT )
− b2u ν + 1
ν + b2
(
1− a
ν
G(a, ν, T )
) T∫
0
dt x(t)
(
sinh at + sinh a(T − t)
sinh aT
)
, (58)
with:
G(a, ν, T ) :=
T∫
0
dt g(t) =
1
a
ν
+ coth aT
2
. (59)
Figure 3 shows the convergence of the integral fluctuation theorem for the marginal
work wx calculated from the x-trajectories of the simulation. This is contrasted with
the fluctuation theorem for the apparent work w˜ calculated from (26). Additionally, we
used both degrees of freedom to calculate the total work w using (25) for which we also
plotted the integral fluctuation theorem.
As expected the apparent work w˜ does not fulfill the integral fluctuation theorem
while both the total and marginal work do. Interestingly, the convergence is faster for
the marginal work wx than for total work w, since part of the averaging has already
been accomplished by integrating out the y-variable.
(148)
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〈
e−w[x(·),y(·)]
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p[x(·),y(·)]
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Figure 3. Convergence of the integral fluctuation theorem for the total work w
calculated from numerically simulated trajectories of both degrees of freedom (blue
line), the marginal work wx (red line) and the apparent work w˜ (green line), which
have been calculated using the x-trajectory alone. The upper dashed line indicates
the time asymptotic fluctuation theorem (34) for the apparent work. The simulation
parameters are: u = 1, b = 0.5, ν = 1, T = 5 and time step dt = 10−2.
We now turn to some limiting cases. When there is no coupling, i.e. for b → 0,
the marginal work converges to the apparent work and both converge to the total work
given in (25):
lim
b→0
wx = lim
b→0
w˜ = lim
b→0
w = −u
T∫
0
dt x(t). (60)
The limit ν → ∞, i.e. when there is a separation of time scales, is more intricate:
We find from (47) that a → ν. Thus also a → ∞, which implies G(a, ν, T ) → 1/2.
Additionally, the last integral in (58) vanishes leaving us with:
lim
ν→∞
wx = w˜ = −u (1− b2)
T∫
0
dt x(t). (61)
This result is in agreement with our expectation that coarse-graining delivers a consistent
description when there is a separation of time scales.
Lastly, for large T we find: G(a, ν, T ) → ν/(a + ν), which implies that the first
term of (58) grows linearly with T while the others stay roughly constant. We may thus
neglect the second and third terms leaving us with:
wx[x(·)] aT≫1≈ −u (1− b2) ν
ν + b2
T∫
0
dt x(t). (62)
This is an interesting result, since with (26) it means that asymptotically:
wx =
ν
ν + b2
w˜, (63)
which immediately implies the asymptotic detailed fluctuation theorem for w˜:
ln
pwx(wx)
pwx(−wx)
= wx
(63)⇐⇒ ln pw˜(w˜)
pw˜(−w˜) =
ν
ν + b2
w˜, (64)
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in agreement with our previous result in (33).
4. Discussion
We demonstrated that the fluctuation theorems for the apparent entropy production of
coarse-grained systems deviate from their usual form.
Naively, this is unexpected since there is an effective description of the marginal
process x(t) with the effective Master equation (22). Yet, this effective description is
only valid on the ensemble level and not correct on the trajectory level. The apparent
entropy production expects the marginal process to be Markovian because it is defined
using the effective Master equation. However, x(t) is not a Markov process as we
demonstrate in Appendix B by means of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. The
Master equation for p(x; t) governs only the ensemble level. It does not imply that
x(t) is a Markov process. For this it would also have to hold true for any transition
probabilities p(x; t|x0; t0) [29].
This also explains why there are no deviations in the fluctuation theorems for the
apparent entropy production in the limit of decoupling (b→ 0) and time-scale separation
(ν →∞), since in these cases x(t) becomes Markovian.
There is the possibility of defining a marginal entropy production which is based
on the trajectory level. It therefore covers the entire statistics of the marginal process.
Naturally, fluctuation theorems for this quantity hold in their usual form.
We point out that our findings depend on the long-time limit we performed. This
is because we neglect the relaxation terms in the coarse-grained potential in (23),
which are due to the coarse-graining scheme capturing the relaxation of the hidden
degree of freedom. These terms produce an additional contribution to the apparent
work in (26) which does not grow with T and therefore does not affect the asymptotic
detailed fluctuation theorem. Similarly, coarse-graining produces relaxation terms after
the driving has stopped, which can be neglected as well.
The finding that the apparent entropy production does not generally fulfill the
standard fluctuation theorems is in agreement with [12, 13, 14, 15, 26]. Because in our
model the work distribution is Gaussian, the detailed fluctuation theorem remains linear
with a modified slope. However, for other setups there can be a distinctly nonlinear
behavior. [14].
Our results suggest that one can use fluctuation theorems to infer the existence of
hidden degrees of freedom: Imagine an experimenter only having access to one degree
of freedom. They would model the process with an effective description valid on the
ensemble level. Subsequently, the fluctuation theorem for the apparent entropy can be
employed and will reveal the existence of hidden degrees of freedom. Furthermore, with
a suitable model of all degrees of freedom at hand, one could infer model parameters
from the deviations in the fluctuation theorem.
Arguably, the most complete entropy production for one of several degrees of
freedom is the marginal entropy production and one should strive to use it, although it
(150)
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might be hard to calculate in practical applications.
5. Conclusion
In this article we considered an analytically solvable model of a stochastic system with a
visible and a hidden slow degree of freedom. For this model we studied the fluctuations
of the apparent entropy production which is defined on the basis of a coarse-grained
effective description. We were able to predict deviations in the fluctuation theorem.
The reason for these deviations lies in the non-Markovianity of the visible process,
which is not captured by the coarse-grained description. We proposed as an alternative
the marginal entropy production for which the fluctuation theorem naturally holds.
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Appendix A. Coarse-graining scheme on the basis of mean local velocities
Here, we want to show that the coarse-graining scheme used in [13] is consistent with
our definition of coarse-graining.
In [13] the authors follow the usual definition of stochastic entropy production [25]
and identify the apparent entropy production as the product of effective mean velocity
v˜(x; t) of the observed degree of freedom times the velocity x˙:
σ˜ :=
T∫
0
dt v˜(x; t) · x˙(t), (A.1)
where the effective mean velocity is defined by:
v˜(x; t) :=
∫
dy vx(x, y; t) p(y|x; t). (A.2)
The mean velocities are given by:
vx(x, y; t) = νx Fx(x, y; t)−Dx ∂xp(x, y; t)
p(x, y; t)
(A.3)
vy(x, y; t) = νy Fy(x, y; t)−Dy ∂yp(x, y; t)
p(x, y; t)
, (A.4)
where the νi are the mobilities and the Di the diffusivities of the individual degrees of
freedom and the Fi are the forces acting upon them.
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We recover this definition using our coarse-graining scheme outlined in section 2.1
by realizing that L(t) is the Fokker-Planck operator:
L(t) = −∂x(νx Fx(x, y; t)−Dx ∂x)− ∂y(νy Fy(x, y; t)−Dy ∂y). (A.5)
According to (7) and after partial integration, the effective operator is then given by:
L˜(t) = −∂x(νx F˜x(x; t)−Dx ∂x), (A.6)
with the effective force:
F˜x(x; t) :=
∫
dy Fx(x, y; t) p(y|x; t). (A.7)
With this we define an effective mean local velocity v˜(x; t) in accordance with (A.3)
and (A.4):
v˜(x; t) := νx F˜x(x; t)−Dx ∂xp(x; t)
p(x; t)
=
∫
dy
[
νx Fx(x, y; t) p(y|x; t)−Dx ∂xp(x, y; t)
p(x; t)
]
=
∫
dy
[
νx Fx(x, y; t)−Dx ∂xp(x, y; t)
p(x, y; t)
]
p(y|x; t)
=
∫
dy vx(x, y; t) p(y|x; t), (A.8)
which agrees with (A.2).
Appendix B. The coarse-grained process is in general not Markovian
Even though the marginal distribution p(x; t) of the coarse-grained process fulfills the
effective Fokker-Planck equation (22), it is not a Markov process. We prove this by
showing that the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is not fulfilled:
p(x2; t2|x0; 0) 6=
∫
dx1 p(x2; t2|x1; t1) p(x1; t1|x0; 0), (B.1)
where t2 > t1 > 0.
For this we require the propagator of the marginal process:
p(x; t|x0; 0) =
∫
dy
∫
dy0 p(x, y; t|x0, y0; 0) p(y0|x0; 0). (B.2)
The propagator of the joint process p(x, y; t|x0, y0; 0) can be calculated from the solution
of the Fokker-Planck equation (15) with a delta-like initial distribution and p(y0|x0; 0)
follows from the initial equilibrium distribution. The propagator p(x; t|x0; 0) is Gaussian.
The expressions for its mean and the variance are too long to be displayed here.
We resort to demonstrating the violation of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation for
a special choice of u = 1/2, x0 = 0, x2 = 0, t1 = 1 and t2 = 2. This is shown in figure B1.
Therefore, x(t) is in general not a Markov process. However, for the limiting cases of
no coupling (b → 0) and time-scale separation (ν → ∞) the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation is fulfilled indicating that x(t) becomes Markovian, as we would expect.
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Figure B1. Plot of the difference between the LHS and RHS of (B.1):
∆(x0, x2; t1, t2) := p(x2; t2|x0; 0) −
∫
dx1 p(x2; t2|x1; t1) p(x1; t1|x0; 0). One recognizes
that x(t) is not a Markov process. Only in the limiting cases b→ 0 and ν →∞, does
x(t) become Markovian.
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9 | Inferring dissipation with hid-
den Markov models
In this final chapter of the thesis we turn to the question whether, in a setting with
hidden slow degrees of freedom, one can reconstruct the complete hidden entropy
production from the visible data. In the last chapter we have seen that using the
full non-Markovian statistics of the visible trajectories allows the construction of
an entropy measure that fulfills standard fluctuation theorems. This motivates
the question of how else one can use the full statistics: We will now show that
they can be used to bound the dissipation occurring in the complete system.
It should be clear that this procedure can only work in a limited setting. For
diffusive processes with a continuous state space, we would have to sample the
statistics of entire trajectories which is not feasible in practice. However, for the
setting of a masked Markov network the necessary statistics are in the realm of
experimental possibility as we will see.
We will in the following consider discrete-time Markov chains. Instead of tran-
sition rates, we will be dealing with transition probabilities. Similarly, entropy
production rates will thus become entropy productions per time-step.
9.1 Masked Markov networks
We consider a stochastic system modeled by a discrete-time Markov chain zt on
a finite set of states labeled 1 through K. The probability of the system being in
each state at time t is given by the vector pt. Its evolution is described by the
discrete-time master equation (in contrast to the continous-time Master equation
given in Eq. (2.19)):
pt+1 = Apt, (9.1)
where A is the K ×K transition probability matrix, which we assume to be time-
independent. Its entry aij in row i and column j gives the probability to go from
state j to state i in one time step:
aij = p(zt+1 = i|zt = j). (9.2)
Due to probability conservation, the columns of A sum to 1.
We assume that the system is in the steady-state described by the steady-state
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probabilities pi which satisfy
pi = Api. (9.3)
Additionally, we demand that every transition is not absolutely irreversible, such
that aij 6= 0⇔ aji 6= 0.
When some states are masked, i.e. not observable, an observer will conclude the
process to be in a generic hidden state H whenever they do not see it. Therefore,
from the point of view of an observer, all unobserved states are lumped together.
Fig. 9.1 shows a schematic setup. In the following the network of states is shown
as a graph whose vertices are the states and whose edges indicate transitions (in
both direction) between these states.
To keep the discussion simple, we will focus on cases where only two states (labeled
1 and 2) are visible. An observer thus sees a three-state network (1, 2, and H)
and monitors three possible transitions. It will become clear that a generalization
is straightforward.
1 2
1 2
H
Figure 9.1: Left: Network of states of the complete process. The labeled states
1 and 2 are observed. All other states (grey) are not observed. Right: Observed
network of states. All unobserved states are lumped together into one hidden
state H.
9.2 Entropy productions
Let us consider some entropy productions for this setting.
9.2.1 Complete hidden entropy production
The complete average entropy production per time step ∆Σ is constant in this
setting. Generalizing from Eq. (4.113) to the discrete-time setting, it is given by:
∆Σ =
∑
ij
aijpij ln
aijpij
ajipii
≥ 0, (9.4)
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where pii = [pi]i is the stationary probability of state i.
From our discussion in Sec. 4.4.3 it is clear that the entropy production corre-
sponds to the adiabatic entropy production, which means that it is proportional
to the energy spent as house-keeping heat in order to maintain non-zero proba-
bility currents (see also Sec. 4.5.4) in the steady state. This implies that we can
equivalently write:
∆Σ = −∆Q
kBT
=
∑
ij
aijpij ln
aij
aji
≥ 0. (9.5)
9.2.2 Partial entropy productions
Two similar strategies have been proposed to infer dissipation in masked Markov
networks. These are the partial entropy productions of Shiraishi and Sagawa [214]
and Polettini and Esposito [215], who proposed to only use the net current flowing
on the edge 1− 2 to estimate entropy production.
A detailed discussion of these measures and their relation can be found in Ref. [216].
The authors conclude that the so-called informed partial entropy production of
Polettini and Esposito is closer to the complete hidden entropy production than
the partial entropy production by Shiraishi and Sagawa. We will not discuss this
issue further and instead focus on the apparent entropy production obtained from
mapping a Markov process to the observed data. This method is similar in spirit
to the partial entropy productions.
9.2.3 Apparent entropy production
This strategy consists of counting transitions between the states 1, 2, and H and
thus mapping the dynamics to a Markov model with three states. In accordance
with our discussion in the previous chapter we call this procedure coarse-graining.
It produces a lower-bound entropy production estimate ∆Σ˜, the apparent entropy
production:
∆Σ˜ =
∑
ij
a˜ijpj ln
a˜ij
a˜ji
, (9.6)
where i and j run over all visible states including the hidden state H, and the
coarse-grained transition probabilities can be calculated from counting the num-
ber n[j → i] of transitions from visible state j to state i in a long trajectory:
a˜ij =
n[j → i]∑
i
n[j → i] . (9.7)
Crucially, the trajectory-dependent counterparts of the partial entropy produc-
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tions both fulfill fluctuation theorems [214, 216] while the apparent entropy pro-
duction does not, as we have seen already in Sec. 8.4.
9.2.4 Marginal entropy production
Next, we can consider the marginal entropy production which amounts to estimat-
ing the time-irreversibility of the observed trajectories (see Sec. 8.2.2). This is
because the average complete entropy production is given by the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the full trajectories and their time-reverse (see Sec. 4.5.1).
The average marginal entropy production per time step is defined as
∆Σx = lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
x1:N
p(x1:N ) ln
p(x1:N )
p(x¯1:N )
, (9.8)
where x1:N = {x1, x2, ..., xN} denotes an entire trajectory of length N and p(x1:N )
the probability of its occurrence. The overbar denotes time-reversal:
x¯1:N = {xN , xN−1, ..., x1}. (9.9)
Notice that we do not require a time-reversed trajectory probability p¯[x1:N ] since
there is no external control protocol to be time-reversed.
We will turn to the question of how to compute the average marginal entropy
production in Sec. 9.3. Crucially, it underestimates the real entropy production
per time step [see Eq. (8.26)], which can also be written in terms of time-series
irreversibility [Eq. (4.62)]:
∆Σ = lim
N→∞
1
N
∑
z1:N
p(z1:N ) ln
p(z1:N )
p(z¯1:N )
(9.10)
≥ ∆Σx. (9.11)
9.2.5 Dissipation from thermodynamic uncertainty relation
Another, loosely-related approach is to use the thermodynamic uncertainty rela-
tion [217, 218]: From the fluctuations of an observed current one can construct a
lower bound on the steady-state entropy production. It has proven useful in the
analysis of molecular motors [219] and heat engines [220]. Li et al. [221] have re-
cently analyzed its effectiveness in estimating the complete dissipation in systems
which are only partially observable.
Importantly, in some way or another all the effective descriptions apart from the
marginal entropy production assume some kind of Markovian dynamics which
makes them useless in situations in which there is no observable net probability
current flowing in the visible part of the system [64].
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9.3 Estimation of time-series irreversibility
Mart´ınez et al. have found a simple way to calculate time-series irreversibility for
masked continuous-time Markov jump processes [64] in the steady state. Here,
we adapt this formalism to discrete-time processes.
Figure 9.2 shows an example trajectory of the process. Consider the visible tra-
jectory as consisting of jumps between visible states with waiting times ni. A
trajectory of length N with M jumps is thus specified by
x1:N = {(x1 → x2, n1), (x2 → x3, n2), ..., (xM → xM+1, nM )} , (9.12)
where the xi ∈ {1, 2} are elements of the visible set of states only. Note that this
restricts us to considering only trajectories starting and ending in the visible part
of the network, which can always be achieved by cutting off parts of the sampled
trajectory.
1
2
3
4
t
1
2
H
t
Figure 9.2: Sample trajectory of the complete (masked) process and the corre-
sponding visible trajectory generated by lumping together the states 3 and 4 into
one hidden (H) state.
The probability of such a trajectory reads:
p(x1:N ) = p˜ix1 p(x2, n1|x1) p(x3, n2|x2)...p(xM+1, nM |xM ), (9.13)
where p˜ix1 := pix1/(pi1 + pi2) is the probability that the trajectory started in state
x1 and p(i, n|j) denotes the probability that the system jumps from j to i in
n time steps (i.e., with n − 1 intermediate hidden states). Examples for these
transition probabilities can be found in Fig. 9.3. The visible process therefore has
the structure of a semi-Markov chain [64], i.e., a discrete-time Markov chain with
non-Poissonian waiting times.
The probability of the time-reversed trajectory reads
p(x¯1:N ) = p˜ixM+1 p(xM , nM |xM+1), ..., p(x2, n2|x3) p(x1, n1|x2). (9.14)
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1
2
H
t
p(2, 1|1)
p(1, 3|2)
p(2, 4|1)
p(2, 2|2)
p(1, 1|2)
1 2
H
Figure 9.3: Visible trajectory annotated with jump probabilities between visible
states. The jump probability p(i, n|j) denotes the probability that the system
jumps from j to i with n− 1 intermediate hidden states (i.e., in n time steps).
We can thus calculate the average time-irreversibility per jump between the visible
states:
δΣx = lim
M→∞
1
M
∑
x1,x2,...,xM+1
∑
n1,n2,...,nM
p(x1:N ) ln
p(x1:N )
p(x¯1:N )
(9.15)
= lim
M→∞
1
M
M∑
k=1
∑
x1,...,xM+1
∑
n1,...,nM
p(x1:N ) ln
p(xk+1, nk|xk)
p(xk, nk |xk+1) (9.16)
= lim
M→∞
1
M
M∑
k=1
∑
xk,xk+1
∑
nk
p(xk+1, nk|xk) p˜ixk ln
p(xk+1, nk|xk)
p(xk, nk |xk+1) (9.17)
=
2∑
i,j=1
∞∑
n=1
p(i, n|j) p˜ij ln p(i, n|j)
p(j, n|i) . (9.18)
To get the irreversibility per time step, we need to divide by the average number
n¯ of time steps per jump between the visible states. In a long trajectory this is
given by the total jump length l divided by the number of jumps M : n¯ = l/M .
The total jump length is in turn given by the sum of the number of jumps and
the total number nH of hidden symbols in the trajectory: l = M +nH . Finally, if
the trajectory length is N , we note the following relationship: N = M + nH + 1.
We thus get:
n¯ = lim
N→∞
l
M
= lim
N→∞
M + nH
M
(9.19)
= lim
N→∞
1 +
nH
N − nH − 1 = limN→∞
1
1− nH/N (9.20)
=
1
1− piH =
1
pi1 + pi2
, (9.21)
where piH denotes the steady-state probability to observe a hidden state.
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Therefore, the time-series irreversibility per time step reads
∆Σx =
δΣx
n¯
(9.22)
=
2∑
i,j=1
∞∑
n=1
p(i, n|j)pij ln p(i, n|j)
p(j, n|i) . (9.23)
Importantly, the jump probabilities p(i, n|j) can easily be sampled to the desired
accuracy in an experiment. This implies that, at least for masked jump processes,
the average marginal entropy production is experimentally accessible. This is in
contrast to the challenge of obtaining the infinite-point statistics necessary to
sample continuous trajectories of diffusive-type processes with continuous state
spaces.
9.3.1 Calculating the semi-Markov transition probabilities
In order to apply Eq. (9.23), one needs to measure the semi-Markov transition
probabilities p(i, n|j). For the purpose of exploring how much irreversibility one
can theoretically measure, we proceed to calculate these probabilities from an
underlying model.
We first note that the transition matrix A can be written in a block form:
A =
(a11 a12a21 a22
)
C
B H
 , (9.24)
where B denotes the matrix of probabilities of transitions from the visible part
into the hidden part of the network, C labels those transition probabilities from
the hidden to the visible parts, and H denotes transition probabilities between
the hidden states.
The probabilities for the jumps between the visible states can directly be observed
from the time-series. In order to jump from one visible state to another in n ≥ 2
time steps, the process needs to jump from the visible into the hidden part of the
network, then jump n − 2 times among the hidden states, and finally jump into
the visible part. Therefore, we obtain:
p(i, n|j) =
{
aij n = 1[C Hn−2 B]
ij
n > 1.
(9.25)
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9.3.2 Example network
For an explicit example, we consider the network specified by the transition matrix
A =

0.4− 0.1 e∆µ/2 0.2 e−∆µ/2 0.3 0.3
0.1 e∆µ/2 0.9− 0.2 e−∆µ/2 0.1 0
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.6
0.5 0 0.2 0.1
 , (9.26)
where ∆µ controls the transition probabilities at the edge 1 − 2. In particular,
for ∆µ ≈ 0.85 there is no net current flowing over the visible edge. The topology
of this example network is depicted in Fig. 9.4.
1 2
1 2
H
Figure 9.4: Topology of the example network (left) and reduced visible network
(right).
Assuming perfect statistics, we can analytically calculate the coarse-grained tran-
sition probabilities of the corresponding Markov process on the reduced network
of states (see Eq. 8.5 and Ref. [205] for discrete state spaces):
a˜ij =

aij i, j = 1, 2
a3j + a4j i = H , j = 1, 2
ai3 p3+ai4 p4
p3+p4
i = 1, 2 , j = H
(a33+a43) p3+(a34+a44) p4
p3+p4
i, j = H .
(9.27)
These can be used in Eq. (9.6) to calculate the apparent entropy production.
Using Eqs. (9.24) and (9.25), we can calculate the matrix P(n) of semi-Markov
jump probabilities for n > 1:
P(n) :=
(
p(1, n|1) p(1, n|2)
p(2, n|1) p(2, n|2)
)
(9.28)
=
(
0.123− 0.18λ2 0.018− 0.03λ2
0.034− 0.01λ2 0.004− 0.01λ2
)
λn−21
λ1 − λ2
−
(
0.033 + 0.18λ2 0.003 + 0.03λ2
0.029 + 0.01λ2 −0.001 + 0.01λ2
)
λn−22
λ1 − λ2 , (9.29)
where λ1 ≈ 0.63 and λ2 ≈ −0.13 are the eigenvalues of the H-submatrix. Fig. 9.5
shows a plot of these probabilities.
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Figure 9.5: Semi-Markov jump probabilities for the example network.
Using Eq. (9.23), we can calculate the time-series irreversibility per time step.
Fig. 9.6 shows a comparison of the two irreversibility measures together with
the real entropy production of the underlying network. Importantly, the time-
series irreversibility still captures entropy production, when the apparent entropy
production vanishes and thus indicates a reversible process [64]. Nevertheless,
both measures significantly underestimate the real entropy production.
9.4 Fitting the hidden process
Let us follow a different approach by finding models of the hidden network that
match the available data. By searching the space of all such models, we are able
to find refined bounds for the total entropy production of the underlying system.
The situation is well known in the machine learning community and is commonly
tackled by training a hidden Markov model on the data. This would enable us to
find the underlying hidden structure outlined in Sec. 8.1.
We could, therefore, use any of the standard algorithms to train a model on
the data (see, e.g., Chap. 13.2.1 of Ref. [204]). However, we expect that there
are multiple parameter configurations of the underlying network that lead to the
observed probabilities. The training algorithm will thus converge to only one
solution of the (possibly high dimensional) solution space. Therefore, it seems
worthwhile to ask whether one can go further analytically.
First, we need to do a model selection, i.e. we need to know how many hidden
states the real network has.
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-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2
10-4
10-2
Figure 9.6: Comparison of irreversibility measures for the example network for
different values of ∆µ. From top to bottom: The real entropy production ∆Σ,
the time-series irreversibility ∆Σx, and the apparent entropy production ∆Σ˜.
9.4.1 Bounding the number of hidden states
We first show that one can in principle use the measured semi-Markov jump prob-
abilities p(i, n|j) to estimate the number of hidden states in the network. From
Eq. (9.25) it is evident that the n-dependence of these probabilities is governed
by the eigenvalues of the transition matrix H between the hidden states. This
can also be seen in Eq. (9.29) for the example network.
Thus, although challenging for imperfect statistics, one can in principle fit a sum
of exponentials to the measured curves1:
p(i, n|j) =
H∑
k=1
α
(k)
ij λ
n−2
k . (9.30)
The lowest possible number H of terms will then give a lower bound on the
number of hidden states. It is only a lower bound since we cannot be certain that
the eigenvalues of the H-matrix are not degenerate, although this seems unlikely
in realistic scenarios.
9.4.2 Unicyclic networks as a special case
Networks with only one cycle are special: In this case the time-series irreversibility
already captures the real entropy production, ∆Σx = ∆Σ. To see why, we start
1This was also pointed out by Amann et al.[222] as a possibility to identify nonequilibrium
in a system that has only two observable states.
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with the marginal entropy production [Eq. (9.23)] and split out the contribution
from the direct jumps:
∆Σx = (a12 pi2 − a21 pi1) ln a12
a21
+
∞∑
n=2
[p(1, n|2)pi2 − p(2, n|1)pi1] ln p(1, n|2)
p(2, n|1) . (9.31)
Let there be m hidden states. They can be arranged so that the matrix H is
tri-diagonal. Then, the ratio of jump probabilities can be written as:
p(1, n|2)
p(2, n|1) =
a1,m+2
[Hn−2]
m1
a32
am+2,1 [Hn−2]1m a23
. (9.32)
Due to a special property of tri-diagonal matrices (see the proof in Appendix E),
we can simplify this to:
p(1, n|2)
p(2, n|1) =
a1,m+2 hm,m−1... h32 h21 a32
am+2,1 hm−1,m... h23 h12 a23
(9.33)
=
a1,m+2 am+2,m+1...a43 a32
am+2,1 am+1,m+2...a34 a23
(9.34)
=
p(1,m+ 1|2)
p(2,m+ 1|1) , for n ≥ m+ 1. (9.35)
Additionally, we find
p˜i1 =
∞∑
n=1
[p(1, n|1)p˜i1 + p(1, n|2)p˜i2] (9.36)
⇔ 0 =
∞∑
n=1
[p(2, n|1) p˜i1 − p(1, n|2) p˜i2] (9.37)
⇔ 0 =
∞∑
n=1
[p(2, n|1)pi1 − p(1, n|2)pi2] , (9.38)
where we used
∑∞
n=1 [p(1, n|1) + p(2, n|1)] = 1 in the second line. Thus,
−
∞∑
n=2
[p(2, n|1)pi1 − p(1, n|2)pi2] = a21 pi1 − a12 pi2. (9.39)
Finally, we have
∆Σx = (a12 pi2 − a21 pi1) ln a12 a23... am+2,1
a1,m+2... a32 a21
(9.40)
= ∆Σ, (9.41)
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where we used the Schnakenberg decomposition [223] (which expresses the entropy
production as net flux times affinity summed over all cycles) for the special case
of the unicyclic network.
Interestingly, Eq. (9.35) suggests a way to identify whether a given masked net-
work is unicyclic: The ratio p(1, n|2)/p(2, n|1) has to be constant. Then, the
number of hidden states can also be inferred from the smallest n for which this
ratio exists.
9.4.3 Inferring a hidden two-state network
We now turn to the key finding: Inferring the hidden transition rates of a two-
state hidden network from the measurable jump probabilities p(i, n|j). We thus
need to fix the 16 elements of the transition matrix A most conveniently written
in the block-matrix from in Eq. (9.24). We re-introduce the four steady-state
probabilities pii (although the are redundant information) and thus need to fix 20
unknowns from the following 21 relations:
1. Four elements for the transitions between the visible states. These are
simply the one-step probabilities:
aij = p(i, 1|j), for i, j ≤ 2. (9.42a)
2. Two eigenvalues of the H-submatrix inferred from the fitted sum of expo-
nentials [Eq. (9.30)]:
λ1 λ2 = a33 a44 − a34 a43 (9.42b)
λ1 + λ2 = a33 + a44. (9.42c)
3. Four column sums of one:
1 =
4∑
i=1
aij . (9.42d)
4. Four two-step probabilities P(2) = C B:
p(1, 2|1) = a13 a31 + a14 a41 (9.42e)
p(2, 2|1) = a23 a31 + a24 a41 (9.42f)
p(1, 2|2) = a13 a32 + a14 a42 (9.42g)
p(2, 2|2) = a23 a32 + a24 a42. (9.42h)
5. Four steady-state equations:
pii =
4∑
j=1
aij pij . (9.42i)
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6. Two measured steady-state probabilities pi1 and pi2.
7. One sum of probabilities: pi1 + pi2 + pi3 + pi4 = 1.
Solving these equations simultaneously2 yields a solution depending on two free
parameters chosen as c3 := a33 + a43 and c4 := a34 + a44:
a13 =
[(c3 − 1) a˜H2 + p(2, 2|2)] p(1, 2|1)− (c3 − 1) a˜H1 + p(2, 2|1)] p(2, 2|1)
a˜H1 p(1, 2|2) + a˜H1 p(2, 2|2)− a˜H2 p(1, 2|1)− a˜H2 p(2, 2|1)
(9.43a)
a14 =
[(c4 − 1) a˜H2 + p(2, 2|2)] p(1, 2|1)− (c4 − 1) a˜H1 + p(2, 2|1)] p(2, 2|1)
a˜H1 p(1, 2|2) + a˜H1 p(2, 2|2)− a˜H2 p(1, 2|1)− a˜H2 p(2, 2|1)
(9.43b)
a23 =
[(c3 − 1) a˜H2 + p(1, 2|2)] p(2, 2|1)− (c3 − 1) a˜H1 + p(1, 2|1)] p(2, 2|2)
a˜H1 p(1, 2|2) + a˜H1 p(2, 2|2)− a˜H2 p(1, 2|1)− a˜H2 p(2, 2|1)
(9.43c)
a24 =
[(c4 − 1) a˜H2 + p(1, 2|2)] p(2, 2|1)− (c4 − 1) a˜H1 + p(1, 2|1)] p(2, 2|2)
a˜H1 p(1, 2|2) + a˜H1 p(2, 2|2)− a˜H2 p(1, 2|1)− a˜H2 p(2, 2|1)
(9.43d)
a31 =
(1− c4) a˜H1 − p(1, 2|1)− p(2, 2|1)
c3 − c4 (9.43e)
a32 =
(1− c4) a˜H2 − p(1, 2|2)− p(2, 2|2)
c3 − c4 (9.43f)
a31 =
(c3 − 1) a˜H1 + p(1, 2|1) + p(2, 2|1)
c3 − c4 (9.43g)
a42 =
(c3 − 1) a˜H2 + p(1, 2|2) + p(2, 2|1)
c3 − c4 , (9.43h)
where a˜Hi = a3i + a4i = 1− a1i − a2i. The other probabilities read:
a33 =
(−c4 + λ1 + λ2) c3 − λ1 λ2
c3 − c4 (9.43i)
a34 = − (c4 − λ2) (c4 − λ1)
c3 − c4 (9.43j)
a43 =
(c3 − λ2) (c3 − λ1)
c3 − c4 (9.43k)
a44 =
(c3 − λ1 − λ2) c4 + λ1 λ2
c3 − c4 . (9.43l)
2There are 21 equations for 20 unknowns because the eigenvalue equations in point 5 are
not linearly independent. The reason for why two free parameters are left in total is that
the equations are not independent, since
∑
n,i
p(i, n|j) = 1 for j = 1, 2. This is a complicated
relationship between the eigenvalues and the two-step probabilities in point 4.
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Additionally, the solution needs to obey 0 ≤ aij ≤ 1 for all i, j. This gives 12
additional inequalities which can be checked numerically in a parameter sweep
for 0 ≤ {c3, c4} ≤ 1. Because of the arbitrariness in numbering the hidden states,
the solution is symmetric with respect to interchanging c3 and c4.
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
Figure 9.7: Entropy production ∆Σ for all possible hidden two-state networks
capable of generating the visible statistics in Eq. (9.29) of the example network
for ∆µ = 0. The solutions are parametrized by c3 := a33 +a34 and c4 := a34 +a44.
The white regions indicate that no allowed solution is possible. The red cross
shows the generating network.
Using Eq. (9.5), we calculate the entropy production for all allowed solutions.
Figure 9.7 shows the results for the example network specified by the transition
matrix in Eq. (9.26) for ∆µ = 0. Interestingly, the observed statistics are compat-
ible with a wide range of different entropy productions of the underlying network.
The generating network lies at the edge of the solution space. This is probably
due to it saturating two of the inequalities since a24 = a42 = 0.
Thus, remarkably, we obtain upper and lower bounds for the real entropy pro-
duction. We call this estimate ∆Σfit.
Repeating the above calculations for different values of ∆µ allows us to make a
plot similar to the one in Fig. 9.6. This is shown in Fig. 9.8. We see that one can
significantly improve the previous estimates of entropy production but that there
is still a wide range of possible dissipations.
Repeating the above procedure for 100 randomly generated transition matrices
for fully connected four-state networks (i.e., including the missing link in the left
part of Fig. 9.4), yields similar results which are shown in Fig. 9.9.
Interestingly, the real entropy production ∆Σ tends to cluster around the lower
margin of the possible entropy productions ∆Σfit. This indicates that the upper
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Figure 9.8: Comparison of irreversibility measures for the example network for
different values of ∆µ. The red band shows the bound ∆Σfit obtained from finding
all possible hidden networks compatible with the observed data. Then, from top
to bottom: The real entropy production ∆Σ, the time-series irreversibility ∆Σx,
and the apparent entropy production ∆Σ˜.
bound is not very tight, which could be a consequence of the fact that it is
possible to find solutions with very low transition probabilities aij on the hidden
edge j → i in one direction only. This would result in very large affinities ln ajiaij
and thus large contributions to the total entropy productions from this edge.
9.4.4 More hidden states and outlook
The analysis is straightforward for the case of two hidden states. Next, one
could consider an example with three observed and two hidden states. This
should further constrain the possible hidden networks. Additionally, the case
with an arbitrary number of hidden states can be considered. It is obvious that
the solution space will then have a very high dimension, which makes a parameter
sweep numerically expensive.
Instead, one should opt for a numeric optimization method (e.g., simulated an-
nealing, see, e.g., Ref [224]) that searches for the network with the lowest entropy
production under the constrains of producing the observed jump probabilities
p(i, n|j).
In general, we cannot expect to find upper bounds on the entropy production: It is
always possible to replace one hidden state by a whole cycle (e.g., of three states)
with a current between them. This can render the entropy production infinite
without affecting the observed jump probabilities. However, it would possibly
require degenerate eigenvalues of the hidden matrix, which might be unlikely in
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Figure 9.9: Comparison of entropy productions for 100 randomly generated fully
connected four state networks. We again see that the entropy production ∆Σfit
obtained from fitting the hidden network yields upper and lower bounds for the
real entropy production ∆Σ. The marginal entropy production ∆Σx is also shown.
real networks (because of the large amount of fine tuning necessary). A study on
three hidden states will shed light on this question by showing whether there is
an upper bound in a scenario which can produce a cyclical probability current
that is entirely hidden.
It is interesting to see whether, in scenarios with more hidden states, the marginal
entropy production ∆Σx is closer to the least possible entropy production given
by ∆Σfit. This could be the case when the solution space is so vast as to allow
all kinds of entropy productions. The mere fact that the real entropy production
can never be less than marginal entropy production would then guarantee that
the marginal entropy production saturates the bound.
Finally, one should consider realistic data sets. We have thus far always assumed
perfect statistics to see what bound can be achieved in principle. It is a completely
different question whether this is also feasible in practice with limited data that
result in noisy statistics.
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10 | Conclusion
In this thesis we have investigated several important aspects of the thermodynamic
description of microscopic systems. In part I we have presented the main con-
cepts pertaining to the theory of stochastic processes, information, and stochastic
thermodynamics (chapters 2-4). We have shown that from the mathematical
formalism of stochastic processes one can construct a robust classical thermo-
dynamic theory for small-scale (biological) systems that correctly accounts for
thermal fluctuations relevant on these small scales.
In part II we considered the setup of systems in which multiple degrees of freedom
interact with each other. To this end, in chapter 5, we investigated the role of
micro-reversibility in ensuring thermalization of microscopic systems. We have
applied this framework to collisional baths, in which a system exchanges energy
with reservoir particles in equilibrium, and found that conservation of energy
alone is not sufficient to ensure thermalization of the system. We have considered
an explicit example of seemingly plausible collision rules and used the breaking of
micro-reversibility to prove that they are unphysical. It was shown that this fact
can be exploited to break the second law.
In chapter 6 we reviewed the thermodynamics of information and given a short
historical account of the apparent paradox around Maxwell’s demon. It was shown
how information thermodynamics result from the interplay of two parts: the sys-
tem and the memory. We shortly reviewed how biological sensors are constrained
by thermodynamics. Finally, we presented the framework of causal condition-
ing and detached path probabilities with which one can study these setups from
one common perspective and recover many results which have previously been
obtained separately. Crucially, the entropy productions defined from this formal-
ism split the second law in such a way that the causal influences of individual
subsystems are preserved.
Part III presents a continuation of the study of interacting degrees of freedom
with the twist that some of them are hidden from the observer. We studied the
dissipation of microswimmers in chapter 7 and introduced a concrete model
system. It was shown that the dynamics of a microswimmer can be approximated
by active Brownian motion when one cannot resolve the swimming mechanism
itself, thus rendering it a hidden variable. We then showed that one can massively
underestimate the energy dissipation of microswimmers when inferring it from
their trajectories alone, as is commonly done.
In chapter 8 we formalized the setting of interacting degrees of freedom and pre-
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sented two effective descriptions of the visible parts of the system using different
stochastic processes which produce two kinds of effective dissipation measures:
The apparent and the marginal entropy production. We have introduced a sim-
ple model system that illustrates how the fluctuation theorems for these effective
entropy productions are modified. It was found that the apparent entropy pro-
duction violates standard fluctuation theorems which can be traced back to the
observed process not being Markovian. In contrast, the marginal entropy pro-
duction, which takes all non-Markovian effects into account, fulfills the usual
fluctuation theorems.
Finally, in chapter 9 we showed how the marginal entropy production can be
computed for the setup of masked Markov networks. We then used the non-
Markovian description to infer the hidden network that generates the observed
trajectories. We showed how this procedure can be used to improve estimations
of entropy production and tested it on networks with two visible and two masked
states.
10.1 Outlook
A complete understanding of the role of hidden slow degrees of freedom in stochas-
tic thermodynamics is still lacking. It is clear by now that not observing all
relevant parts of the system invalidates the usual approaches, but the question
remains: How much is still knowable about the system? This thesis shows that
the issue touches on other open problems, especially the question of how to define
heat and work for systems strongly coupled to their environment.
In that context it is interesting to apply causal conditioning to a system strongly
coupled to a heat bath and check whether the thermodynamic quantities thus
derived agree with those gained from the approach using the Hamiltonian of mean
force [79]. This could lend additional credibility to this strategy and perhaps
extend the findings of Strasberg and Esposito [81], since their approach is only in
agreement with the strong-coupling scheme in the limit of time-scale separation.
Recently, a novel effective description for the visible parts of a system with hid-
den degrees of freedom has been used [207, 225]. Based on the Hamiltonian of
mean force, it only works for driven dynamics and only captures the nonadiabatic
entropy production. It can be inferred from the visible dynamics only when one
is able to perform the process quasistatically, so that one can sample the instan-
taneous equilibrium distribution of the visible degrees of freedom for all protocol
values. The upside of these limitations is that the thus defined entropy production
can be shown to always overestimate the real entropy production.
It is worthwhile to investigate whether this description can be used to infer the
real entropy production. Certainly, using this new effective description and coarse-
graining, one can give upper and lower bounds for the nonadiabatic entropy pro-
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duction. Additionally, one could study the fluctuations of the entropy production
using the new effective process. Perhaps this definition lends itself to thermo-
dynamic inference whereby one learns about concealed system properties from
fluctuations of the observable variables.
An obvious future study is to use the approach laid out in chapter 9 and investigate
how well one can bound the entropy production in more realistic settings, i.e., with
more hidden states and realistic amounts of data. Additionally, one can apply
the scheme to measured data from experiments to improve entropy production
estimates.
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A | Conditional velocity averages
for Langevin systems
We assume that x(t) is generated from an overdamped Langevin equation of the
form of Eq. (2.45):
x˙ = νF (x, t) +
√
2D ξ(t). (A.1)
We are interested in ensemble averages of the type 〈x˙ ◦ g(x, t)〉, where the multi-
plication is to be interpreted in the Stratonovich sense. The product within the
brackets has to be discretized according to:
x˙ ◦ g(x, t) = lim
dt→0
xi+1 − xi
dt
· g
(
xi + xi+1
2
, ti +
dt
2
)
, (A.2)
where xi := x(ti). If we assume [23, 53] that xi ≈ xi+1+xi−12 , we can similarly
write:
x˙ ◦ g(x, t) = lim
dt→0
xi+1 − xi−1
2dt
· g (xi, ti) . (A.3)
Then, the ensemble average is rendered as:
〈x˙ ◦ g(x, t)〉 =
〈
lim
dt→0
〈
xi+1 − xi−1
2dt
〉
p(xi−1,xi+1|xi)
· g(xi, ti)
〉
p(xi,ti)
. (A.4)
The middle average can be split as follows:〈
xi+1 − xi−1
2dt
〉
p(xi−1,xi+1|xi)
=
〈
xi+1 − xi
2dt
〉
p(xi+1|xi)
+
〈
xi − xi−1
2dt
〉
p(xi−1|xi)
.
(A.5)
The first average follows straighforwardly from the transition probability p(xi+1|xi)
which we calculated in Eq. (2.65):
p(xi+1|xi) = 1√
4piDdt
exp
[
− dt
4D
(
xi+1 − xi
dt
− νFi+1
)2
− 1
2
νdtF ′i+1
]
+O
(
dt3/2
)
(A.6)
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where F
(n)
i :=
∂n
∂xni
F
(
xi+xi−1
2 , t+
dt
2
)
.
We thus obtain: 〈
xi+1 − xi
2dt
〉
p(xi+1|xi)
=
νFi+1
2
+O(dt1/2). (A.7)
The transition probability in the reverse direction p(xi−1|xi) can be expressed
using Bayes’s theorem [23]:
p(xi−1|xi) := p(xi−1; ti − dt|xi; ti) = p(xi; ti|xi−1; ti − dt) p(xi−1; ti − dt)
p(xi; ti)
(A.8)
= p(xi; ti|xi−1; ti − dt)×[
1− (xi − xi−1) · ∂
∂x
ln p(xi; ti)− dt ∂t ln p(xi; ti) +O(dt2)
]
(A.9)
=
1√
4piDdt
exp
[
− dt
4D
(
xi − xi−1
dt
− νFi
)2
− 1
2
νdtF ′i
]
×
[
1− (xi − xi−1) · ∂
∂x
ln p(x; ti)
∣∣∣
xi
− dt ∂t ln p(xi; t)
∣∣∣
ti
]
+O(dt3/2),
(A.10)
which then leads to:〈
xi − xi−1
2dt
〉
p(xi−1|xi)
=
νFi
2
− 2D ∂
∂x
ln p(x; ti)
∣∣∣
xi
+O(dt1/2). (A.11)
Finally, we obtain:
lim
dt→0
〈
xi+1 − xi−1
2dt
〉
p(xi−1,xi+1|xi)
= νF (x, t)−D ∂
∂x
p(x, t) (A.12)
=
j(x, t)
p(x, t)
, (A.13)
implying
〈x˙ ◦ g(x, t)〉 =
〈
j(x, t)
p(x, t)
g(x, t)
〉
p(x,t)
, (A.14)
where we used the definition of the probability flux in Eq. (2.29).
This agrees with the result obtained by Seifert [23] and with the one obtained by
Sekimoto [51] for g(x, t) = ∂∂xV (x, t).
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B | Transformation of linearly cou-
pled Langevin equations to evo-
lution equation of cumulants
Consider the system of n linearly coupled Langevin equations with different noise
intensities:
x˙i =
n∑
j=1
aij xj + bi +
√
2Di ξi(t), (B.1)
where
〈ξi(t) ξj(t′)〉 = δij δ(t− t′). (B.2)
According to Eq. (2.83), the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation reads:
∂
∂t
p(x, t) = −
n∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
 n∑
j=1
aijxj + bi
 p(x, t) + n∑
i=1
Di
∂2
∂x2i
p(x, t). (B.3)
This is a multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (cf. Sec. 3.2 of Ref. [6]) and is
thus solved by a multivariate Gaussian
N (x;M,Σ) = 1√
(2pi)d |Σ| exp
{
−1
2
(x−M)TΣ−1(x−M)
}
, (B.4)
with time-dependent means µi := 〈xi〉 and covariances cij := 〈xixj〉 − µiµj :
M =

µ1
µ2
...
µn
 Σ =

c11 c12 . . . c1n
c12 c22 . . . c2n
...
...
. . .
...
c1n c2n . . . cnn
 . (B.5)
The evolution equations for the cumulants read:
µ˙i(t) =
n∑
j=1
aij µj(t) + bi (B.6)
c˙ij(t) =
n∑
k=1
[aik cjk(t) + ajk cik(t)] + 2Diδij . (B.7)
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Proof
The evolution equation for the first cumulants can be obtained by partial inte-
gration and using the fact that boundary terms vanish due to normalization:
d
dt
µk =
∫
dnxxk
∂
∂t
p(x, t) (B.8)
=
∫
dnxxk
− n∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
 n∑
j=1
aijxj + bi
 p(x, t) + n∑
i=1
Di
∂2
∂x2i
p(x, t)

(B.9)
=
∫
dnx
 n∑
j=1
akjxj + bk
 p(x, t) (B.10)
= akj xj + bk. (B.11)
Similarly, the evolution equations for the second cumulants require two steps of
partial integration:
d
dt
ckl =
∫
dnxxkxl
∂
∂t
p(x, t)− µ˙kµl − µkµ˙l (B.12)
=
∫
dnxxkxl
− n∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
 n∑
j=1
aijxj + bi
 p(x, t) + n∑
i=1
Di
∂2
∂x2i
p(x, t)
+
− µ˙kµl − µkµ˙l (B.13)
=
∫
dnxxl
 n∑
j=1
akjxj + bk
 p(x, t)−Dk ∂
∂xk
p(x, t)
+
+
∫
dnxxk
 n∑
j=1
aljxj + bl
 p(x, t)−Dl ∂
∂xl
p(x, t)
− µ˙kµl − µkµ˙l
(B.14)
=
n∑
j=1
akj (clj + µlµj) + bkµl +Dkδlk +
n∑
j=1
alj (ckj + µkµj) + blµk+
+Dlδkl −
 n∑
j=1
akjµj + bk
µl − µk
 n∑
j=1
aljµj + bl
 (B.15)
=
n∑
j=1
akjclj +
n∑
j=1
aljckj + 2Dkδkl. (B.16)
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C | Microswimmer efficiency
Let us elaborate on the definition of the swimming efficiency η in Eq. (43) of our
article in Ref. [3]. Other definitions of efficiency are possible but eventually lead
to the same expression. For example, consider the energy dissipation per distance
traveled (which is the average friction force when friction is linear):
∆Q
∆µX
= (L− 1) 1 + ν
1− ν , (C.1)
where ∆Q is the heat dissipated per cycle [Eq. (39) in the article] and ∆µX is
the average distance traveled in one cycle [Eq. (11a) in the article]. Note that
this quantity is independent of the protocol time, which is another consequence
of the linear friction.
Contrast this with the corresponding expression for active Brownian motion:
Q˙eff
〈X˙〉 = feff = (L− 1)
1− ν
1 + ν
, (C.2)
where feff is given in Eq. (20) of the article.
The ratio of these two quantities again yields the same swimming efficiency:
Q˙eff
〈X˙〉
/ ∆Q
∆µX
=
(1− ν)2
(1 + ν)2
= η, (C.3)
the reason is that, with Stokes friction, speed does not matter for energy dissipa-
tion.
This also implies that even for finite ∆t, one cannot infer more dissipation from
the center of mass movement than from active Brownian motion. Consider the
trajectory of µX(t) for ∆t = 10 in Fig. 3 of the article. If one wanted to model
this behavior using active Brownian motion, one needs a pushing force feff(t) that
is periodically varying. This, however, results in the same dissipation as that of a
process which has a constant pushing force with a magnitude determined by the
average of feff(t).
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D | Average entropy production for
a model system with hidden
degrees of freedom
A modification of the model system we proposed in Ref. [2] reprinted in Sec. 8.4.2
was analyzed by Juliana Caspers in her Bachelor’s thesis [226]. She added a
second velocity component v in pulling the trapping potential in the y-direction.
The potential then reads (cf. Eq. (13) in our article [2]):
V (x, y; t) =
1
2
(x− ut)2 + 1
2
(y − vt)2 − b(x− ut) (y − vt). (D.1)
Repeating the calculations in Eqs. (14)-(23), one finds the following effective
potential for the visible degree of freedom:
V˜ (x; t)
λ1t1−→ 1− b
2
2
(x− ut)2 + bv
ν
(x− ut). (D.2)
The apparent work thus reads:
w˜ =
T∫
0
dt
∂
∂t
V˜ (x; t) (D.3)
= −(1− b2)u
T∫
0
dt [x(t)− ut]− ubv
ν
. (D.4)
Remarkably, this effective description results in the same detailed fluctuation
theorem for the apparent entropy production [Eq. (33) of our article].
The marginal entropy production can be calculated analogously to the scheme
outlined in Sec. 3.3. of the article. The difference is that the total work now
reads:
w =
T∫
0
dt [−u(x− ut)− v(y − vt) + ub(y − vt) + vb(x− ut)] (D.5)
instead of
w =
T∫
0
dt [−u(x− ut) + uby] . (D.6)
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Again, in the limit of time-scale separation the apparent, the marginal, and the
total work agree. Performing the time-asymptotic analysis in Eq. (62) of the
article for this modified system yields1
wx[x(·)] ≈ −
(
u+
bv
ν
)
(1− b2) ν
ν + b2
T∫
0
dt (x(t)− ut). (D.7)
This allows us to compute the different average dissipation rates for long times
from Eqs. (D.4), (D.5), and (D.7):
Σ˙ = (vb− u)(µx(t)− ut) + (ub− v)(µy(t)− vt) (D.8)
˙˜Σ = −(1− b2)u (µx − ut)− ubv
ν
(D.9)
= u2 (D.10)
Σ˙x = −
(
u+
bv
ν
)
(1− b2) ν
ν + b2
(µx(t)− ut) (D.11)
=
(uν + bv)2
ν(ν + b2)
, (D.12)
where we used the time-asymptotic mean values of x and y,
µx(t) = ut− uν + bv
ν(1− b2) (D.13)
µy(t) = vt− uνb+ v
ν(1− b2) , (D.14)
which follow from solving the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding to the pro-
cess [226].
The dependence of the entropy production rates on v is plotted in Fig. D.1 for a
representative set of parameters.
While both effective entropy production rates underestimate the real entropy
production rate, as was expected, the quality of the bounds they provide depend
on the value of the hidden velocity. Importantly, the marginal entropy production
vanishes completely at v = −νu/b. Because of the coupling between x and y and
the perfectly balanced velocities u and v, one can no longer differentiate the
forward process from the time-reversed process by the x-trajectories alone.
This can be seen from Eq. (D.13), which then reads µx(t) = ut with no offset from
the center of the potential. Thus, the driving through v forces the x-position to
be ahead of the center of the potential, which is exactly balanced by the driving
through u that causes the particle to lag behind.
1Note that Eq. (62) in our article provides the expression in the co-moving reference frame
x→ x− ut.
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Figure D.1: Comparison of average dissipation rates for different velocities v in the
y-direction for a representative set of parameters (ν = b = 1/2 and u = 3). The
total entropy production Σ˙ is always greater or equal than the rate of apparent
entropy production ˙˜Σ and the rate of marginal entropy production Σ˙x.
It seems odd that the marginal entropy production should be a worse bound
than the apparent one, since taking into account more information than pro-
vided by a Markovian description should result in a better estimation of the
time-irreversibility of the trajectories. Importantly, we are dealing with a driven
process, i.e., the time-reversed version also includes a time-reversed driving that
generates different trajectories for the reverse process.
The apparent entropy production rate ˙˜Σ does not depend on the velocity v because
it essentially only captures the net probability flow in the x-direction, which is
independent of how the potential is pulled in the y-direction.
The intersection between the apparent and the total entropy production rates lies
at v = ub and results from the fact that the apparent work w˜ and the total work
w become the same function.
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E | Ratio of elements of powers of
tri-diagonal matrices
Step 1
Consider an m×m tri-diagonal matrix A with elements aij 6= 0, |i− j| ≤ 1. For
m ≥ j > i and n ∈ N the following holds:
[An]ij =

j−1∏
k=i
ak,k+1 n = j − i
0 n < j − 1 .
(E.1)
Proof
The statement is true for n = 1. By induction:[An+1]
ij
= θ[i− 1] ai,i−1 [An]i−1,j + aii [An]ij + ai,i+1 [An]i+1,j (E.2)
=
ai,i+1 [A
n]i+1,j =
j−1∏
k=i
ak,k+1 n+ 1 = j − i
0 n+ 1 < j − i ,
(E.3)
where θ[i] =
{
0 n < 1
1 n ≥ 1 .
Similarly, for m ≥ j > i:
[An]ji =

j−1∏
k=i
ak+1,k n = j − i
0 n < j − 1 .
(E.4)
Step 2
For m ≥ j > i and n ≥ j − i the following holds true:
[An]ij
[An]ji =
j−1∏
k=i
ak,k+1
ak+1,k
. (E.5)
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MATRICES
Proof
Following step 1, the statement holds true for n = j−i. Using Eqs. (E.1) and (E.4),
we find by induction:
[An+1]ij = [AAn]ij = θ[i− 1] ai,i−1 [An]i−1,j + aii [An]ij + ai,i+1 [An]i+1,j
(E.6)
[An+1]ji = [AnA]ji = θ[i− 1] [An]j,i−1 ai−1,i + [An]ji aii + [An]j,i+1 ai+1,i
(E.7)
= θ[i− 1] [An]i−1,j
(
j−1∏
k=i−1
ak+1,k
ak,k+1
)
ai−1,i + [An]ji
(
j−1∏
k=i
ak+1,k
ak,k+1
)
aii
+ [An]i+1,j
(
j−1∏
k=i+1
ak+1,k
ak,k+1
)
ai+1,i (E.8)
=
(
j−1∏
k=i
ak+1,k
ak,k+1
)
(θ[i− 1] ai,i−1 [An]i−1,j + aii [An]ij + ai,i+1 [An]i+1,j)
(E.9)
=
(
j−1∏
k=i
ak+1,k
ak,k+1
)
[An+1]ij . (E.10)
From this, the statement immediately follows. As a special case, the following
holds true:
[An]1m
[An]m1 =
a12 a23... am−1,m
am,m−1... a32 a21
. (E.11)
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